the humane catalog

Animals... It's their world too.

1998 Holiday Cards and Fall Gift Collection

The Humane Society of the United States
Dear Friend,

You and I share a special affection for all animals. And here, in our new Catalog, you're about to discover many delightful ways to express that love—and the joy which is so much a part of it.

If you're like me, and appreciate the opportunity to get a head-start on Holiday shopping, this is the place to do it. We've included a marvelous array of brand new cards, along with some old favorites.

What's more, you're about to see a number of inventive gifts for friends and family—unique ornaments, more of our very popular Magnetoaes®, personalized gifts for you and your pets, and a lot more. We've chosen everything for its quality and value. Your selections help The Humane Society of the United States with our work on behalf of animals everywhere. In fact, every purchase allows us to improve our services and outreach at a time when those efforts have never been needed more.

Thank you for shopping with us, and thank you for caring about the animals who share our world.

Sincerely,

Paul G. Irwin
President

B. EMBROIDERED MUSTANGS


$53.95, XXL $59.95

thank you for caring
C. IT'S THEIR WORLD TOO
Celebrate the diversity of our natural world and wear the message! The T-shirt is 100% cotton, the sweatshirt a 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
Art by Tim Knepp.
56036 It's Their World Too T-shirt $17.95,
XXL $20.95
56037 It's Their World Too Sweatshirt $28.95,
XXL $31.95

D. HERE WE BARK A-CAROLING
It's probably hard for dogs to stay in tune, but the spirit of the Season brings smiles to everyone. Our mouth-blown glass ornament, painted from the inside through the hole in the top, is an extraordinarily happy gift, boxed and ready. 3" in diameter, with hang-cord.
54041 Singing Dogs Ornament $17.95

E. MAGNETIC PERSONALITIES
We call them Magneticos® because they’re such good fun on the fridge or file cabinet. Each is a 3 3/4" x 4 1/4" stuffed toy with magnets at every “paw” and “hoof” — great stocking-stuffers.
52063 Cat and Dog Magneticos® (the pair) $12.95
53052 Cat, Dog and Horse Magneticos® (the full set) $17.95
52062 Dog Magnetico® $6.95
52061 Cat Magnetico® $6.95
53026 Horse Magnetico® $6.95

F. ELEGANT FUSED GLASS
Here, the brilliant and sparkling colors of fused glass capture a moment with a quiet, cozy kitty depicted on a superb 8" serving plate that’s also a dramatic focus for year 'round display.
54019 Garden Cat Cat Fused Glass Plate $34.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. MEET MOOCH POOCHE
A pillow and a pal, Mooch Pooch is
sure to give comfort and love when
you need it most. Our 24" machine
washable plush friend is stuffed with
polyester. For sleep or play time,
take him with you everywhere.
52035 Mooch Pooch $29.95

This symbol indicates products
created exclusively for HSUS.

B. MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY FLOOR MAT
Here they are, a collection of dogs and a surprise visitor,
ready to greet friends and family. The 30" x 20" Welcome
Mat is made from rugged indoor-outdoor weather resis-
tant polyester, with a non-skid backing. Ideal in the
kitchen, too.
52039 Members Of The Family Mat $29.95

C. UNSPOKEN VERY LOUDLY
"Got Biscuits?" And who can resist? Those warm
and appealing dog faces speak volumes, and
hearts melt. It's one of the best parts of sharing
your home with a pet. And now you can wear
the shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt: 50/50 cotton/
poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL.
Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56056 "Got Biscuits?" T-shirt $18.95,
XXL $21.95
56857 "Got Biscuits?" Sweatshirt $29.95,
XXL $32.95

D. TO THE BEACH
Have fun at the beach with these canine
companions on our 100% cotton
30" x 60" heavy duty beach
towel. Perfect at the shore
or at home or as a cozy
comforter. Imported.
52070 The Dogs Beach
Towel $17.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
POOCH

CH Pooch is love when 1" machine stuffed with ay time, where.
1.95

E. BOY'S BEST FRIEND

Surrounded by winter, surrounded by love—here is Robert Duncan's magnificent painting, maple-framed under glass and double-matted at a full frame size of 22" x 18". Sawtooth hanger is in place. Enrich your home with this noble print.
52089 "Boy's Best Friend" Framed Print $75.00

F. LET'S GO FOR A WALK!

Here's a handy silver-tone metal leash hook ready to mount right near the door. It's a good reminder and an attractive accessory. Includes mounting screws. 3½" x 3½".
54056 Walk Me Now Leash Hook $14.95

our best friends

G. RELAXING MOMENTS

Similar to the cat nightshirt and shorts on page 28, our comfortable nightshirt and button-fly boxer shorts are dog-decorated at every turn. A genuine comfort to wear. 100% knit cotton. Made in the U.S.A. Nightshirt, one size fits all; shorts S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size.
54004 Dog Nightshirt $24.95 53064 Dog Boxer Shorts $16.95

H. MUSIC AT EVERY TURN

The slightest breeze encourages the king canine of the chimes to ring out with a constantly changing melody. A pleasant companion on patio or breezeway. 11" top to bottom. See the cat version on page 6.
53027 Spoiled Dog Wind Chimes $22.95

Our Best Friends

Dogs are called our best friends. And they deserve our love, and our help. That's why The HSUS fights abuses such as puppy mills and dogfighting, and promotes lifelong commitments between dogs and their families.
HUMANE SOCIETY

C. SPOILED CAT WIND CHIMES
The princess cat reigns as the breezes blow, and the wafting, crystalline sounds of ceramic kittens and hearts calms our days. A fun gift for any cat lover. 11" top to bottom. See the dog version on page 5. 52072 Spoiled Cat Wind Chimes $22.95

D. SPECIAL SHIRT, GREAT BUTTONS
Here's a quietly elegant yet practical 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of feline friends. Add the set of 4 coordinating solid resin button covers for a surprise note of fashion fun. Import shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-10), L/XL (16-18). Button cover fits most shirts. 56085 "Just Kittens" Chambray Shirt $64.95 54043 "Just Kittens" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

A. THE AMBER KITTEN
This remarkable, stately, 8" tall cat is a most unusual accent lamp. Crafted from amber glass with an iron base and head, a 15-watt bulb (not included) immediately creates a warm and glowing focus for guest room, hallway or office credenza. A unique accent piece you'll love. 54039 Amber-glass Cat Light $49.95

B. DOUBLE-DUTY CAT
You'll have to choose where to display this versatile 20" x 30" floor mat. Its 100% polyester, weather resistant construction features a non-skid backing—great at the front door. But its easy care durability and bright colors make it ideal as a kitchen rug or decorative highlight. Which will it be? 54017 Cat Floor Mat $29.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

ats, Cats and More Cats
Cats now outnumber dogs as pets in U.S. households. But while millions are adored, millions more are abandoned and abused. The HSUS is helping our feline friends by educating pet owners and the public about the needs of cats in order to ensure their proper care.
E. IT'S PAINTED FROM THE INSIDE!
This 3" blown glass ornament is hand-painted in astonishing detail by artisans using curved miniature brushes inserted through the tiny hole in the top! Comes in a padded gift box.
52037 Glass Cat Ornament $17.95

H. LET ME HELP YOU...
Designed over 100 years ago, our helpful 2-pound, 14" tall Tabby cat is silk-screened on 100% cotton, stuffed and weighted with polyester—ready to hold the door...while the Cozy, matching 9½" x 12" polyester-stuffed throw pillow is a fine full-time supervisor! The printed designs will decorate a favorite spot anywhere you choose.
52038 Cat Door Stop $24.95
54016 Cat Pillow $26.95

F. YEAR ROUND CATS
Our 100% cotton throw is woven with 10 colors of exquisitely soft yarn to produce intricate detail and a warm, rich, gentle feel every time you surround yourself in its comforting folds. 67" x 46".
54014 "Seasonal Cats" Throw $58.95
A. NOAH'S CHRISTMAS

Peace on Earth
Celebrating the wonder of life and the rich diversity of animals who share Earth with us, Stephanie Stouffer's die-cut card opens to reveal the dove of peace. 4 1/4" x 7 1/4". (Box of 20)
50011 Noah's Christmas $14.95

B. SNOWY SPLENDOR

Wishing you a joyous Holiday Season with peace and prosperity in the New Year
Kathy Glaspur brings us this glimpse of nature as a reminder of the unity of the world we share. 5 3/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20.)
50052 Snowy Splendor $13.95

C. SANTA'S HELPERS

Have a wonderful Christmas with all the trimmings
They're ready! A momentarily motionless crowd of family friends is prepared to be energetic at the slightest cue. Painting by Mary Badenhop. 5 1/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20.)
50051 Santa's Helpers $14.95

D. FESTIVE FARM

May all the joys of the Season be yours
Sharing the fun of building the snowman, family pets, farm animals and wildlife enjoy the promise of a day of adventure. Deckled edge and a gold rule highlight this painting by Susan Detwiler. 8 1/4" x 5 1/4". (Box of 20.)
50034 Festive Farm $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. CHEERY CHICKADEES
Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember
A trio in bold contrast to winter’s weather, these sprightly black-capped chickadees are surrounded by a framework of intricate embossing. Painting by Mike Speiser. 8 3/4” x 5 3/4”. (Box of 20.) 50037 Cheery Chickadees $16.95

F. FROSTY MORNING
Wishing you the quiet beauty of a peaceful Holiday season
Persis Clayton Weirs lets us watch two companions share a calm, wintry moment in the high country. Finished with a rich combination of embossed trees and gold rules. 8 3/4” x 5 3/4”. (Box of 20.) 50008 Frosty Morning $15.95

G. WINTER WHITE
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday season and a New Year of peace and happiness
Surrounded by the gleam and joy of the Holidays, our feline friend stops to add a touch of majesty to the Season. Deckled edge reveals a red rule inside the card. Painting by Kit Shoop. 8 3/4” x 5 3/4”. (Box of 20.) 50033 Winter White $14.95

H. PEACEFUL GREETINGS
Wishing you all the joys and cherished moments of the Holiday
What more needs to be said? Mike Speiser lets us share the warm emotions of Holiday time by presenting mother and cub in peace and comfort. 7 3/4” x 4 7/8”. (Box of 20.) 50026 Peaceful Greetings $11.95

Personalize your cards and envelopes. See page 11 and the Order Form for details.
A. SHINING BRIGHT
May all the joys and blessings of this beautiful Season be yours
Here's a unique look at a most vital realm...Earth's seas. Sparkling gold and foil accents highlight Tim Knepp's dramatic painting. 8 1/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50043 Shining Bright $15.95

B. SWEET DREAMS
May all your Christmas dreams come true
Playtime seems to be over for the moment as two pals retreat from the Season's excitement while visions of treats dance in their heads. Painting by Ching Walters. 7 1/8" x 4 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50055 Sweet Dreams $12.95

C. STAR OF WONDER
A joyous Christmas to you and a New Year of peace and happiness
Express the essence of the Holidays with this distinguished card by Barbara Goss. The animal kingdom—from home, backyard and wilderness—gaze upon the star of wonder. 9 1/4" x 4 3/4". (Box of 20)
50030 Star Of Wonder $13.95

D. VISITING SANTA
Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember
Father Christmas is ready to spread the fun of the Season with every member of the family. Patricia Palermino's Americana card is sure to be remembered. No "naughty's" here!
8 1/4" x 5 1/2". (Box of 20.)
50044 Visiting Santa $13.95

E. 'TIS THE SEASON
May your Holidays be filled with joy and good cheer
Toys! A treasure trove of unexpected fun has everyone's attention—at least for the moment. Artist Tim Knepp's jolly neighborhood gathering of lovable adopted pooches gives you a most unique way to share Holiday greetings.
8 1/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20)
50007 'Tis The Season $13.95

F. HEAVENLY NIGHT
May the spirit of the Season touch us all
Home for the Holidays—a family glides through the silent streets of the Season in Kevin Daniel's soft and frosty traditional painting. Trimmed short to reveal a gold rule inside. 8 1/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50040 Heavenly Night $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
G. FELINE NAVIDAD

May your home always be filled with the peace and happiness of this special Season

One of the best parts of a Holiday gathering is the comforting time spent in quiet reflection. Mary Badenhop’s painting lets you share the peace of the Season with those you love and care about. 7½" x 4½". (Box of 20.)
50056 Feline Navidad $12.95

H. JOY TO THE WORLD

Peace on Earth
Goodwill to All

This is nature’s drama and diversity. And you can send this marvelous Tim Knepp Holiday card as you share your love for all of Earth’s animals. 4½" x 6½". (Box of 20)
50034 Joy to the World $39.50

Personalize your cards and envelopes!

It’s easy and economical to personalize your Holiday cards and envelopes

Cards: We will imprint your name(s) in black ink with up to 2 lines maximum of 36 characters and spaces for each line. The charge is only $6.00 for any quantity of each card design. Any change of design (item#) and/or imprint change requires an additional charge of $6.00.

Envelopes: Your return address will be printed in black on the flap, maximum of 3 lines, 36 letters and spaces on each line for only $6.00. Any change to your imprint requires an additional charge of $6.00.
A. EAGLE CREEK

May the beauty and wonder of the Season bring you peace that will last throughout the year.

Richard Plasschaert's winter scene—and our imagination—brings us to the vitality of deep wilderness...and sends our love of nature to friends and family. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.)
50041 Eagle Creek $13.95

B. JOY

to the world

This inventive card brings with it the full spirit of nature's variety, and the joy of the Holiday season. Embossed snowflakes complete a superb presentation. Painting by Barbara Goss. 8¾" x 5¼". (Box of 20.)
50035 Joy To All $17.95

C. HOLIDAY TREAT

Warm wishes for a bright and wonderful Holiday season.

A boy, his dog, and four eager horses...together on a snowy morning—sharing apples and companionship to brighten nature's world. Painting by Tim Knepp. A golden rule, debossed panel and deckled edge highlight this card. 8¾" x 5¼". (Box of 20.)
50032 Holiday Treat $16.95

D. YULETIDE VISITORS

May the Holidays surround you with beauty, warmth and joy.

There's mischief in mind, but these woodland callers can only admire the attractions of the Season—as we onlookers smile. A gold-bordered card by Barbara Barth. 8¾" x 5¼". (Box of 20.)
50046 Yuletide Visitors $14.95
your love of nimals

E. CHRISTMAS RETREAT
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday Season
At the end of a woodland trail awaits the warm generosity of family and friends in the Season of joy. Mike Speiser’s painting presents the silent calm of a winter’s day... with love. 5 1/8” x 8 1/4”. (Box of 20.)
50047 Christmas Retreat $15.95

F. SANTA’S SECRET
May the warmth of Christmas fill your heart and home with love
Pausing in his work to share the gentleness of Holiday time, Santa reminds us to give the fullness of the Season to the whole family. Painting by Margaret Cobane. 5 3/4” x 8 1/4”. Foil embossed border. (Box of 20.)
50048 Santa’s Secret $17.95

G. GIFT OF GIVING
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
A look of love and anticipation combine in Ching Walters’ imagined playtime partnership—a calming view of harmony eminently worthy of the Season. 4 3/4” x 2 1/8”. (Box of 20.)
50058 Gift of Giving $12.95

H. CHRISTMAS COMPANIONS
Hope your Holiday is filled with treasures
Bringing us peace and harmony all year ’round, our pets add an especially important measure of love at Holiday time. Painting by Barbara Goss. 8 1/4” x 5 1/4”. (Box of 20.)
50039 Christmas Companions $14.95

Personalize your cards and envelopes. See page 11 and the Order Form for details.

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
A. THE GIFT
Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember
Artist Shane Dimmick's friend "Spencer," a shelter adoptee, has brought the gifts of love and warmth to her life, beautifully expressed in her heartwarming, very personal painting. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.) 50045 The Gift $14.95

B. CHRISTMAS COLT
May the special joys of Christmas be with you this Holiday Season
We share our lives with many wonderful animals, perhaps never shown more beautifully than in Ching Walters' expressive card that seems to define the very nature of the mother and foal relationship. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.) 50042 Christmas Colt $13.95

C. WINTER SUNRISE!
Season's Greetings and warm wishes for a Holiday season perfect in every way
Russell Cobane brings us to gentler, quieter times in this warm, evocative Holiday keepsake card surrounded with a textured gold foil edge. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.) 50038 Winter Sunrise $16.95

D. WONDROUS GATHERING
Wishing you a joyous Christmas and many blessings throughout the New Year
At the edge of a forest, animals gather to witness the peace and calm of this special season—Kay Murphy's painting reminds us the true meaning of Christmas. The deckled edge reveals a gold rule inside. 7¼" x 4¾". (Box of 20.) 50033 Wondrous Gathering $13.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. FOREST WATCH
May your Holiday be filled
with the beauty of nature
Look into the heart of nature’s beauty and
mystery. Shane Dimnick’s remarkable gray
wolf is enriched with scenic embossed accents.
5¾" x 8½". (Box of 20)
50028 Forest Watch $16.95

F. QUIET REFLECTION
May this beautiful Season bring you
peace and happiness
We can almost hear the muted sounds of an
evening service as a solitary red fox passes by,
adding a sense of movement to the light and
color of Angela Schwarzkopf’s tranquil view
of the season. Deckled edge reveals a gold rule
inside. 4¼" x 7¼". (Box of 20)
50054 Quiet Reflection $12.95

G. PARADE OF PEACE
Goodwill to all
This is the dream we all share, and one
eagerly given to those we love—to
build...to encourage...to nurture peace
on Earth. Painting by Ching Walters.
4¾" x 7¾". (Box of 20)
50057 Parade of Peace $12.95

H. LION AND LAMB
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
“And the lion will lay down with the
lamb...” Martha Vaughn’s special
painting expresses your deepest feelings
about the true essence of the Holiday
Season. 4¼" x 7¼". (Box of 20)
50059 Lion and Lamb $11.95

I. WINTER REST
Peace and joy to you
this Holiday season
Deep sculptured embossing presents
a dramatic scene of the mother snow
leopard at rest with her cub in their
winter den. Painting by Mike Speiser.
8¾" x 5½". (Box of 20)
50036 Winter Rest $16.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 11 and
the Order Form for details.
A. **ALL IS CALM**

*May this beautiful Holiday Season bring you peace and happiness*

Here are all the elements of a perfect Holiday with those we love. Barbara Goss's painting is enhanced by intricate embossing and a die-cut window opening to a cottontail rabbit nestled in winter grass. 5 3/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20.)

50049 All Is Calm $17.95

---

**B. BASKET FULL OF JOY**

*May the smiles and warmth of this enriching Holiday season be yours throughout the New Year*

They’re irresistible! Jim Killen has packed playfulness, love and energy in one delightful portrait. 5 3/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20.)

50000 Basket Full of Joy $14.95

---

**C. PURRFECT VIEW**

*With all good wishes for a wonderful Holiday and happiness in the year to come*

This appealing design combines homeliness and wildlife, and features deep hand-sculpted embossing with gold highlights. A die-cut window allows our cat companion to view the inside painting by Kathy Glaspn. 5 3/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20.)

50050 Purfect View $17.95

---

**D. HOLIDAY CARD ASSORTMENTS**

Choose from two collections of our popular cards. Large Assortment cards are 8 1/2" x 5 1/2"; Medium cards measure 7 1/4" x 4 1/4". Both sets contain a mixture of designs with matching envelopes. 20 cards per box. We’ll create an assortment just for you. Your selections may not match the cards pictured here. Sorry; these cards cannot be personalized.

50061 Large Cards Assortment $9.95

50060 Medium Cards Assortment $8.95
E. UNIQUE ADDRESS LABELS
Beautiful full-color, self-stick labels show others of your interests, and add a friendly touch to Holiday cards and year 'round letters. We'll personalize your favorite in Block type, as shown. Specify up to 4 lines, limit 28 letters and spaces per line. FREE carrying case. 2 1/2" x 1 3/4". 144 labels per box. Choose from the great designs shown here. Labels marked * have matching Holiday cards in this Catalog. 144 Labels $7.95

F. HSUS WALL CALENDARS
Each 16-month calendar (September '98 through December '99) features outstanding animal photography you'll love, generous space for notes and reminders...and measures 12" x 22" when open. Beautiful at home, and welcome as gifts too.
53055 The HSUS Dogs calendar $10.95
53054 The HSUS Cats calendar $10.95
53057 The HSUS Wolves calendar $10.95
53056 The HSUS Horses calendar $10.95
53030 The HSUS "Animals...it's their world too" calendar $10.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
B. UP-TO-THE-MINUTE KEY RINGS

Kids absolutely love these! Hang from belts, purses or backpacks, each bracelet includes 5 animal-specific charms, two key hooks, a beautifully polished stone, a clever little whistle... and a locket for a pal’s picture. Rugged, unusual — and everybody will want one.

54001 Dog Charms Key Ring $19.95
54002 Horse Charms Key Ring $19.95
54000 Cat Charms Key Ring $19.95

C. YOU’LL STEP LIVELY...

... in our dog and cat socks, a warm and cozy blend of 75% high-bulk acrylic with 25% nylon for strength. Comfortable and unusual — your pet will love you in them. One size fits most men and women. Made in the U.S.A.

52058 Dog Socks $7.95 52059 Cat Socks $7.95

A. PICTURE PERFECT

Our two treasure-trove albums will care for your photos as the years pass — one for pictures of the dogs in your life, the other for cats. Both feature an old-fashioned ribbon closure, die-cut interior windows, clever illustrations — and room for all your memories. 3½” x 7¼”.

54024 Cat Lovers Album $14.95
54025 Dog Lovers Album $14.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

Back Detail
D. WHAT WOULD I DO WITHOUT YOU...

Emotions tug at our heart from the sublime words of Hope Harrington Kolb—her message is true, our feelings noble. Pets are so much a part of family life that it is altogether right to remember every moment in just this way...forever. Add your own 3" x 5" photo. Gold-painted wood frame; glass in place. Ready to hang. 8" x 14".
54012 Pet Poem Frame $24.95

Member of the Family

What would I do without you,
My precious furry friend,
Of course you make me laugh,
And that's just the best!

You look at me with eyes of love,
You never hold a grudge,
You think I'm far too wonderful
To criticize or judge.

It seems your greatest joy is
To bring home a new toy,
I think God must hear your screams
When you locate your treasure.

I know you think you're human,
But I'm glad you're not true,
The world would be a nicer place
If dogs were more like you.

A few short years are all we have:
One day we'll have to part,
But you my pet, will always have
A place within my heart.

by Hope Harrington Kolb
February 1991

E. IT'S GOTTA BE LOVE

"Everyone needs a little TLC," says these clever new shirts. And it's true—except this time it's from our pet's point of view! Good fun in a comfortable 100% cotton T-shirt, or the 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt, both in sizes L, XL and XXL. Specify size(s). Made in the U.S.A.
56077 Tender Loving Canine T-shirt $17.95 XXL, $20.95
56078 Tender Loving Canine Sweatshirt $27.95 XXL, $30.95
56075 Tender Loving Cat T-shirt $17.95 XXL, $20.95
56076 Tender Loving Cat Sweatshirt $27.95 XXL, $30.95

F. DOUBLE-DUTY DISHES...PLUS!

Our high-gloss ceramic dishes are cheerful and generous, but imagine one as the ultimate chip- and-dip set for your next big party! Cat dish is 12" x 8", the doggie version 13" x 9". The matching treat jars are in rugged ceramic—about 11" tall. All are hand-crafted and hand washable.
52092 Cat's Double Dish $16.95
52094 Dog's Double Dish $25.95
52095 Dog Treats Jar $29.95
52093 Cat Treats Jar $29.95

G. SURPRISING IMAGES

These two colorful, expressive ceramic tiles are alive with the bold drama of the pets we love. Both dog and cat are energetic and curious, yet reflect a view of life that is at once artistic and lighthearted. With self-standing easels, or can be wall mounted. 8" squares.
52096 Cat Tile $26.95
52097 Dog Tile $26.95
**A. DESK-TOP DAILY BOX CALENDARS**

Each day features a color photo and an interesting, useful animal fact, with space for notes and jottings. A handy 5½" x 4½" in size. Ideal for office or kitchen counter.

- 53062 HSUS Cats Daily Calendar $9.95
- 54049 HSUS Dogs Daily Calendar $9.95
- 53029 HSUS Horses Daily Calendar $9.95

**B. "HEY! I'M UP HERE!"**

Ready to pounce into action (or sleep the day away), our over-the-top friends can rest on a computer, bookshelf, mantle—any flat surface that needs a spot of fun. Weighted resin for security. Approximately 4" long, and very observant! Specify grey or orange kitten.

- 54020 Grey, or 52052 Orange Half-Pint Kitten - $14.95 each
- 54045 Grey, or 54046 Orange Snoozer Kitten - $14.95 each
- 54047 Grey, or 54048 Orange Set of 2 - $27.95 each set

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

**C. FREE MOUSE PAD PERSONALIZATION!**

These are just plain fun—three Little Kittens or The Retriever mouse pads to keep you smiling as you work. Each measures 9" x 8", and has a non-skid backing. Specify one-line name up to 18 characters, including spaces.

- 53059 The Retriever Mouse Pad $12.95
- 53001 Three Little Kittens Mouse Pad $12.95

**D. WRITE AWAY**

Show your fondness for cats or dogs alike with our clever stationery sets. Excellent for handwritten correspondence, or laser and ink jet printers. 15 each of 8½" x 11" sheets and #10 envelopes.

- 52030 Cat Letter Paper Set - $10.95
- 54044 Dog Letter Paper Set - $10.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
in celebration of *animals*

---

**MEOW**
- 56042 MEOW Cat T-shirt, M, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
- 56043 MEOW Cat Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95

**Rosebud Rubin**
- 56048 Rosebud Rubin T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
- 56049 Rosebud Rubin Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $32.95

**Dog Walkers of America**
- 56016 Dog Walkers T-shirt, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
- 56017 Dog Walkers Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, XXL $30.95

---

**If Dog Did Not Exist**
- 56044 "If Dog Did Not Exist" T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
- 56045 "If Dog Did Not Exist" Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95

**Dogs Drool**
- 56086 Dogs Drool, Cats Rule T-shirt, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
- 56087 Dogs Drool, Cats Rule Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, XXL $30.95

**Barn Buddies**
- 56052 "Barn Buddies" T-shirt, S, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
- 56053 "Barn Buddies" Sweatshirt, S, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95

---

**RUFF**
- 56046 RUFF Dog T-shirt, M, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
- 56047 RUFF Dog Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95

**Cat & Fish**
- 56018 Cat & Fish T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95
- 56019 Cat & Fish Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $34.95

---

**POOPED DOGGY DOG**
Get the set! Shirt and heavyweight 100% cotton twill hat (adjustable, imported) make a very happy combination!
- 56082 T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
- 56083 Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95
- 53036 Adjustable Baseball Cap, $19.95

---

All animals depend on the care we provide—at home and across the reach of Earth’s environment. We’ve chosen this selection of designs to celebrate all animals. T-shirts are 100% cotton; sweatshirts 50/50 cotton/polyester. Colors as shown. Made in the U.S.A.
A. I’VE GOT IT!
Retrieving is a way of life, and good fun too. Our healthy, hearty dog has been embroidered into a soft 100% cotton Twill pullover in washed navy with its cozy-up drawstrings at the neck. Made in the U. S. A. Three sizes: (S-M), (L-XL), (XXL). Specify size.
56088 The Retriever Pullover $49.95, XXL $54.95

B. DOG LOVERS UNITE!
This special shirt is soft, friendly, different...and will coax a smile from everyone you meet. Color: natural. Cat Lovers see page 25. 100% cotton T-shirt. 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56058 Dog Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56059 Dog Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

C. PICTURE THIS
Put your favorite dog's picture in this inventive Seagull Pewter Christmas tree ornament—encircled with "Woof Woof Woof" and some tasty treats—to create a grand focal point for any day of the year. 2" x 2½".
52016 Dog Bone Picture Frame Ornament $10.95

D. FINE ENAMEL JEWELRY
Make a personal fashion statement with our "Ready-to-walk Golden Retriever" pin and earring set. Each full-color piece is hand-painted enamel on sterling silver. Earrings have sterling earwires.
54054 Golden Retriever Earrings $19.95
54053 Golden Retriever Pin $27.95
54055 Golden Retriever Set $44.95

E. GUARDING THE WAY
Hand-crafted from an original carving by Al Pisano, our resin door-topper friend is hand painted and buffed to bring out the appealing, softly muted colors. 16½" x 8½".
54023 "Welcome Friends" Door Topper $39.95
F. RETRIEVERS AT REST

This magnificent accent rug measures 33" x 48", sure to make it the center of attention in a den or library. Its 2-ply heat-set polypropylene construction assures fast colors and durability, and gives it the look and feel of luxurious wool without the worry. Imagine mounting it as a tapestry! Made by Shaw. 53028 Golden Retriever Rug $79.95

G. BIG, BOLD...HUNGRY

Two generous pet bowls keep a big supply of food and water at the ready. Easy-clean ceramic, with a hefty, robust weight and novel design. Each Jumbo is 10" x 11" and holds 3 cups per side. The Medium is 6" x 7" and holds 1 cup per side. The companion recycled-rubber "Fetch" mat helps ensure non-skid, sure-footed stability at feeding time—and is a snap to clean. Sizes complement the bowls.
53065 Jumbo Bone Bowls (Set of 2 jumbo) $39.95
53050 Medium Bone Bowls (Set of 2 medium) $29.95
54051 "Fetch" Rubber Mat, large $12.95
54052 "Fetch" Rubber Mat, medium $7.95

H. FRAMED FOR FUN

Watching over a favorite picture for us, our solid resin, hand-painted pup adds its own sense of perky mischief to any snapshot. A clever smile-producer wherever it's displayed. 7½" x 6" overall. The hand painted 3½" x 5½" resin switchplate (screws included) adds a decorative touch to any special room in your home. Great stocking-stuffer, too!
54034 "Best Friend" Frame $18.95
54050 "Dawg" Switchplate $11.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
A. PLAYFUL FRAME-FULL
Two inquisitive kittens seem to be preparing for a day of energetic romping as they gaze across a favorite family photo. Our solid resin 6½" x 7¼" frame holds a 3" x 5" snapshot on its self-standing easel base—or you can easily wall mount it.
53060 "Playful Kittens" Frame $22.95

B. CAT-AGAIN CARDIGAN
Three adorable kittens have been silk-screened onto this button-up 50/50 cotton/poly fleece cardigan with two pockets. Color: cream with jade collar. Very comfortable, very different. Made in U.S.A. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56074 Kittens Cardigan $39.95, XXL $42.95

C. THE CATS!
Friendly cats abound on this thirsty beach towel, presenting your love of animals to everyone. 100% cotton, 30" x 60", heavy duty. It's a cozy towel at home, too!
52071 The Cats Beach Towel $17.95

D. COZY AND CUDDLY
Take your pick, or get them both. Each book-like portfolio opens to present 10 blank 4" x 5¾" cards, 5 each of two charming paintings by renowned feline artist Sueellen Ross. Printed on high-quality stock. Envelopes included.
54011 Cozy Cats Notes $8.95
54010 Cuddly Cats Notes $8.95
E. COASTERS!
These very unusual 4" diameter cat coasters are practical show-stoppers at every party. Made of wood, hand-painted...smart stocking-stuffers. Terrific for desk-top coffee, too. Imported.
52068 Cat Coasters, set of (6) $24.95

F. ALL PRETTY IN A ROW
Seven patient bronze-finished brass cats are poised to hold your hat and coat—and add a happy dash of fun while they're waiting. A full 17" long, with mounting hardware included, this will be a welcome decorative highlight at home.
53049 Cats Coat Hanger $32.95

G. PAINT YOUR OWN CAT!
You—or a child on your list—can easily design and paint a cat companion with this inventive and educational kit. You get the ready-to-go 15" stuffed cotton cat, a stencil pattern for the face, textile paints, brush, complete booklet of instructions, facts, patterns, breeds, and information on cats. Don't forget to put a collar and tag on your cat.
52011 Kitten Creature Kit $24.95

H. WONDERFUL CATS!
Our Kona cat-print jacket and pre-shrunk T-shirt are 100% soft cotton, fully machine washable. The lined and zippered jacket sports two side pockets. The T-shirt features both screen printed cats patch and appliqué. Dramatic alone, stunning when worn together. Shirt sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL; Jacket S, M, L, XL. Specify size(s).
56072 Kona Cat Print T-shirt $21.95, XXL $24.95
56073 Kona Cat Print Jacket $79.95

I. CAT LOVER...YES!
Here they are—our brand new Cat Lover shirts. (Dog lovers, see page 22.) They're subtle, comfortable, amusing...and make a persuasive, affectionate statement. Color: white. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56054 Cat Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56055 Cat Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

* symbol indicates products createdlusively for HSUS.
A. PUPPY BUTTON COVERS AND SHIRT
Our expressive 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of puppy pals is a delight to wear. Snap on the set of 4 sturdy coordinating resin button covers for a very special ensemble that shows your love to all. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56084 "Puppy Love" Chambray Shirt $64.95
54042 "Puppy Love" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

B. IT'S AN ANDREW WYETH
"The Master Bedroom" print adds a warm, expressive and comforting tone wherever you display it. We've double-matted the work, framed it in maple, and protected it under glass. A sawtooth hangar bar is in place. Now...where will it look its best? Framed size 22" x 18".
52088 "The Master Bedroom" Framed Print $75.00

C. HIS NAME IS CAESAR...
...and he's deaf. You get the richly illustrated 32-page, soft cover true-story book "On Deaf Ears" by Loren Spiotta-Dimare. Discover how a loving shelter worker trained a clever mixed breed dog with hand signals. Next there's Grammy Award winner Tom Chapin's heartwarming, narrated audio cassette—plus the 8" cuddly plush Caesar himself. A gift of compassion, love and learning for ages 6-10.
52091 "On Deaf Ears" book/audio/toy Set $19.95
D. BONE TO BE WILD
Your pooch gets a glow-in-the-dark collar with a special bone tag, the preservative-free dog biscuit mix (1 lb. 10 oz.) and a neat, decorative doggie-bone shaped cookie cutter. Specify size.
54015 Small Collar Set $19.95
54083 Medium Collar Set $19.95
54084 Large Collar Set $19.95

E. MEET "FLAPJACK" AND "TESS"
Artist Constance Coleman charms everyone with these expressive dog paintings crafted into ceramic tiles, neatly surrounded in cherry-toned wood frames with self-standing easel backs. 7 3/8" x 5 3/4" each.
54032 "Tess" The Brown-Dog Tile $22.95
54033 "Flapjack" The White-Dog Tile $22.95

F. BASKET FULL OF JOY!
Our most popular design again brightens these exclusive, cozy sweatshirts and T-shirts. Jim Killen’s captivating painting brings smiles to everyone—and comfort to you! Color: Heather grey. Made in the U.S.A. T-Shirt—100% preshrunk cotton: sweatshirt—50/50 cotton/poly blend. Both available in M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size.
56034 Basket Full of Joy T-Shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56035 Basket Full of Joy Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

G. LET’S TAKE A BREAK...
...wrapped-up in the folds of our 100% cotton throw, our favorite small dogs are intricately woven with 10 individual yarn colors. It’s great in the car, and perfect as an accent throw in the living room or across the bed. A generous 67" x 46".
54013 "It’s A Dog’s Life" Throw $56.95

H. IT’S A TRUTHFUL SHIRT!
"Lord Help Me" says it all as we work to make the wish come true. Meantime, the shirt provides encouragement...and a smile. Fun gift. Color: natural. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56014 "Lord Help Me" T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56015 "Lord Help Me" Sweatshirt $27.95, XXL $30.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. HERE’S THE COMFORT ZONE
Matching nightshirt and button-fly boxer shorts make quite a statement—with silhouetted cats everywhere. Both are 100% knit cotton in light blue. Perfect for sleep time and peaceful moments at day's end. Made in the U.S.A. Nightshirt, one size fits all. Boxer shorts: S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. See the dog set on page 5.
54003 Cat Nightshirt $24.95
53063 Cat Boxer Shorts $16.95

B. INFORMAL, BUT ON TIME
Our hand-crafted, hardboard clock, capturing the relaxed spirit of every family's cat, can be wall-mounted or rest peacefully on desk or table. Guaranteed for 10 years by the manufacturer, it takes one AA battery, not included. 9½” x 8½”. Made in U.S.A.
54031 Lazy Cat Clock $19.95

C. I'M ON TOP
Talk about unusual gifts... here's a curious cat that can rest easily on door or window frame, just waiting for fun. Crafted of solid resin—for strength and permanence—you'll enjoy watching guests react to your heroic pet. Move him around from time to time. Keep 'em guessing!
Approx. 9” long.
53025 Doortopper
Cat $24.95

D. IT'S CONSTANT MOTION...
Countless cats a-leaping set-off a spirited new T-shirt designed for us by Kathy Davis. Our 100% cotton shirt is soft and comfortable, with lots of basket-cats waiting to join their airborne pals. Good fun, good value. Made in U.S.A. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56033 Cats In A Basket T-Shirt $19.95, XXL $22.95
E. SHOWER POWER
Our fuchsia and black shower curtain is definitely the cat's meow. A standard 72" x 72" in size, this waterproof poly fabric curtain is ideal for any home that respects and loves cats. Yours. Machine washable, compelling, avant garde. 54006 "Cat's Meow" Shower Curtain $47.95

F. JUST HANGIN' AROUND...
...as a flag! Our smiling, freewheeling 49" x 28" sky-kitty takes the air as an unusual wind-sculpture which hangs from your own horizontal flag pole. 5 foot long, 2-piece wooden pole and bracket offered below. Sturdy, weather resistant fabric. Windy days are now much improved! 54038 Cat Banner $26.95  
54080 Flag Pole $9.95  
54081 Metal Flag Pole Bracket $5.95

G. SIGNED LITHOGRAPHS
British artist Sharon Jarvis has created a trio of miniature, prim and proper "royal" cats as individually signed and framed lithographs, each a trim 3 1/2" x 3 1/4" in size. The wooden frames are gold-finished; the set...exquisite. 54018 Mini Framed Cat Prints (Set of 3) $24.95

H. A MATCHING SET
This stylish, versatile set of solid Seagull Pewter jewelry is sure to spruce-up any day's ensemble. Both pin and earrings are designed with a lighthearted touch—ideal as a gift set, or for a special person in your life. Pewter is a welcome presentation at any season. 52099 Cats Pin and Earring Set $13.95

I. A TABLETOP TWIST
An unusual steele and glass objet d'art that's perfect for miniature flower arrangements, potpourri, candy, a votive candle, colored glass beads, or the personal touch that strikes your fancy. Black enamel cat with glass holder. 4 1/2" tall. 54022 Cat Tabletop Twist $17.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. THE EAGLE AND THE WOLF
From the lore and lure of America's wilderness comes these dramatic representations of energy, life and freedom. Each heavyweight brushed-loop fleece pullover is a 80/20 cotton/poly blend with a half-zipped placket—featuring a full-color embroidered bald eagle or grey wolf as the fashionable focal point. Warm, soft, very comfortable. Machine washable.
Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56081 Eagle Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95
56063 Wolf Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95

B. IT'S A KITE, OR...
Imagine the spectacular 50"-wingspan of this American Bald Eagle soaring through the skies above your backyard. Or picture it as the most unusual decorative highlight in living room or den. Hand-painted nylon on durable bamboo frame. Handmade in Bali. No assembly required, wings fold easily for storage.
53033 Bald Eagle Kite $56.95
(These symbols indicate products created exclusively for HSUS.)

C. FOREST COUGAR...
Majestic, watchful, strong—and a careful parent—the mighty cougar graces our newest shirt. The T-shirt is 100% cotton, while the sweatshirt is 50/50 cotton/polyester. Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL.
Specify size.
56069 Cougar T-shirt $17.95 XXL $20.95
56068 Cougar Sweatshirt $28.95 XXL $31.95

D. A LOOK BENEATH THE SEAS
Our special edition of Erich Hoyt's new book is a beautifully factual exploration of nature's gentle giants; a rich and fascinating discovery gift the family will treasure and share. Informative and surprising. 82 pages in full color, 9" x 10".
52090 Seasons of the Whales Book $19.95
E. THE GOOD-IDEA GIFT BOOK
Here's our very own HSUS 256-page book to help everyone understand the humane way to co-exist with nearby wildlife. Packed with tips, ideas, and suggestions for ethical and appropriate actions, it's a book everyone will appreciate—and use. Animal illustrations by popular wildlife artist, Shane Dimnick. Size 7" x 9 1/4".
52083 Wild Neighbors soft cover book $16.95

F. POLAR BEAR BUDDIES
Two comfortable polar bears smile out at you from inside their surprising 3" blown glass ornament, hand-painted through the opening on top. Creative skill has fashioned a conversation piece of enduring charm. Includes a gift box. 54040 Polar Bears Ornament $17.95

G. PEACEFUL POLAR BEARS
The mother and baby polar bears are a picture of contentment, security, affection and happiness. This shirt's contemporary design adds to its allure as it boosts your wardrobe's variety. T-shirt: 100% cotton; sweatshirt 50/50 cotton/polyester. Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL.
Specify size.
56066 Polar Bears T-shirt $17.95
XXL, $20.95
56067 Polar Bears Sweatshirt $28.95
XXL, $31.95

H. BEARS AND CUBS, OH MY
Our black enameled-steel key or kitchen-tools rack is a handy and unique accent piece wherever you need it most. Strong, beautiful, family oriented. Includes mounting hardware. 11" x 6".
53035 Bear Family Key and Utensils Rack $19.95
A. INTO THE SUNSET
Defining the spirit of the open range, these mustangs are headed due-west at the end of the day. But they’ll keep you company on the way with this unusually gratifying shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56060 Wild Mustangs T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56861 Wild Mustangs Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

B. TRANQUIL MOMENTS
Our engaging mare and foal solid Seagull Pewter frame holds a 4" x 6" print...and a lifetime of precious memories. Overall size is 4¾ x 8". Self-standing case is in place, ready for your favorite horse's photo. 53038 Mare and Foal Frame $39.95

C. DREAMS AND MEMORIES
Yes it's a comfortable throw, but it also harkens back to wonderful summer days spent with friends, family and our horse companions. You’ll love its 100% cotton tapestry-look, and the feel of its softness. Very nice. 68" x 51". Machine washable. 54037 "Horsing Around" Throw $56.95

D. VERSATILE FLOOR MAT
Sturdy and wear-resistant, this 30" x 20" floor mat is 100% polyester with a non-skid backing—useful in the kitchen, bath or child's room. It features quick-care strength, bright colors, and a pleasing pastoral glimpse of nature's serenity.
54021 Horse Floor Mat $28.95

E. HORSE COOKIE CUTTER
Hard to find 5" horse cookie cutter is steel; tin with a sturdy handle. You also get great recipes with a spice packet for perfect results. Salt-dough to bake ornaments, more. The right addition for the kitchen collection.
54026 Horse Cookie Cutter Set $8.95

H. YEAR 'ROUND ORNAMENT!
Decorate a holiday tree, brighten a special corner, add color and outdoor fun anywhere...your choice. Each Palomino, Paint or Appaloosa ornament is 4¾" long crafted in solid, durable resin, and hand-painted. Rustic hang-cords add a nice touch.
53053 Horse Ornaments (Set of 3) $19.95

magnificent
F. BOY MEETS HORSE
And both of them are just this side of very young. A charming print by artist Kathryn Andrews Fincher, framed in wood, double-matted and protected under glass. Hanger bar in place. A full 21" x 18"—and as big as his imagination. Excellent for a child's room, or den.
S4005 "Howdy Partner" Framed Print $75.00

G. SLEEP TIME
Any time. This 100% soft cotton flannel nightshirt of silhouetted horses induces the nicest dreams. Generously cut for restful comfort. Button placket. Made in the U.S.A. Adult sizes S-M and L-XL. Specify size.
S4057 Black Horse Nightshirt $39.95

I. MUSTANG, PALOMINO...OR?
Here's everything you need: 3 hand-carved non-endangered plantation fruitwood horses, 5 paint colors (choose a favorite breed), brush, finishing-varnish, easy instructions, gift tags—with magnets, hangars and suction-cups for the artist's choice of display. Educational, creative fun for ages 6 and up.
S4027 Paint The Wild Horses Kit $15.95

RNAMENTS
Each corner, add our choice. Each cent is 4½" long. Painted. Rustic add a nice touch.
Set of 3) $19.95

GORGEOUS HORSES
From the horses who share our lives as our friends and companions, to the horses who run wild and free and inspire our dreams, The HSUS is working to protect these wonderful animals through education, investigation and legislation.
A. TRAVELING? LODGING FOR YOU AND YOUR PETS
If you'd love to travel with your pet but always think twice about it, you need the Pets Welcome® travel guides. It lists hotels, motels and inns nationwide based on their ambiance, guest amenities and, most importantly, their pet friendliness. Includes pet-travel tips, maps, charges, ratings, more.
53044 Pets Welcome, National Edition, 320 pages $19.95
53042 Pets Welcome, California, 208 pages $15.95
53041 Pets Welcome, America's South, 224 pages $15.95
53040 Pets Welcome, New England and New York, 224 pages $15.95
53039 Pets Welcome, Pacific Northwest, 224 pages $15.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET COLLAR AND LEASH
Identify your pet with a durable pet collar and leash. Pet's I.D. is embroidered in white on red or royal blue nylon web. Convenient quick-snap collar for easy removal and adjusting. Maximum of 20 letters, numbers and spaces. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Helps pet get home. Pet Quick Snap Collars
53020 Small (10"-14") 1/4" wide $11.95
53021 Medium (13"-20") 1" wide $13.95
53022 Large (17"-28") 1" wide $15.95
Pet Leashes
53009 6 Foot x 4" wide $14.95  53010 6 Foot x 1" wide $15.95
Specify red or blue webbing color on order form.

C. THE ORIGINAL SHERPA BAG DELUXE
Many airlines have approved the use of Sherpa Bags, so you can take your pet in the passenger compartment with you. Inside, the soft, comfortable liner is machine washable, and a leash ring is in place—the stylish, quilted black nylon exterior features two enclosures, a zippered pocket for treats and more, plus an adjustable strap that's also a leash. Small (16" x 9 1/2" x 10") pets up to 6 pounds; Medium (18" x 10 1/2" x 11") 16 pounds; Large (20" x 11" x 11 1/4") 22 pounds. Color: black. These are handy, secure, safe, and help reduce travel stress. Note: the number of pets allowed in the cabin is limited. Always check ahead. Sherpa Pet Bag Deluxe.
54659 Small $9.95
54659 Medium $69.95
54661 Large $79.95

D. COMPLETE FIRST AID
This reassuring book by The HSUS and the American Red Cross covers a full range of first aid encounters for pets—at home and while traveling. Easy to follow, thorough and highly practical. Buy one, give another to a friend. Be prepared. 109 pages. 6 1/4" x 9 1/2". 52085 Pet First Aid Book $12.95
E. PERSONALIZED PET I.D. TAGS
1. Shaped I.D. Tags. Lightweight metal tags with sturdy fastener attaches easily to collar. Three shapes available in your choice of materials: Stainless Steel, Solid Brass or Red Aluminum. Size: 1 1/4" x 1 1/4". Specify color/material. Shaped I.D. Tag $5.95
53017 Dog Bone 53018 Round 53019 Heart
2. Slide-on I.D. Tags have slots at each end allowing them to be slipped onto a collar. No tools required, nothing to get caught! Small and large size available in Solid Brass or Stainless Steel. Small (1/4" x 1 1/2") fits 3/4" collar width; Large (1 1/4" x 1 1/2") fits 7/8" collar width. Stainless Steel Slide-On Tag $5.95
53014 Small 53015 Large
Solid Brass Slide-On Tag $6.95
53016 Small 53017 Large
TO ORDER: Specify item number desired, along with pet's name, your name, street address, city, state, ZIP, regular and emergency phone numbers. Limit 6 lines, 22 letters and spaces maximum per line.

UXE
gs, so you can take inside, the soft, 1 ring is in place—no entrances, a table strap that's sounds; Medium 1 1/4") 22 pounds, p reduce travel in is limited.

F. FITNESS AND FUN...
Kong' rubber chew-toys, resilient and long-lasting, satisfy a dog's natural urge to chew, can be stuffed with treats, and will never splinter or develop sharp edges. Safe, fun and good exercise, your dog will love it.
Kong Dog Chew Toy 54062 Small (6") $4.45 54063 Medium (7") $6.45 54064 Large (9") $7.45 54065 Extra large (10") $9.95 54066 Giant (12") $12.95

G. ...AND GOOD DENTAL HEALTH
Dental Kong' rubber chew toys have patented grooves to clean and "squeegy" teeth, reduce plaque and tartar, and exercise gums every time your dog chews. The braided cotton rope helps in natural dental care as it adds to your pet's fun. Dental Kong 54067 Small (7") $6.95 54068 Large (8") $10.95

"Dogs love to play. The great thing about a Kong is it's a toy that you and your dog can play with together. It also provides safe amusement for your dog when he's home alone. You can even stuff some treats inside—your dog will have fun trying to get the goodies."
—Martha Armstrong, HSUS VP for Companion Animals

H. MY DOG CAN DO THAT!
And so can yours. Here's a reward-based dog-training game that gently helps your pet learn (or improve) basic skills and good manners, as human players develop good pet leadership skills. You'll be surprised how quickly "sit," "stay," "heel" and other commands improve, and that your dog might actually learn a few genuine tricks.
Good family fun.
54069 My Dog Can Do That! $24.95

I. PERSONALIZED FIRST-QUALITY PET BOWLS
These sturdy white ceramic bowls are attractive, durable, and easy to keep clean. Designed as shown, the Cat's Bowl has a 5" diameter and is 2" deep; the Small Dog's Bowl shares the same measurements, while the Medium Dog Bowl is 7" dia. x 3" deep, and the Large Dog's Bowl is 9" dia. x 3" deep. Pet's name is screen printed then permanently fired to the bowl. Specify name, up to 10 characters, including spaces.
53002 Cat's Bowl $17.95 53003 Small Dog's Bowl $17.95 53004 Medium Dog's Bowl $19.95 53005 Large Dog's Bowl $22.95

can Red Cross 
at home and practical. Buy es. 6 1/4" x 9".
A. PET DEODORIZER CANDLE
Here’s a thoughtful addition for any home. Our candle sits snugly inside its own pet-decorated ceramic bowl as it helps keep your indoors as sweet as all outdoors. Good way to reduce pet smells...good looking, good gift. 3" diameter candle; combination is approx. 4" tall.
53067 Pet Candle Deodorizer $17.95

B. SECURE PET FOOD STORAGE
Assure yourself, and your pet, of safe and clean food storage with the Soft Store® dry storage system. Lined in low density waterproof plastic with a seal-tight top, the outer bag is nylon fabric. Two sizes hold 25 or 50 pounds of dry food in soft, compact and easy-to-carry convenience. Great for travel. Forest green.
54070 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 25 lbs. $29.95
54071 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 50 lbs. $34.95

C. THE ADOPTERS SHIRT
Shouldn’t “Friends For A Lifetime” be the official shirt for anyone who lovingly adopts a cat or dog? It’s lighthearted, warm and fun—and speaks well of the love shared by pet and owner alike. If you’ve adopted a special pet friend—or plan to—wear the shirt. 100% pre-shrunk white cotton T-shirt: M, L, XL and XXL; Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. “Friends For A Lifetime”
56080 Cat T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95
56079 Dog T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95

D. DOUBLE RAISED DOG BOWLS
Hand-crafted in solid wood with a honey pine, clear-coat protected finish, these distinctive top-line feeders include removable stainless steel bowls. The elevated height is a mealtime comfort for tall, elderly or convalescent dogs. Sizes: Small, 4" tall, 1 quart capacity each bowl; Medium, 7", 1 quart, Large, 11", 3-quarts.
54073 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Small $69.95
54074 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Medium $89.95
54075 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Large $129.95
A. FOREST WATCH
Shane Dimnick's emotionally powerful grey wolf portrait has been transformed into comfortable and evocative T-shirts and sweatshirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt; M, L, XL, and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. (And see the Holiday Card on page 15)
56070 Forest Watch T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56071 Forest Watch Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET THROW
Personalize our soft, 2-ply, 100% cotton throw with your favorite pet's name...then enjoy all the relaxing comfort and warmth—perhaps together. Machine washable, 68" x 48", made in the U.S.A. Specify name up to 10 letters. Personalization in blue lettering.
53016 Personalized Throw $48.95
54082 Non-personalized Throw $43.95

C. TIME SOARS ON WINGS OF AN EAGLE
Our stately wooden mantle clock stands a regal 20" tall. The flying eagle reminds us of the beauty and freedom of nature. An elegant accent on a mantel or library table. Takes one AA battery, not included.
52098 Eagle Mantle Clock $39.95

D. YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE!
"Dogs smile with their tails," and they make us happy at the same time. Get a T-shirt or sweatshirt for yourself, and give one to a dog lover who shares your feelings for pets. Good fun in top quality shirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt; M, L, XL, and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56050 Dogs Smile With Their Tails T-shirt $18.95 XXL $21.95
56051 Dogs Smile With Their Tails Sweatshirt $29.95 XXL $32.95
E. PAW-PRINT COASTERS
Our rugged slate coasters feature a quartet of engraved wildlife feet: bear, wolf, raccoon and mountain goat. The 4⅛" square coasters also have rubber feet to protect your furniture—they're easy to clean, and come in a hand-crafted wood storage box too. Thoughtful, tasteful.
54009 Slate Foot Print Coasters (Set of 4) $29.95

F. A NEW BREED OF OFFICE MANAGERS
Take your pick of these irresistible desk accessories, and have smiles all day through. They're handy, funny, made of strong and hefty resin composite—and remind us of our friends. The Memo Pad's “Dawg” can be a separate paperweight, too. Sizes: Tray, 8½" x 2⅛"; pencils not included; Memo Pad Holder and Business Card Holder, 5" x 3⅛".
54077 “Dawgs” Pencil Tray $17.95
54078 “Dawgs” Memo Pad Holder with pad $19.95
54079 “Dawgs” Business Card Holder $14.95

G. ON THE STOVE...
At last, a straightforward, easy-to-use, completely vegetarian cookbook that everyone will enjoy. Hundreds of recipes for every course chosen by America’s top chefs, with easy directions, assured results—and great taste. 256 pages. 7" x 9".
52009 The Great Vegetarian Cookbook $15.95

H. DREAMING OF YOU!
This solid Seagull Pewter frame, with glass in place, displays a favorite 3½" x 5" photo to create a charming vista—as a faithful cat perches the scene. Impeccable gift selection. Overall size 5¾" x 4¼".
53032 Pewter Cat Frame $35.95

I. FIVE HORSES IN A ROW
The name says it all...except: clever designs are on the front and back! Now, no matter where you go, your companions are right at step. T-shirt 100% pre-shrunk cotton, sweatshirt 50/50 cotton/polyester.
Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56000 Five Horses T-shirt $18.95 XXL, $21.95
56001 Five Horses Sweatshirt $29.95 XXL, $32.95
A. MOTHER AND FOAL CAN HELP
The black enameled-steel coat and hat rack is perfect near the door during every season. Strong, beautiful, picture-perfect. Includes mounting hardware. 18" x 12". 52067 Horses Coat Rack $34.95

B. DOGS CAN HAVE FUN, TOO!
They are ready—for frolic, fun, Frisbee® and good exercise. Share it all in comfort; an athletic grey, 100% cotton T-shirt or the 50/50 cotton and polyester blend sweatshirt. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. 55064 “Party Hounds” T-shirt, $17.95, XXL $20.95 56065 “Party Hounds” sweatshirt, $28.95, XXL $31.95

C. PORTRAIT OF THE TREADWELL CATS
We’ve selected this charming, traditional, wood-framed, glass-protected print—with its gently subdued tones—to bring the majesty of cats to any room. 22" x 26". It’s ready to add charm and warmth anywhere you choose. 53068 Portrait of the Treadwell Cats Framed Print $69.95
The Humane Society of the United States
DEAR FRIEND,

You and I share a special affection for all animals. And here, in our new Catalog, you're about to discover many delightful ways to express that love—and the joy which is so much a part of it.

If you're like me, and appreciate the opportunity to get a head-start on Holiday shopping, this is the place to do it. We've included a marvelous array of brand new cards, along with some old favorites.

What's more, you're about to see a number of inventive gifts for friends and family—unique ornaments, more of our very popular Magneatoes®, personalized gifts for you and your pets, and a lot more. We've chosen everything for its quality and value. Your selections help The Humane Society of the United States with our work on behalf of animals everywhere. In fact, every purchase allows us to improve our services and outreach at a time when those efforts have never been needed more.

Thank you for shopping with us, and thank you for caring about the animals who share our world.

Sincerely,

Paul G. Irwin
President

A. NOAH'S CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT

Clever, talented artisans hand-painted the inside of our 3" blown glass ornament by working through its tiny opening, creating an unusual decoration which is also a fine Holiday gift. A padded presentation box, and the hanger, are included.

54083 Noah's Glass Ornament $17.95

B. INTO THE SUNSET

Defining the spirit of the open range, these mustangs are headed due-west at the end of the day. But they'll keep you company the way with this unusually gratifying shirt. 100% cotton. 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. M, L, XL and XXL. Made in the U.S.A. Colors: natural.

56060 Wild Mustangs T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.97
56061 Wild Mustangs Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.97

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

Printed on recycled paper—everyone's responsible for the planet.
C. I'VE GOT IT!
Retrieving is a way of life, and good fun too. Our healthy, hearty dog has been embroidered into a soft 100% cotton Twill pullover in washed navy with its cozy-up drawstrings at the neck. Made in the U. S. A. Three sizes: (S-M), (L-XL), (XXL). Specify size.
56088 The Retriever Pullover $49.95, XXL $54.95

D. WARM FRIENDS
Our elegant hooked hearth rug presents two lovable companions at day's end, resting-up from play and exploration. A full 42" x 31", this 100% New Zealand wool, dry-cleanable area rug brings a hearth-warming smile wherever you choose to display it.
54087 Warm Friends Area Rug $115.95

E. OUR BELOVED BEST FRIEND
This hand-sculpted solid resin frame mimics delicately textured stone as it displays your favorite companion's photo. Surrounds your very best 5" x 3" photo with words that add an elegantly appropriate touch. Easel backed.
54088 Man's Best Friend Frame $12.95

F. BOOKED UP AND READY
Welcome our hand-painted, cast iron pig to den, desk or library and enjoy this dash of farmyard whimsy all year 'round. With a fully padded base, our bookish pal is approximately 12" long overall, 6 1/2" tall, 3" deep...and very sturdy.
54086 Iron Pig Bookends $39.95
A. MEET MOOCH POOCH
A pillow and a pal, Mooch Pooch is sure to give comfort and love when you need it most. Our 24" machine washable plush friend is stuffed with polyester. For sleep or play time, take him with you everywhere.
52035 Mooch Pooch $29.95

B. THE PET LOVER'S ORNAMENT
Here's a wry reminder of the inquisitive energy our pets add to life—and the joy they bring, too. This solid resin ornament is 3" x 5½", and includes a mouse, bone, and fish suspended beneath. Good fun.
54092 "Pet Lover" Ornament $8.95

C. GARLANDS!
New and notable, here are two whimsical 8' long wooden Christmas tree garlands ready to add color, good fun—and your favorite pet—to your decorative style. The Cat garland features fish embellishments, the Dog version sports interlinked bones.
54089 Cat Garland $9.95  54090 Dog Garland $9.95

D. UNSPoken very loudly
"Got Biscuits?" And who can resist? Those warm and appealing dog faces speak volumes, and hearts melt. It's one of the best parts of sharing your home with a pet.
And now you can wear the shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt: 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL.
Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56056 "Got Biscuits?" T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56057 "Got Biscuits?" Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

E. BY THE CHIMNEY WITH CARE....
Mix or match from this array of 14", fully lined, appliqued cat and dog Christmas felt stockings and the solid resin mantle holders to keep everything ready for Santa. The colorful 5" long holders easily support a generously full stocking, or can be displayed alone to brighten shelf, mantle or table.
54098 Cat Appliqué Stocking $18.95
55000 Dog Appliqué Stocking $18.95
54099 Cat Stocking Holder $16.95
55001 Dog Stocking Holder $16.95

F. BACKPACK AND T-SHIRT
Imagine the smiles from a child you love when they see these! The 15" long cotton canvas backpack with felt appliqué is sized for youngsters on the way to school or adventure, with wide shoulder straps for comfort. The imported 100% cotton T-shirt features fun-loving cats to match the mood.
We're off! Youth shirt sizes S (2-4), M (6-8), L (10-12), XL (14-16). Specify size.
54097 Cat Backpack $24.95
58013 Cat T-shirt $17.95
G. PICTURE
THIS
Put your favorite pet's picture in one of these inventive Seagull Pewter® Christmas tree ornaments and create a grand Holiday highlight—and afterwards a miniature everyday display for home or office.
Dog frame is 2" x 2½"; Cat 2½ x 2½".
52016 Dog Bone Picture Frame Ornament $9.95
54091 Cat Picture Frame Ornament $9.95

H. WINTER WARMTH IN FLANNEL
Absolutely nothing's as cozy as brushed flannel on a crisp winter's evening, and our 100% cotton, 3-button unisex nightshirt will be an instant favorite—as the cats inspire pleasant dreams! Made in the U.S.A. Adult sizes: S/M, L/XL.
54093 Red Flannel Cats Nightshirt $39.95

Our Best Friends
Dogs are called our best friends. And they deserve our love, and our help. That's why The HSUS fights abuses such as puppy mills and dogfighting, and promotes lifelong commitments between dogs and their families.

I. BONE TO BE WILD
Your pooch gets a glow-in-the-dark collar with a special bone tag, and a bag of tasty dog treats. Specify size.
54015 Small Collar Set, ¾" x 13" $19.95
54083 Medium Collar Set, ¾" x 16" $19.95
54084 Large Collar Set, 1" x 20" $19.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. FREE MOUSE PAD PERSONALIZATION!
These are just plain fun—Three Little Kittens or The Retriever mouse pads to keep you smiling as you work. Each measures 9 1/8" x 8", and has a non-skid backing. Specify one-line name up to 18 characters, including spaces.
53059 The Retriever Mouse Pad $12.95
53001 Three Little Kittens Mouse Pad $12.95

B. DOG LOVERS UNITE!
This special shirt is soft, friendly, different...and will coax a smile from everyone you meet. Color: natural. Cat Lovers see page 7. 100% cotton T-shirt, 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56058 Dog Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56059 Dog Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

C. WRITE AWAY
Show your fondness for cats or dogs alike with our clever stationery sets. Excellent for handwritten correspondence, or laser and ink jet printers. 15 each of 8 1/2" x 11" sheets and 10 envelopes.
52030 Cat Letter Paper Set $10.95
54044 Dog Letter Paper Set $10.95

D. LOVE ME...
...love my cat...or my dog—an elegant choice to make. Our Cat pin is burnished brass with a silver sardine can nearby; th Dog is copper with a silver bone beneath Each pin is 1 1/4" across, adding an understated designer's touch—and your love of animals—to any ensemble.
55002 Love Me, Love My Cat Pin $29.95
55003 Love Me, Love My Dog Pin $29.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
E. HANGIN' AROUND FOR FUN
Modern design adds a spontaneous look to match your pet's personality when displayed in our new solid resin frames—with glass already in place. Hand-painted; holds a 3" x 5" photo. "Dog House" is 7" x 9" overall, "Cat With String" is 5" x 7". Self-standing or wall-mount to match your decor.
54094 "Dog House" Picture Frame $16.95
54095 "Cat With String" Picture Frame $15.95

F. YOU'LL STEP LIVELY...
...in our dog and cat socks, a warm and cozy blend of 75% high-bulk acrylic with 25% nylon for strength. Comfortable and unusual—your pet will love you in them. One size fits most men and women. Made in the U.S.A.
52058 Dog Socks $7.95
52059 Cat Socks $7.95

G. CONTEMPORARY HOOKED RUGS
Comical and sweet, these up-to-the-minute, imported, shear-trimmed 100% cotton hooked rugs are both practical and fun, and will fit-in perfectly in any room. They're particularly comfortable underfoot. 36" x 24".
55004 Dog Hooked Rug $69.95
55005 Cat Hooked Rug $69.95

H. CAT LOVER...YES!
Here they are—our brand new Cat Lover shirts. Dog lovers, see page 6. They're subtle, comfortable, amusing...and make a persuasive, affectionate statement. Color: white. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56054 Cat Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56055 Cat Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

I. PICTURE PERFECT
Our two treasure-trove albums will care for your photos as the years pass—one for pictures of the dogs in your life, the other for cats. Both feature an old-fashioned ribbon closure, die-cut interior windows, clever illustrations—and room for all your memories. 5½" x 7½"
54024 Cat Lovers Album $14.95
54025 Dog Lovers Album $14.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. WINNER '98 OPPENHEIM TOY PORTFOLIO GOLD SEAL AWARD
Includes: 3 hand-carved non-endangered plantation fruitwood 4" horses, 5 paint colors (choose a favorite breed), brush, finishing-varnish, easy instructions, gift tags—with magnets, hangers and suction-cups for choice of display. Ages 6 and up. 54027 Paint The Wild Horses Kit $15.95

B. TRANQUIL MOMENTS
Our engaging mare and foal solid Seagull Pewter frame holds a 4" x 6" print...and a lifetime of precious memories. Overall size is 4¼" x 8". Self-standing easel is in place, ready for your favorite horse's photo. 53038 Mare and Foal Frame $39.95

C. BOY MEETS HORSE
And both of them are just this side of very young. A charming print by artist Kathryn Andrews Fincher, framed in wood, double-matted and protected under glass. Hanger bar in place. A full 19" x 16"—and as big as his imagination. Excellent for a child's room, or den. 54005 "Howdy Partner" Framed Print $75.00

D. SLEEP TIME
Any time. This 100% soft cotton flannel nightshirt of silhouetted horses induces the nicest dreams. Generously cut for restful comfort. Button placket. Made in the U. S. A. Adult sizes S-M and L-XL. Specify size. 54057 Black Horse Nightshirt $39.95

E. UNUSUAL ETCHED JEWELRY
Recalling the memories of hand-carved scrimshaw, these Barlow selections feature golden-framed reproduction resin designs with delicate hand inked accents. The ¾" x 1¾" Colt pendant includes a 18" gold-tone necklace, while the 1½" x 1¼" Stallions pin features a secure locking clasp. Gift boxed. 55007 Barlow Stallions Pin $19.95 55008 Barlow Colt Pendant $19.95
F. MOTHER AND FOAL CAN HELP
The black enameled-steel coat and hat rack is perfect near the door during every season. Strong, beautiful, picture-perfect. Includes mounting hardware. 18" x 12". 52067 Horses Coat Rack $34.95

G. THE INCREDIBLE PULLOVER
This 100% cotton, colorful woven pullover will simply overwhelm you with its comfort and warmth. The soft fabric is a pleasure to wear, and your love of horses is an integral part of the shirt. Made with pride in the U.S.A. One size fits all up to XL. (See page 29 for the Puppies version!) 55006 Horses Woven Pullover $79.95

H. WILD HORSES
This dramatic throw rug is crafted from 2-ply, heat-set polypropylene to help ensure color permanency, long-life, and the look, nap and texture of richly plied wool. Measuring a generous 3' 3" by 4' 8", your rug combines the energetic beauty of nature with the easy-care features of modern craftsmanship. Made by Shaw. 55009 Wild Horses Rug $79.95

Magnificent Horses
From the horses who share our lives as our friends and companions, to the horses who run wild and free and inspire our dreams, The HSUS is working to protect these wonderful animals through education, investigation and legislation.
A. NOAH'S CHRISTMAS
Peace on Earth
Celebrating the wonder of life and the rich diversity of animals who share Earth with us, Stephanie Stouffer's die-cut card opens to reveal the dove of peace. 4¾" x 7¾". (Box of 20) 50011 Noah's Christmas $14.95

B. SNOWY SPLENDOR
Wishing you a joyous Holiday Season with peace and prosperity in the New Year
Kathy Glasnap brings us this glimpse of nature as a reminder of the unity of the world we share. 5½" x 8½". (Box of 20.) 50052 Snowy Splendor $13.95

C. SANTA'S HELPERS
Have a wonderful Christmas with all the trimmings
They're ready! A momentarily motionless crowd of family friends is prepared to be energetic at the slightest cue. Painting by Mary Badenhop. 5½" x 8½". (Box of 20.) 50051 Santa's Helpers $14.95

D. FESTIVE FARM
May all the joys of the Season be yours
Sharing the fun of building the snowman, family pets, farm animals and wildlife enjoy the promise of a day of adventure. Decked edge and a gold rule highlight this painting by Susan Detwiler. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.) 50834 Festive Farm $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. CHEERY CHICKADEES
Wishing you Happy Holiday times
to cherish and remember
A trio of birds in contrast to winter's weather, these
sprightly black-capped chickadees are surrounded
by a framework of intricate embossing. Painting
by Mike Speiser. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.)
50037 Cheery Chickadees $16.95

F. FROSTY MORNING
Wishing you the quiet beauty
of a peaceful Holiday season
Persis Clayton Weirs lets us watch two companions
share a calm, wintry moment in the high country.
 Finished with a rich combination of embossed
trees and gold rules. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.)
50008 Frosty Morning $15.95

G. WINTER WHITE
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday season
and a New Year of peace and happiness
Surrounded by the gleam and joy of the Holidays,
our feline friend stops to add a touch of majesty to
the Season. Decked edge reveals a red rule inside the
card. Painting by Kit Shoop. 8¼" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50033 Winter White $14.95

H. PEACEFUL GREETINGS
Wishing you all the joys and cherished
moments of the Holiday
What more needs to be said? Mike Speiser lets us share
the warm emotions of Holiday time by presenting
mother and cub in peace and comfort. 7¼" x 4¾".
(Box of 20)
50026 Peaceful Greetings $11.95

Personalize your cards and
evelopes. See page 13 and the
Order Form for details.
A. SHINING BRIGHT

May all the joys and blessings of this beautiful Season be yours.

Here's a unique look at a most vital realm...Earth's seas. Sparkling gold and foil accents highlight Tim Knepp's dramatic painting. 8½" x 5¾". (Box of 20.)
50043 Shining Bright $15.95

B. SWEET DREAMS

May all your Christmas dreams come true.

Playtime seems to be over for the moment as two pals retreat from the Season's excitement while visions of treats dance in their heads. Painting by Ching Walters. 7¼" x 4¼". (Box of 20.)
50055 Sweet Dreams $12.95

C. STAR OF WONDER

A joyous Christmas to you and a New Year of peace and happiness.

Express the essence of the Holidays with this distinguished card by Barbara Goss. The animal kingdom—from home, backyard and wilderness—gaze upon the star of wonder. 7¼" x 4¼". (Box of 20.)
50030 Star Of Wonder $15.95

D. VISITING SANTA

Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember.

Father Christmas is ready to spread the fun of the Season with every member of the family. Patricia Palermino's Americana card is sure to be remembered. No "naughty" here! 8¼" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50044 Visiting Santa $13.95

E. 'TIS THE SEASON

May your Holidays be filled with joy and good cheer.

Toys! A treasure trove of unexpected fun has everyone's attention—at least for the moment. Artist Tim Knepp's jolly neighborhood gathering of lovable adopted pooches gives you a most unique way to share Holiday greetings. 8½" x 5¾". (Box of 20)
50007 'Tis The Season $13.95

F. HEAVENLY NIGHT

May the spirit of the Season touch us all.

Home for the Holidays—a family glides through the silent streets of the Season in Kevin Daniel's soft and frosty traditional painting. Trimmed short to reveal a gold rule inside. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.)
50040 Heavenly Night $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
G. FELINE NAVIDAD

May your home always be filled with the peace and happiness of this special Season

One of the best parts of a Holiday gathering is the comforting time spent in quiet reflection. Mary Badenhop's painting lets you share the peace of the Season with those you love and care about. 7 1/4" x 4 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50056 Feline Navidad $12.95

H. JOY TO THE WORLD

Peace on Earth
Goodwill to All

This is nature's drama and diversity. And you can send this marvelous Tim Knepp Holiday card to express your love for all of Earth's animals. 7 1/4" x 4 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50057 Joy to the World $14.95

Personalize your cards and envelopes!

It's easy and economical to personalize your Holiday cards and envelopes

Cards: We will imprint your name(s) in black ink with up to 2 lines maximum of 36 characters and spaces for each line. The charge is only $6.00 for any quantity of each card design. Any change of design (items) and/or imprint change requires an additional charge of $6.00.

Envelopes: Your return address will be printed in black on the flap, maximum of 3 lines, 36 letters and spaces on each line for only $6.00. Any change to your imprint requires an additional charge of $6.00.
A. EAGLE CREEK
May the beauty and wonder of the Season bring you peace that will last throughout the year.
Richard Plasschaert's winter scene—and our imagination—brings us to the vitality of deep wilderness...and sends our love of nature to friends and family. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50041 Eagle Creek $13.95

B. JOY
...to the world
This inventive card brings with it the full spirit of nature's variety, and the joy of the Holiday season. Embossed snowflakes complete a superb presentation. Painting by Barbara Goss. 8¼" x 5¼". (Box of 20.)
50035 Joy To All $17.95

C. HOLIDAY TREAT
Warm wishes for a bright and wonderful Holiday season.
A boy, his dog, and four eager horses...together on a snowy morning—sharing apples and companionship to brighten nature's world. Painting by Tim Knepp. A golden rule, debossed panel and deckled edge highlight this card. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50032 Holiday Treat $16.95

D. YULETIDE VISITORS
May the Holidays surround you with beauty, warmth and joy.
There's mischief in mind, but these woodland callers can only admire the attractions of the Season—as we onlookers smile. A gold-bordered card by Barbara Barth. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50046 Yuletide Visitors $14.95
E. CHRISTMAS RETREAT
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday Season
At the end of a woodland trail awaits the
warm generosity of family and friends in
the Season of joy. Mike Speiser's painting
presents the silent calm of a winter's day...
with love. 5½" x 8½". (Box of 20.)
50047 Christmas Retreat $15.95

F. SANTA'S SECRET
May the warmth of
Christmas fill your heart
and home with love
Pausing in his work to share the
gentleness of Holiday time, Santa
reminds us to give the fullness of
the Season to the whole family.
Painting by Margaret Cobane.
5½" x 8½". Foil embossed border.
(Box of 20.)
50048 Santa's Secret $17.95

G. GIFT OF GIVING
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
A look of love and anticipation
combine in Ching Walters' imagined playtime partnership—
A calming view of harmony—
eminently worthy of the Season.
5½" x 7¼". (Box of 20.)
50038 Gift of Giving $12.95

H. CHRISTMAS
COMPANIONS
Hope your Holiday is filled
with treasures
Bringing us peace and harmony all year
round, our pets add an especially important
measure of love at Holiday time. Painting by
Barbara Goss. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50039 Christmas Companions $14.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 13 and the
Order Form for details.

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
A. THE GIFT

Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember.

A photograph, Dimick's friend "Spencer," a shelter adoptee, has brought the gifts of love and warmth to her life, beautifully expressed in her heartwarming, very personal painting. 8 1/2" x 5 1/4". (Box of 20.)

50045 The Gift $14.95

B. CHRISTMAS Colt

May the special joys of Christmas be with you this Holiday Season.

We share our lives with many wonderful animals, perhaps never shown more beautifully than in Ching Walters' expressive card that seems to define the very nature of the mother and foal relationship. 8 1/4" x 5 1/2". (Box of 20.)

50042 Christmas Colt $13.95

C. WINTER SUNRISE

Season's Greetings and warm wishes for a Holiday season perfect in every way.

Russell Cobane brings us gentler, quieter times in this warm, evocative Holiday keepsake card surrounded with a textured gold foil edge. 8 1/4" x 5 1/2". (Box of 20.)

50038 Winter Sunrise $16.95

D. WONDROUS GATHERING

Wishing you a joyous Christmas and many blessings throughout the New Year.

At the edge of a forest, animals gather to witness the peace and calm of this special season—Kay Murphy's painting reminds us the true meaning of Christmas. The deckled edge reveals a gold rule inside. 7 1/4" x 4 1/4". (Box of 20.)

50033 Wondrous Gathering $13.95

CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-486-2630
E. FOREST WATCH
May your Holiday be filled
with the beauty of nature
Look into the heart of nature's beauty and
mystery. Shane Dimmick's remarkable gray
wolf is enriched with scenic embossed accents.
5¼" x 8¼". (Box of 20)
50028 Forest Watch $16.95

F. QUIET, REFLECTION
May this beautiful Season bring you
peace and happiness
We can almost hear the muted sounds of an
evening service as a solitary red fox passes by,
adding a sense of movement to the light and
color of Angela Schwarzkopf's tranquil view
of the season. Decked edge reveals a gold rule
inside. 4¾" x 7¾". (Box of 20)
50034 Quiet Reflection $12.95

G. PARADE OF PEACE
Goodwill to all
This is the dream we all share, and one
eagerly given to those we love— to
build...to encourage...to nurture peace
on Earth. Painting by Ching Walters. 4¾" x 7¾". (Box of 20)
50057 Parade of Peace $12.95

H. LION AND LAMB
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
"And the lion will lay down with the
lamb..." Martha Vaughan's special
painting expresses your deepest feelings
about the true essence of the Holiday
Season. 4¼" x 7¾. (Box of 20)
50059 Lion and Lamb $11.95

I. WINTER REST
Peace and joy to you
this Holiday season
Deep sculptured embossing presents
a dramatic scene of the mother snow
leopard at rest with her cub in their
winter den. Painting by Mike Speiser.
8½" x 5½". (Box of 20)
50056 Winter Rest $16.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 13 and
A. ALL IS CALM

*May this beautiful Holiday Season bring you peace and happiness*

Here are all the elements of a perfect Holiday with those we love. Barbara Goss’s painting is enhanced by intricate embossing and a die-cut window opening to a cottontail rabbit nestled in winter grass. 5⅜" x 8¼". (Box of 20.)

50049 All Is Calm $17.95

B. BASKET FULL OF JOY

*May the smiles and warmth of this enriching Holiday season be yours throughout the New Year*

They’re irresistible! Jim Killen has packed playfulness, love and energy in one delightful portrait. 5⅜" x 8¼". (Box of 20)

50000 Basket Full of Joy $14.95

C. PURRFECT VIEW

*With all good wishes for a wonderful Holiday and happiness in the year to come*

This appealing design combines homelife and wildlife, and features deep hand-sculpted embossing with gold highlights. A die-cut window allows our cat companion to view the inside painting by Kathy Glansnap. 5⅜" x 8¼". (Box of 20.)

50050 Purrfect View $17.95

D. HOLIDAY CARD ASSORTMENTS

Choose from two collections of our popular cards. Large Assortment cards are 8½" x 5½"; Medium cards measure 7¼" x 4½". Both sets contain a mixture of designs with matching envelopes. 20 cards per box. We’ll create an assortment just for you. Your selections may not match the cards pictured here. *Sorry, these cards can not be personalized.*

50061 Large Cards Assortment $9.95
50060 Medium Cards Assortment $8.95
Holiday with ting is enhanced with open-winter grass.

is enriching the New Year packed delightful

wildlife, with gold companion ip.

calendars

F. HSUS WALL CALENDARS
Each 16-month calendar (September '98 through December '99) features outstanding animal photography you'll love, generous space for notes and reminders...and measures 12" x 22" when open. Beautiful at home, and welcome as gifts too.
53055 The HSUS Dogs calendar $10.95
53054 The HSUS Cats calendar $10.95
53057 The HSUS Wolves calendar $10.95
53056 The HSUS Horses calendar $10.95
53030 The HSUS "Animals...it's their world too" calendar $10.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. DESK-TOP DAILY BOX CALENDARS
Each day features a color photo and an interesting, useful animal fact, with space for notes and jottings. A handy 5¼" x 4¼" in size. Ideal for office or kitchen counter.
53062 HSUS Cats Daily Calendar $9.95
54049 HSUS Dogs Daily Calendar $9.95
53029 HSUS Horses Daily Calendar $9.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

B. GENUINE SLATE CLOCK
Our stylized friend is painted on a sheet of solid slate, with a quartz-accurate clock in place to keep everyone on time. The wooden stand allows display on desk, table or mantle. Unusual and very charming. Takes one AA battery, not included. 8½" x 14".
55012 Orange Cat Slate Clock $44.95

C. CATTITUDE
The name says it all—well, almost. This feature-packed 13" x 32" message center includes 6 slide-in messages (from "Play with your food," to "Harbor no guilt"), 4 cat-paw tacks, room enough for your family's doings...and our ever-faithful hall monitor on top. Adds a bit of changeable fun to shopping lists and reminders.
55011 "Cattitudes" Message Board $44.95

D. FROM STOVE TO CELEBRATION
Two easy-to-use softcover vegetarian cookbooks help ensure great dining for you and your guests. The Great Vegetarian Cookbook (256 pages, 7" x 9") features recipes for every course chosen by America's top chefs; Vegetarian Pleasures (159 pages, 8" x 10") guides you to seasonal entertaining with recipes, tips and clever ideas. Couldn't be healthier or more delicious.
52009 The Great Vegetarian Cookbook $15.95
55010 Vegetarian Pleasures Cookbook $15.95
compasion for **animals**

**Everyone Needs a Little...**

56077 Dogs TLC T-Shirt, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
56078 Dogs TLC Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, XXL $30.95

**I Am the BOSS**

56048 "I Am The Boss" T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
56041 "I Am The Boss" Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95

**56000 Horses**
T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
56001 Horses Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95

**Dog Walkers of AMEBKA**

"When they gotton go, we gotton go!"

56016 Dog Walkers T-Shirt, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
56017 Dog Walkers Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, XXL $30.95

56033 Cats In A Basket T-Shirt, M, L, XL $19.95, XXL $22.95
56075 Cats TLC T-Shirt, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
56076 Cats TLC Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, XXL $30.95

56089 "3 Mouse-keeters" imported T-Shirt, M, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95
56090 "3 Mouse-keeters" imported Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $28.95, XXL $31.95

56091 "Mutts Are My Favorite Breed" imported T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
56092 "Mutts Are My Favorite Breed" imported Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $32.95, XXL $35.95

**POOPED DOGGY DOG**
Get the set! Shirt and heavyweight 100% cotton twill hat (adjustable, imported) make a very happy combination!

56082 T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95
56083 Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95
53036 Adjustable Baseball Cap, $19.95

\[ Back Detail \]

All animals depend on the care we provide—at home and across the reach of Earth's environment. We've chosen this selection of designs to celebrate all animals. T-shirts are 100% cotton; sweatshirts: 50/50 cotton/polyester. Colors as shown. Made in the U.S.A.
A. MAGNETIC PERSONALITIES
We call them Magneatoes® because they’re such good fun on the fridge or file cabinet. Each is a 3¼” x 4½” stuffed toy with magnets at every “paw” and “hoof”—great stocking-stuffers.
52063 Cat and Dog Magneatoes (the pair) $12.95
55059 Full Set of 6 Magneatoes $34.95
52062 Dog Magneato $6.95
55058 Frog Magneato $6.95
55057 Pig Magneato $6.95
55056 Cow Magneato $6.95
53026 Horse Magneato $6.95
52061 Cat Magneato $6.95

B. PEACE ON EARTH IS A PUZZLE
1000 interlocking puzzle pieces form into a 20” x 27” contemporary view of Earth’s animals in repose. This detailed and beautiful look at life is both a pleasant pastime, and a reminder of the natural balances we must help maintain.
55013 Peace On Earth Puzzle $16.95

C. NOAH AT NIGHT
This cheerful, hand-painted porcelain night light will bring a warm, reassuring glow wherever it’s needed. Ideal as a baby gift, child’s room, or when guests are visiting. Hand made, gift-boxed, UL approved. 4½” x 5½”.
52010 Noah’s Night light $18.95

D. NOAH’S PERPETUAL CALENDAR
By changing the Velcro® backed numbers and months on the grid, this 15½” x 12” resin calendar can be set for any month in any year. Unused tiles store hidden on the back, where you’ll also find Holiday symbols (Christmas tree, a turkey, a heart and more) so you can personalize your month as it suits you. Handcrafted from an original wood carving by artist Al Pisano. Clever family fun every month.
55014 Noah’s Ark Perpetual Calendar $69.95

E. THE TREE OF LIFE
From Barlow® comes this hand inked 2” Holiday ornament so reminiscent of hand-crafted jewelry from an earlier day. Framed in gold-tone metal, the ornament features highly detailed art in reproduction resin. Includes a ribbon hanger, and is gift boxed.
55022 Tree of Life Ornament $13.95

F. PET PAW PRINT KIT
What fun it is to create and show-off this one-of-a-kind display that rests securely in a hinged, solid pine frame. You get special ink in which you impress your pet’s paw print, colored chalk to highlight the finished print, mounting glue, easy instructions. Frame holds the imprint and a standard 5” x 7” photo. New and novel.
55021 Pet Paw Print Kit $19.95
cherish all animal

G. SOCIALCLIMBERS
Look at this eager trio of solid resin critters—a bear, a gecko, and a bunny—all adding a touch of color and amusement to a mug, planter, vase...or peering over the edge of a favorite nature book. Use your imagination—surprise everyone. Each is from 3-4" long.
55016 Bear Hanger $5.95
55018 Gecko Hanger $5.95
55017 Bunny Hanger $5.95

H. NOAH’S MAGIC BLANKET
Is it a pillow...or a blanket? It’s both! The quilted 60" x 45" 100% cotton-front blanket can fold in on itself and slide into the attached 15" x 15" pillow pocket—when you just need a little rest. You can open the blanket, tuck your feet in, and dream the afternoon away. Cotton/poly backing, filled with 100% cotton/poly batting. Machine washable, surprisingly warm—and very tempting.
55019 Noah’s Magic Pillow/Blanket $59.95

I. WINTER’S QUIET MOMENTS
A boy, his dog, their farm in a December snow...the setting for artist Robert Duncan’s stirring painting. "Curious Onlookers" is a wondrous gift—double matted, glass in place, solid 16" x 20" maple frame, boxed and ready to hang. "Tis the season! Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
52075 Curious Onlookers $75.00
A. THE EAGLE AND THE WOLF
From the lore and lure of America's wilderness comes these dramatic representations of energy, life and freedom. Each heavyweight brushed-loop fleece pullover is a 80/20 cotton/poly blend with a half-zippered placket—featuring a full-color embroidered bald eagle or grey wolf as the fashionable focal point. Warm, soft, very comfortable. Machine washable. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56081 Eagle Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95
56083 Wolf Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95

B. TIME SOARS ON WINGS OF AN EAGLE
Our stately wooden mantle clock stands a regal 20" tall. The flying eagle reminds us of the beauty and freedom of nature. An elegant accent on a mantle or library table. Takes one AA battery, not included. 52098 Eagle Mantle Clock $39.95

C. BEAR CUB ORNAMENTS
These three young chaps will happily decorate your Christmas tree this season, then add their happy good looks anywhere you select. They're solid enameled steel, from 2"-3" long each, and cleverly painted to look like their relatives in the forest. Very tame, however.
55024 Bear Cubs Ornaments (Set of 3) $19.95

D. "WILD FOX," IS A TRUE STORY
This was Smithsonian magazine's "Outstanding Natural History Title Of The Year"—a heartwarming story of the author's long-term relationship with Vicky, an injured red fox. The pictures are beautiful, the story poignant, and the gallant little fox will live forever in your heart. A treasure to share. 32 full color pages. 9 3/4" x 9 3/4", hardcover.
55025 "Wild Fox" Book $18.95

E. CARDINALS STATIONERY PORTFOLIO
Classic elegance and quality combine with nature's beauty in this writing ensemble designed by artist Kathy Glasnap. The premium paper is watermarked with a smooth linen finish, and each piece is personalized as shown. Specify 1 line for memos and notes, up to 4 lines for stationery sheets; limit 28 letters and spaces per line. You get 25 5 1/2" x 7" stationery sheets, 25 5 1/2" x 7" memo sheets, 25 3" x 7" tall notes, 50 3" x 3 3/4" mini notes (2 designs), and 25 plain envelopes.
55023 Cardinals Stationery Set $12.95

humane Lifestyles
The HSUS shows consumers how to make more humane lifestyle choices, from choosing a more humane diet, to making beautiful choices in cosmetic and personal care products, to adopting pets from shelters, to caring about all the animals who share our world.
neighbors in the wild

F. CARDINAL WINTER ORNAMENT
Our unique painted-from-the-inside 3 1/4" glass ornament is high-lighted with the intensity of bright red cardinals encircled by their snow-covered domain. A lovely presentation box completes a very handsome gift. 52028 Cardinal/Trees Glass Ornament $14.95

G. ARCTIC COMFORT
Polar bears can add a full measure of homestyle warmth—if you're wearing one of these imported 100% cotton flannel nightshirts and the matching slip-on boxer shorts. You'll relish the brushed luxury of the full-cut fabric, and the pure pleasures of a relaxing winter's night. Nightshirt, one size fits most; Boxers in S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. Color as shown. 55026 Polar Bear Nightshirt $39.95 55027 Polar Bear Boxer Shorts $17.95

H. THE GOOD-IDEA GIFT BOOK
Here's our very own HSUS 256-page book to help everyone understand the humane way to co-exist with nearby wildlife. Packed with tips, ideas, and suggestions for ethical and appropriate actions, it's a book everyone will appreciate—and use. Animal illustrations by popular wildlife artist, Shane Dummick. Size 7" x 9 1/4". 52083 Wild Neighbors soft cover book $16.95

I. PEACEFUL POLAR BEARS
The mother and baby polar bears are a picture of contentment, security, affection and happiness. This shirt's contemporary design adds to its allure as it boosts your wardrobe's variety. T-shirt: 100% cotton; sweatshirt 50/50 cotton/polyester. Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. 56066 Polar Bears T-shirt $17.95 XXL, $20.95 56067 Polar Bears Sweatshirt $28.95 XXL, $31.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. TWO PUPPIES AT YOUR SERVICE
Eager and able to hold coat, hat, leash and umbrella, this solid enameled steel hangar quickly attaches to wall or door with the included screws. A central location for a day's necessities. 12" x 14". 55030 Metal 4-Hook Coat Hanger $34.95

B. DOGS CAN HAVE FUN, TOO!
They are ready—for frolic, fun, Frisbee—and good exercise. Share it all in comfort; an athletic grey, 100% cotton T-shirt or the 50/50 cotton and polyester blend sweatshirt. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. 56064 "Party Hounds" T-shirt, $17.95, XXL $20.95 56065 "Party Hounds" sweatshirt, $28.95, XXL $31.95

C. DOG TREATS GALORE
Filled with your pet's favorite healthy treat, this ceramic "treats" or "cookie" jar will be the #1 reward location after a day of work and fun. 12" tall and 7" wide, the roof of our treat-house is the jar's lid. A handy, secure and brightly colored decorative accent, too. 55031 Dog Motel Treats/Cookie Jar $27.95

D. IT'S A TRUTHFUL SHIRT!
"Lord Help Me" says it all as we work to make the wish come true. Meantime, the shirt provides encouragement... and a smile. Fun gift. Color: natural. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. 56014 "Lord Help Me" T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95 56015 "Lord Help Me" Sweatshirt $27.95, XXL $30.95

Mission—
Every day, The HSUS is working to protect animals from cruelty and suffering. We seek to foster compassion for all living creatures. And our goal is to create a truly humane society. Every purchase you make from this catalog helps bring us closer to our goals and allow us to help more animals.
E. LET'S CELEBRATE!
Joyful eagerness seems to jump right into your arms from our needlepoint Christmas stocking with its rich and brightly toned 100% wool stitching on fully lined, velvet-backed cotton canvas. A keepsake pleasure year after year. 17" long. 55032 Needlepoint Dog Stocking $26.95

G. YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE!
"Dogs smile with their tails," and they make us happy at the same time. Get a T-shirt or sweatshirt for yourself, and give one to a dog lover who shares your feelings for pets. Good fun in top quality shirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56050 Dogs Smile With Their Tails
T-shirt $18.95 XXL, $21.95
56051 Dogs Smile With Their Tails Sweatshirt
$29.95 XXL, $32.95

F. MORE WARMTH AND COMFORT
Drift toward slumber counting the friendly, cavorting dogs on our 100% brushed cotton flannel nightshirt and boxer shorts—oh, you'll be asleep in moments. Great for snowy afternoons, too. Nightshirt, one size fits most; Boxers in S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. Color as shown.
55028 Dogs Nightshirt $39.95
55029 Dogs Boxer Shorts $17.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

H. TO THE BEACH
Have fun at the beach with these canine companions on our 100% cotton 30" x 60" heavy duty beach towel. Perfect at the shore or at home or as a cozy comforter. Imported.
52070 The Dog's Beach Towel $17.95
A. PUPPY BUTTON COVERS AND SHIRT
Our expressive 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of puppy pals is a delight to wear. Snap on the set of 4 sturdy coordinating resin button covers for a very special ensemble that shows your love to all. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56084 "Puppy Love" Chambray Shirt. $64.95
54042 "Puppy Love" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

B. IT'S AN ANDREW WYETH
"The Master Bedroom" print adds a warm, expressive and comforting tone wherever you display it. We've double-matted the work, framed it in maple, and protected it under glass. A sawtooth hangar bar is in place. Now...where will it look its best? Framed size 22" x 18".
52088 "The Master Bedroom" Framed Print $75.00

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

C. MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY FLOOR MAT
Here they are, a collection of dogs and a surprise visitor, ready to greet friends and family. The 30" x 20" Welcome Mat is made from rugged indoor-outdoor weather resistant polyester, with a non-skid backing. Ideal in the kitchen, too.
52039 Members Of The Family Mat $29.95

D. BASKET FULL OF JOY!
Our most popular design now brightens this exclusive, cozy sweatshirt and T-shirt. Jim Killen's captivating painting brings smiles to everyone—and comfort to you! Color: heather grey. Made in the U.S.A.
56034 Basket Full of Joy T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56035 Basket Full of Joy Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95
E. INTRODUCING “NATURE NORMAN”

...the curious outdoor investigator discovering backyard butterflies—the pair adding elegant simplicity to your favorite office or weekend outfits. 1½” earrings and 1⅞” pin are delicately crafted from brass and sterling silver for a richly tailored look.
55034 “Nature Norman” Earrings $19.95
55035 “Nature Norman” Pin $21.95
55036 “Nature Norman” Earrings/Pin Set $39.95

G. EVERYONE’S BEST FRIENDS

Here are some of our favorite dogs, pausing to share endless quality time with you on their oversized 48” x 67” throw. This 100% cotton, machine washable treat is a fine accent for living room or den, and simply outstanding in the car.

Very snuggly.
55038 “Man’s Best Friend” Throw $52.95

H. LABRADOR LOVE...

...brings all the wintry warmth you could want. This 100% cotton woven tapestry pullover is generously cut and machine washable. More than a sweatshirt, better than a sweater—it proudly displays your love of dogs too. A surpassing comfort you’ll appreciate. One size fits most, up to XL.
55033 Woven Labrador Pullover $79.95

F. FOR LEASH...

...coats, and other necessities, this personalized, recycled bronzed aluminum wall-mount holder with its 3 wooden pegs is the quick and easy answer for convenient storage. 13” x 4¼”. Mounting screws included. Specify up to 12 letters and spaces for your pet’s name. Allow 4 to 5 weeks for delivery.
55037 Dog Bone Leash Hanger $34.95
A. YES, I AM PERFECT!
Hand-painted to resemble wood, this solid resin frame proudly displays the regal family cat in royal style—with an exuberant touch of humor. Holds a standard 3½” x 5” photo inside. Wall mount.
S5041 “Purrfect Friend” Picture Frame $19.95

B. BRIGHTEN EVERY DAY
Here’s an heirloom cat-collectible featuring a solid pewter base and a 2½” glass votive, brightened by charming, peaceful companions. Warm and cheerful.
S2015 Cat Votive
$24.95

C. CAT-AGAIN CARDIGAN
Three adorable kittens have been silk-screened onto this button-up 50/50 cotton/poly fleece cardigan with two pockets. Color: natural or ash gray with jade collar. Very comfortable, very different. Made in U.S.A. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size and color.
S6074 Kittens Cardigan Natural $39.95, XXL $42.95
S6093 Kittens Cardigan Ash Gray $39.95, XXL $42.95

D. IT’S PAINTED FROM THE INSIDE!
This 3” blown glass ornament is hand-painted in astonishing detail by artisans using curved miniature brushes inserted through the tiny hole in the top. Comes in a padded gift box.
S2037 Glass Cat Ornament $17.95

E. THE CATS!
Friendly cats abound on this thirsty beach towel, presenting your love of cats to everyone. 100% cotton, 30” x 60”, heavy duty. It’s a cozy towel at home, too!
S2071 The Cats Beach Towel $17.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
F. TIME FOR A NAP
The full-cut 100% cotton flannel nightshirt, with cats a-plenty, is just right for a long winter's nap. The slip-on boxers bring added warmth, and are supremely comfortable. Imported. Nightshirt, one size fits most; Boxers in S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. Color as shown.
55042 Cats Flannel Nightshirt $39.95
55043 Cats Flannel Boxer Shorts $17.95

G. STYLISH EVERY DAY
This clutch purse features 5 pockets, checkbook/pen slots, 10 card inserts, and money compartments. The Travel Kit (10”L x 5”W x 4”H) has two zippered compartments and is lined in moisture-proof fabric. Both made of machine washable quilted cotton.
52055 Cats Clutch Purse $27.95
53061 Cats Travel Kit $27.95

H. AWAITING SANTA
Meet “Katz,” the cartoonish 6” kitty—a strong, hand-painted, very reliable solid resin stocking holder. He’s ready to keep our 100% wool, velvet-backed 22” needlepoint stocking at the ready for many a joyous Holiday season. Fun, funny and warmhearted.
55039 “Katz” Mantle Stocking Holder $18.95
55040 Needlepoint Cat Stocking $24.95

I. “HI! I’M UP HERE!”
Ready to pounce into action (or sleep the day away), our over-the-top friends can rest on a computer, bookshelf, mantle—any flat surface that needs a spot of fun! Weighted resin for security. Approximately 4” long, and very observant! Specify grey or orange kitten.
54020 Grey, or 52052 Orange Half-Pint Kitten - $14.95 each
54045 Grey, or 54046 Orange Snoozer Kitten - $14.95 each
54047 Grey, or 54048 Orange Set of 2 - $27.95 each set

cats, Cats and More Cats
Cats now outnumber dogs as pets in U.S. households. But while millions are adored, millions more are abandoned and abused. The HSUS is helping our feline friends by educating pet owners and the public about the needs of cats in order to ensure their proper care.
A. CATS LOVE BAGS!
Exploratory adventures happen after every shopping trip, and now you can enjoy the fun any time with this waterproof, 20" x 30" indoor-outdoor floor mat designed to be totally care-free. Great for the kitchen, or to welcome family guests. Color-rich polyester with a non-skid backing. Hose washable.
55044 Cats In The Bag Floor Mat $29.95

C. PAINT YOUR OWN CAT!
You—or a child on your list—can easily design and paint a cat companion with this inventive and educational kit. You get the ready-to-go 15" stuffed cotton cat, a stencil pattern for the face, textile paints, brush, complete booklet of instructions, facts, patterns, breeds, and information on cats. Don't forget to put a collar and tag on your cat.
52011 Kitten Creature Kit $24.95

B. “CUSHIONS” THE CAT PIN
Our precious and warm nickel-silver pin is an irresistible fashion accessory you’ll enjoy wearing with any outfit. It’s only 1¼" in size—with a traditional jewelry clasp on the back—but adds stylish touches of smiles and love every single time.
55046 "Cushions" The Cat Pin $13.95

D. PORTRAIT OF THE TREADWELL CATS
We’ve selected this charming, traditional, wood-framed, glass-protected print—with its gently subdued tones—to bring the majesty of cats to any room. 22" x 26". It’s ready to add charm and warmth anywhere you choose.
53086 Portrait of the Treadwell Cats Framed Print $69.95

E. SOME CATS CRAVE PUBLICITY
(OK, all of them do!) Our picture-perfect antique-brass photo frame is ready to do justice to your favorite cat’s photo in first-class style. And you can personalize it with your cat’s name, up to 8 letters and spaces. Pride abounding! Holds a 3" x 4" photo; overall size is 5¼" x 6". Specify your pet’s name. Personalization as shown in block type and all caps.
55045 Cat Picture Frame $23.95

F. AN AFGHAN TO LOVE
Wrap yourself up in our big (68" x 51"), fringed, 100% cotton throw and dream the afternoon away. If a friendly kitten should join you...all the better. This is a great “homey” gift that reminds us of our feline companions.
52032 Cat Tapestry Throw $55.95
G. SPECIAL SHIRT, GREAT BUTTONS
Here's a quietly elegant yet practical 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of feline friends. Add the set of 4 coordinating solid resin button covers for a surprising note of fashion fun. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56085 “Just Kittens” Chambray Shirt. $64.95
54043 “Just Kittens” Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

H. COASTERS!
These very unusual 4” diameter cat coasters are practical show-stoppers at every party. Made of wood, hand-painted...smart stocking-stuffers. Terrific for desk-top coffee, too. Imported.
52068 Cat Coasters, set of (6) $24.95

I. LET ME HELP YOU...
Designed over 100 years ago, our helpful 2-pound, 14” tall Tabby cat is silk-screened on 100% cotton, stuffed and weighted with polyester—ready to hold the door...while the cozy, matching 9½” x 12” polyester-stuffed throw pillow is a fine full-time supervisor! The printed designs will decorate a favorite spot anywhere you choose.
52038 Cat Door Stop $24.95
54016 Cat Pillow $26.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
A. PET DEODORIZER CANDLE
Here's a thoughtful addition for any home. Our candle sits snugly inside its own pet-decorated ceramic bowl as it helps keep your indoors as sweet as all outdoors. Good way to reduce pet smells...good looking, good gift. 3" diameter candle; combination is approx. 4" tall.
53067 Pet Candle Deodorizer $17.95

B. SECURE PET FOOD STORAGE
Assure yourself, and your pet, of safe and clean food storage with the Soft Store dry storage system. Lined in low density waterproof plastic with a seal-tight top, the outer bag is nylon fabric. Two sizes hold 25 or 50 pounds of dry food in soft, compact and easy-to-carry convenience. Great for travel. Forest green.
54070 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 25 lbs. $29.95
54071 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 50 lbs. $34.95

C. THE ADOPTERS SHIRT
Shouldn't "Friends For A Lifetime" be the official shirt for anyone who lovingly adopts a cat or dog? It's lighthearted, warm and fun—and speaks well of the love shared by pet and owner alike. If you've adopted a special pet friend—or plan to—wear the shirt. 100% pre-shrunk white cotton T-shirt: M, L, XL and XXL; Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. "Friends For A Lifetime"
56080 Cat T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95
56079 Dog T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95

D. DOUBLE RAISED DOG BOWLS
Hand-crafted in solid wood with a honey pine, clear-coat protected finish, these distinctive top-line feeders include removable stainless steel bowls. The elevated height is a mealtime comfort for tall, elderly or convalescent dogs. Sizes: Small, 4" tall, 1 quart capacity each bowl; Medium, 7", 1 quart, Large, 11", 3-quarts.
54073 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Small $69.95
54074 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Medium $89.95
54075 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Large $129.95
E. NATURAL SISAL SCRATCH TOY
Your cat will love the fun this catnip-scented 13" mouse provides as soon as you hang it from the door—and you'll love watching. Sisal helps clean and sharpen a cat's nails, and the reaching and stretching gives needed exercise, too. There's even a bell on the mouse's tail!
S4076 Sisal Scratching Toy $14.95

F. PET TREATS FROM THE GARDEN
Here are two attractive 8"W x 3"D x 4"H terra-cotta "gardens" created just for your pet. The Cat Garden comes with catnip and catgrass seeds, the Dog Garden includes pennyroyal (non-edible to prevent fleas indoors), plus dog grass as a tasty alternative treat.
Both come with organic soil, complete instructions, and anticipation!
S4008 Cat Garden $17.95
S4007 Dog Garden $17.95

G. PET TRAVEL MADE EASY
Traveling with your pet is much more comfortable when familiar food and a water supply is at hand. Use these waterproof, air-tight, non-spill, collapsible nylon carry-alongs that hold generous amounts of dry food or fresh water anywhere...car, boat, backpack, or take them on a picnic. Your pet will appreciate it! In red, black or green. Specify color.
S4028 1 Liter Pack-A-Bowl $13.95
S4029 2.5 Liter Pack-A-Bowl $14.95
S4030 4 Liter Pack-A-Bowl $15.95

H. OUR OFFICIAL DOG CARE GUIDE
Fully authenticated by The HSUS, this guide should be owned by everyone who shares a lifetime partnership with a dog. Covers health, safety, care and training, plus problem solving and a great deal more. Authoritative and up-to-date. 390 pages.
S3037 The HSUS Guide To Dog Care $24.95

I. THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE!
Sturdy, safe, very comforting—and ideal for keeping an eye on things—the Kitty Window Perch attaches without tools to any standard window ledge. The 24" x 13" platform is softly padded with a fleecey, machine washable covering, and the heavy duty legs are fully adjustable for a solid fit.
S4072 Kitty Window Perch $29.95
A. TRAVELING? LODGING FOR YOU AND YOUR PETS
If you'd love to travel with your pet, you need the Pets Welcome* travel guides. It lists hotels, motels, and inns nationwide based on their ambiance, guest amenities and, most importantly, their pet friendliness. Includes pet-travel tips, maps, charges, ratings, more.
53044 Pets Welcome, National Edition, 320 pages $19.95
53042 Pets Welcome, California, 208 pages $15.95
53041 Pets Welcome, America's South, 224 pages $15.95
53040 Pets Welcome, New England and New York, 224 pages $15.95
53039 Pets Welcome, Pacific Northwest, 224 pages $15.95
53043 Pets Welcome, Southwest, 208 pages $15.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET COLLAR AND LEASH
Identify your pet with a durable pet collar and leash. Pet's I.D. is embroidered in white on red or royal blue nylon web. Convenient quick-snap collar for easy removal and adjusting. Maximum of 20 letters, numbers and spaces. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.
Helps pet get home. Pet Quick Snap Collars
53020 Small (10"-14") 3/4" wide $11.95
53021 Medium (13"-20") 1" wide $13.95
53022 Large (17"-28") 1" wide $15.95
Pet Leashes
53009 6 Foot x 1/4" wide $14.95 53010 6 Foot x 1" wide $15.95
Specify red or blue webbing color on Order Form.

C. THE ORIGINAL SHERPA BAG DELUXE
Many airlines have approved the use of Sherpa Bags, so you can take your pet in the passenger compartment with you. Inside, the soft, comfortable liner is machine washable, and a leash ring is in place—the stylish, quilted black nylon exterior features two entrances, a zippered pocket for treats and more, plus an adjustable strap that's also a leash. Small (16" x 9 1/2" x 10") pets up to 6 pounds; Medium (18" x 10 1/2" x 11") 16 pounds; Large (20" x 11" x 11 1/4") 22 pounds. Color: black. These are handy, secure, soft, and help reduce travel stress. Note: the number of pets allowed in the cabin is limited. Always check ahead. Sherpa Pet Bag Deluxe.
54059 Small $59.95
54060 Medium $69.95
54061 Large $79.95

D. COMPLETE FIRST AID
This reassuring book by The HSUS and the American Red Cross covers a full range of first aid encounters for pets—at home and while traveling. Easy to follow, thorough and highly practical. Buy one, give another to a friend. Be prepared. 109 pages. 6 1/4" x 9".
52085 Pet First Aid Book $12.95
E. PERSONALIZED PET I.D. TAGS
1. Shaped I.D. Tags. Lightweight metal tags with sturdy fastener attaches easily to collar. Three shapes available in your choice of materials: Stainless Steel, Solid Brass or Red Aluminum. Size: 1 ¼" x 1 ½". Specify color/material. Shaped I.D. Tag $5.95
53017 Dog Bone 53018 Round 53019 Heart
2. Slide-on I.D. Tags have slots at each end allowing them to be slipped onto a collar. No tools required, nothing to get caught! Small and large size available in Solid Brass or Stainless Steel. Small (¼" x 1 ¼") fits ½" collar width; Large (³/₄" x 1 ¾") fits ¾" collar width. Stainless Steel Slide-On Tag 53014 Small $5.95 53015 Large $6.95 Solid Brass Slide-On Tag 53012 Small $6.95 53013 Large $7.95
TO ORDER: Specify item number desired, along with pet's name, your name, street address, city, state, ZIP, regular and emergency phone numbers. Limit 6 lines, 22 letters and spaces maximum per line.

F. FITNESS AND FUN...
Kong rubber chew-toys, resilient and long-lasting, satisfy a dog's natural urge to chew, can be stuffed with treats, and will never splinter or develop sharp edges. Safe, fun and good exercise, your dog will love it. Kong Dog Chew Toy 54062 Small (3") $4.45 54063 Medium (3 ½") $6.45 54064 Large (4") $7.45 54065 Extra large (5") $9.95 54066 Giant (6") $12.95

G. ...AND GOOD DENTAL HEALTH
Dental Kong rubber chew toys have patented grooves to clean and "squegee" teeth, reduce plaque and tartar, and exercise gums every time your dog chews. The braided cotton rope helps in natural dental care as it adds to your pet's fun. Dental Kong 54067 Small (7") $8.95 54068 Medium (8 ½") $10.75

"Dogs love to play. The great thing about a Kong is it's a toy that you and your dog can play with together. It also provides safe amusement for your dog when he's home alone. You can even stuff some treats inside—your dog will have fun trying to get the goodies."
—Martha Armstrong, HBA's VP for Companion Animals

H. MY DOG CAN DO THAT!
And so can yours. Here's a reward-based dog-training game that gently helps your pet learn (or improve) basic skills and good manners, as human players develop good pet leadership skills. You'll be surprised how quickly "sit," "stand," "heel" and other commands improve, and that your dog might actually learn a few genuine tricks. Good family fun. 54069 My Dog Can Do That! $24.95

I. PERSONALIZED FIRST-QUALITY PET BOWLS
These sturdy white ceramic bowls are attractive, durable, and easy to keep clean. Designed as shown, the Cat's Bowl has a 5" diameter and is 2" deep; the Small Dog's Bowl shares the same measurements, while the Medium Dog Bowl is 7" dia x 3" deep, and the Large Dog's Bowl is 9" dia x 3 ½" deep. Pet's name is screen printed then permanently fired to the bowl. Specify name, up to 10 characters, including spaces. 54002 Cat's Bowl $17.95 53003 Small Dog's Bowl $17.95 54004 Medium Dog's Bowl $19.95 54058 Large Dog's Bowl $22.95
A. YARN SPINNER
Cats are fascinated with balls of yarn, and now you can spruce up your home with our clever 3" diameter glass ornament, hand-painted from the inside by skilled artisans. Comes packed in a presentation gift box, complete with hang cord. 55047 Cat With Yarn Ornament $17.95

B. EMBROIDERED MUSTANGS
These free-spirited mustangs, richly embroidered on a soft pullover, add a touch of nature's energy to your wardrobe. Aspen brushed loop blend in 80/20 cotton/poly with a crew neck. Color: natural. Made in the U.S.A. SIZES: M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. 56062 Embroidered Mustangs Fleece Pullover M-XL $55.95, XXL $59.95

C. FOREST WATCH
Shane Dimmick's emotionally powerful grey wolf portrait has been transformed into comfortable and evocative T-shirts and sweatshirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify color. Color: Slate Blue. Made in the U.S.A. (And see the Holiday Card on page 17!) 56070 Forest Watch T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95 56071 Forest Watch Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

D. GIVE A FASHION STATEMENT
Our 1998 Allyn Neckwear tie collection speaks beautifully of your love of animals in 100% imported printed silk, fully lined. Choose your favorite from this diverse array, certain to please the most discerning man on any Holiday list. Very stylish! Horses—Navy or Green; Cats and Noah's Ark—Navy; Animals Of the World—Navy or Red. Specify color. Made in the U.S.A. 55049 Horses Necktie $32.95 55050 Cats Necktie $32.95 55051 Noah's Ark Necktie $32.95 55052 Animals of the World Necktie $32.95

E. PICTURING YOUR PERFECT PET
Your favorite pup's photo gets an ideal home in this dramatic self-standing metal frame with its die-cut border atop a rich black velvet background. Holding a standard 3" x 5" photo, the overall size is 5 1/4" x 7". 55048 Dog Bone Picture Frame $15.95
F. PERSONALIZED PET THROW

Personalize our soft, 2-ply, 100% cotton throw with your favorite pet's name...then enjoy all the relaxing comfort and warmth—perhaps together. Machine washable, 68" x 48", made in the U.S.A. Specify name up to 10 letters. Personalization in blue lettering.
S0016 Personalized Throw $48.95
S4002 Non-personalized Throw $43.95

G. I'M ON GUARD!

Our handmade, hand-painted plaster and resin black labrador pup is an ideal indoor sentry for home or office. Standing 10½" tall, our friend has life-like eyes and a stately presence you'll enjoy seeing each day. A welcoming friend in hallway or hearth, even better tucked into a quiet corner.
S053 Black Labrador Statue $89.95

H. LET'S DECORATE

This delicate full-pewter Cat in Window ornament from Seagull Pewter is reminiscent of the decorations so popular on European Christmas trees and mantels. And you can put the love you have for a favorite pet on your own tree. The 1½" x 1½" ornament includes a hanging cord.
S074 Cat in Window Ornament $9.95

I. MEAL TIME FUN!

These cheery, rugged stoneware bowls brighten meal time for the pets in your life, and are great fun to look at when empty, too! Designed by Gary Patterson. Dishwasher safe.
S4035 "Feed Me" 5" Cat Bowl $12.95
S4036 "Feed Me" 7" Dog Bowl $15.95
A. SANTA AND HIS NEW FRIEND

Yes, we're all Santa's friends, but our special set is a perfect combination for a Holiday's evening. Handmade from stiffened cloth, porcelain and resin, Santa gives his pet pal the perfect gift—which you'll enjoy as a Holiday tradition for years to come. An 8" high mixed-media extravaganza.

55054 Santa and the Black Dog $49.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

B. IT'S THEIR WORLD TOO

Celebrate the diversity of our natural world and wear the message! The T-shirt is 100% cotton, the sweatshirt a 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. Art by Tim Knepp.

56026 It's Their World Too T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56027 It's Their World Too Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

C. "WINTER FRIENDS"

We're all in love with Robert Duncan's exquisite print, and the loving warmth which rises from it. You will be, too. We've double-matted the work, protected it under glass in a solid maple frame, and added an adjustable hanger on the back. It's ready to hang wherever you choose. Overall size is 18" x 20".

55035 "Winter Friends" Print $75.00

Printed on recycled paper, containing a minimum of 10% post consumer waste.
the humane catalog

Animals...It's their world too.

1998 Holiday Catalog
and Fall Gift Catalog
Dear Friend,

You and I share a special affection for all animals. And here, in our new Catalog, you’re about to discover many delightful ways to express that love—and the joy which is so much a part of it.

If you’re like me, and appreciate the opportunity to get a head-start on Holiday shopping, this is the place to do it. We’ve included a marvelous array of brand new cards, along with some old favorites.

What’s more, you’re about to see a number of inventive gifts for friends and family—unique ornaments, more of our very popular Magneaties®, personalized gifts for you and your pets, and a lot more. We’ve chosen everything for its quality and value. Your selections help The Humane Society of the United States with our work on behalf of animals everywhere. In fact, every purchase allows us to improve our services and outreach at a time when those efforts have never been needed more.

Thank you for shopping with us, and thank you for caring about the animals who share our world.

Sincerely,

Paul G. Irwin
President

B. EMBROIDERED MUSTANGS


56062 Embroidered Mustangs Fleece Pullover M-XL
$55.95, XXL $59.95

A. MEAL TIME FUN!

These cheery, rugged stoneware bowls brighten meal time for the pets in your life, and are great fun to look at when empty, too! Designed by Gary Patterson. Dishwasher safe.

54035 "Feed Me" 5" Cat Bowl $12.95
54036 "Feed Me" 7" Dog Bowl $15.95
C. IT’S THEIR WORLD TOO
Celebrate the diversity of our natural world and wear the message! The T-shirt is 100% cotton, the sweatshirt a 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
Art by Tim Knepp.
56036 It’s Their World Too T-shirt $17.95,
XXL $20.95
56037 It’s Their World Too Sweatshirt $28.95,
XXL $31.95

D. HERE WE BARK A-CAROLLING
It’s probably hard for dogs to stay in tune, but the spirit of the Season brings smiles to everyone. Our mouth-blown glass ornament, painted from the inside through the hole in the top, is an extraordinarily happy gift, boxed and ready, 3” in diameter, with hang-cord.
54041 Singing Dogs Ornament $17.95

E. MAGNETIC PERSONALITIES
We call them Magneatoes™ because they’re such good fun on the fridge or file cabinet. Each is a 3⅛” x 4⅛” stuffed toy with magnets at every "paw" and "hoof" — great stocking-stuffers.
52063 Cat and Dog Magneatoes (the pair) $12.95
53052 Cat, Dog and Horse Magneatoes (the full set) $17.95
52062 Dog Magneato $6.95
52061 Cat Magneato $6.95
53026 Horse Magneato $6.95

F. ELEGANT FUSED GLASS
Here, the brilliant and sparkling colors of fused glass capture a moment with a quiet, cozy kitty depicted on a superb 8” serving plate that’s also a dramatic focus for year ‘round display.
54019 Garden Cat Fused Glass Plate $34.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. MEET MOOCH POOCH
A pillow and a pal, Mooch Pooch is sure to give comfort and love when you need it most. Our 24" machine washable plush friend is stuffed with polyester. For sleep or play time, take him with you everywhere. 52035 Mooch Pooch $29.95

B. MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY FLOOR MAT
Here they are, a collection of dogs and a surprise visitor, ready to greet friends and family. The 30" x 20" Welcome Mat is made from rugged indoor-outdoor weather resistant polyester, with a non-skid backing. Ideal in the kitchen, too.
52039 Members Of The Family Mat $29.95

C. UNSPOKEN VERY LOUDLY
"Got Biscuits?" And who can resist? Those warm and appealing dog faces speak volumes, and hearts melt. It's one of the best parts of sharing your home with a pet. And now you can wear the shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt: 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56056 "Got Biscuits?" T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56057 "Got Biscuits?" Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

D. TO THE BEACH
Have fun at the beach with these canine companions on our 100% cotton 30" x 60" heavy duty beach towel. Perfect at the shore or at home or as a cozy comforter. Imported.
52070 The Dogs Beach Towel $17.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
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E. BOY'S BEST FRIEND
Surrounded by winter, surrounded by love—here is Robert Duncan's magnificent painting, maple-framed under glass and double-matted at a full frame size of 22" x 18". Sawtooth hanger is in place. Enrich your home with this noble print. 52089 "Boy's Best Friend" Framed Print $75.00

F. LET'S GO FOR A WALK!
Here's a handy silver-tone metal leash hook ready to mount right near the door. It's a good reminder and an attractive accessory. Includes mounting screws. 3½" x 3½".
54056 Walk Me Now Leash Hook $14.95

G. RELAXING MOMENTS
Similar to the cat nightshirt and shorts on page 28, our comfortable nightshirt and button-fly boxer shorts are dog-decorated at every turn. A genuine comfort to wear. 100% knit cotton. Made in the U.S.A. Nightshirt, one size fits all; shorts S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size.
54004 Dog Nightshirt $24.95  53064 Dog Boxer Shorts $16.95

H. MUSIC AT EVERY TURN
The slightest breeze encourages the king canine of the chimes to ring out with a constantly changing melody. A pleasant companion on patio or breezeway. 11" top to bottom.
See the cat version on page 6.
53027 Spoiled Dog Wind Chimes $22.95

O. our Best Friends
Dogs are called our best friends. And they deserve our love, and our help.
That's why The HSUS fights abuses such as puppy mills and dogfighting, and promotes lifelong commitments between dogs and their families.
A. THE AMBER KITTEN
This remarkable, stately, 8" tall cat is a most unusual accent lamp. Crafted from amber glass with an iron base and head, a 15-watt bulb (not included) immediately creates a warm and glowing focus for guest room, hallway or office credenza. A unique accent piece you'll love.
54039 Amber-glass Cat Light $49.95

B. DOUBLE-DUTY CAT
You'll have to choose where to display this versatile 20" x 30" floor mat. Its 100% polyester, weather resistant construction features a non-skid backing—great at the front door. But its easy care durability and bright colors make it ideal as a kitchen rug or decorative highlight. Which will it be?
54017 Cat Floor Mat $29.95

C. SPOILED CAT WIND CHIMES
The princess cat reigns as the breezes blow, and the wafting, crystalline sounds of ceramic kittens and hearts calms our days. A fun gift for any cat lover. 11" top to bottom. See the dog version on page 5.
52072 Spoiled Cat Wind Chimes $22.95

D. SPECIAL SHIRT, GREAT BUTTONS
Here's a quietly elegant yet practical 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of feline friends. Add the set of 4 coordinating solid resin button covers for a surprising note of fashion fun. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56085 "Just Kittens" Chambray Shirt $64.95
54043 "Just Kittens" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
G. STYLISH EVERY DAY
This clutch purse features 5 pockets, checkbook/pen slots, 10 card inserts, and money compartments. The Travel Kit (10.5"L x 5"W x 4"H) has two zippered compartments and is lined in moisture-proof fabric. Both made of machine washable quilted cotton.
52055 Cats Clutch Purse $27.95
53061 Cats Travel Kit $27.95

E. IT'S PAINTED FROM THE INSIDE!
This 3" blown glass ornament is hand-painted in astonishing detail by artisans using curved miniature brushes inserted through the tiny hole in the top! Comes in a padded gift box.
52037 Glass Cat Ornament $17.95

F. YEAR 'ROUND CATS
Our 100% cotton throw is woven with 10 colors of exquisitely soft yarn to produce intricate detail and a warm, rich, gentle feel every time you surround yourself in its comforting folds. 67" x 46".
54014 "Seasonal Cats" Throw $58.95

H. LET ME HELP YOU...
Designed over 100 years ago, our helpful 2-pound, 14" tall Tabby cat is silk-screened on 100% cotton, stuffed and weighted with polyester—ready to hold the door...while the cozy, matching 9½" x 12" polyester-stuffed throw pillow is a fine full-time supervisor! The printed designs will decorate a favorite spot anywhere you choose.
52038 Cat Door Stop $24.95
54016 Cat Pillow $26.95
A. NOAH’S CHRISTMAS

Peace on Earth
Celebrating the wonder of life and the rich diversity of animals who share Earth with us, Stephanie Stouffer’s die-cut card opens to reveal the dove of peace. 4 1/4” x 7 1/4". (Box of 20) 50011 Noah’s Christmas $14.95

B. SNOWY SPLENDOR

Wishing you a joyous Holiday Season with peace and prosperity in the New Year
Kathy Glasnap brings us this glimpse of nature as a reminder of the unity of the world we share. 5 1/2” x 8 1/2". (Box of 20) 50052 Snowy Splendor $13.95

C. SANTA’S HELPERS

Have a wonderful Christmas with all the trimmings
They’re ready! A momentarily motionless crowd of family friends is prepared to be energetic at the slightest cue. Painting by Mary Badenhop. 5 1/4” x 8 1/4”. (Box of 20) 50051 Santa’s Helpers $14.95

D. FESTIVE FARM

May all the joys of the Season be yours
Sharing the fun of building the snowman, family pets, farm animals and wildlife enjoy the promise of a day of adventure. Decked edge and a gold rule highlight this painting by Susan Detwiler. 8 1/4” x 5 1/4”. (Box of 20) 50034 Festive Farm $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. CHEERY CHICKADEES
Wishing you Happy Holiday times
to cherish and remember
A trio in bold contrast to winter's weather, these
sprightly black-capped chickadees are surrounded
by a framework of intricate embossing. Painting
by Mike Speiser. 8⅛" x 5⅛". (Box of 20.)
50037 Cheery Chickadees $16.95

F. FROSTY MORNING
Wishing you the quiet beauty
of a peaceful Holiday season
Persis Clayton Weirs lets us watch two companions
share a calm, wintry moment in the high country.
Finished with a rich combination of embossed
trees and gold rules. 8¼" x 5⅛". (Box of 20)
50008 Frosty Morning $15.95

G. WINTER WHITE
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday season
and a New Year of peace and happiness
Surrounded by the gleam and joy of the Holidays,
our feline friend stops to add a touch of majesty to
the Season. Deckled edge reveals a red rule inside the
card. Painting by Kit Shoop. 8¼" x 5⅛". (Box of 20.)
50033 Winter White $14.95

H. PEACEFUL GREETINGS
Wishing you all the joys and cherished
moments of the Holiday
What more needs to be said? Mike Speiser lets us share
the warm emotions of Holiday time by presenting
mother and cub in peace and comfort. 7½" x 4½".
(Box of 20)
50026 Peaceful Greetings $11.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 41 for the
Order Form for details.
A. SHINING BRIGHT
May all the joys and blessings of this beautiful Season be yours
Here's a unique look at a most vital realm...Earth's seas. Sparkling gold and foil accents highlight Tim Knepp's dramatic painting. 8 3/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50043 Shining Bright $15.95

B. SWEET DREAMS
May all your Christmas dreams come true
Playtime seems to be over for the moment as two pals retreat from the Season's excitement while visions of treats dance in their heads. Painting by Ching Walters. 7 1/4" x 4 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50055 Sweet Dreams $12.95

C. STAR OF WONDER
A joyous Christmas to you and a New Year of peace and happiness
Express the essence of the Holidays with this distinguished card by Barbara Goss. The animal kingdom—from home, backyard and wilderness—gaze upon the star of wonder. 7 3/4" x 4 3/4". (Box of 20)
50030 Star Of Wonder $13.95

D. VISITING SANTA
Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember
Father Christmas is ready to spread the fun of the Season with every member of the family. Patricia Palermo's Americana card is sure to be remembered. No "naughty's" here!
8 3/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50044 Visiting Santa $13.95

E. 'TIS THE SEASON
May your Holidays be filled with joy and good cheer
Toys! A treasure trove of unexpected fun has everyone's attention—at least for the moment. Artist Tim Knepp's jolly neighborhood gathering of lovable adopted pooches gives you a most unique way to share Holiday greetings. 8 3/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20)
50007 'Tis The Season $13.95

F. HEAVENLY NIGHT
May the spirit of the Season touch us all
Home for the Holidays—a family glides through the silent streets of the Season in Kevin Daniel's soft and frosty traditional painting. Trimmed short to reveal a gold rule inside. 8 3/4" x 5 3/4". (Box of 20.)
50040 Heavenly Night $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
G. FELINE NAVIDAD
May your home always be filled with the peace and happiness of this special Season
One of the best parts of a Holiday gathering is the comforting time spent in quiet reflection. Mary Badenhop's painting lets you share the peace of the Season with those you love and care about. 7⅛" x 4⅛". (Box of 20.)
50056 Feline Navidad $12.95

H. JOY TO THE WORLD
Peace on Earth
Goodwill to All
This is nature's drama and diversity. And you can send this marvelous Tim Knepp Holiday card as you share your love for all of Earth's animals. 8½" x 11". (Box of 20.)
50017 Joy to the World $13.95

Personalize your cards and envelopes!

It's easy and economical to personalize your Holiday cards and envelopes
Cards: We will imprint your name(s) in black ink with up to 2 lines maximum of 36 characters and spaces for each line. The charge is only $6.00 for any quantity of each card design. Any change of design (items#) and/or imprint change requires an additional charge of $6.00.
Envelopes: Your return address will be printed in black on the flap, maximum of 3 lines, 36 letters and spaces on each line for only $6.00. Any change to your imprint requires an additional charge of $6.00.
A. EAGLE CREEK
May the beauty and wonder of the Season bring you peace that will last throughout the year
Richard Plaschkaert's winter scene—and our imagination—brings us to the vitality of deep wilderness...and sends our love of nature to friends and family. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50041 Eagle Creek $13.95

B. JOY
...to the world
This inventive card brings with it the full spirit of nature's variety, and the joy of the Holiday season. Embossed snowflakes complete a superb presentation. Painting by Barbara Goss. 8½" x 5½".
(Box of 20.)
50035 Joy To All $17.95

C. HOLIDAY TREAT
Warm wishes for a bright and wonderful Holiday season
A boy, his dog, and four eager horses...together on a snowy morning—sharing apples and companionship to brighten nature's world. Painting by Tim Knapp. A golden rule, debossed panel and deckled edge highlight this card. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50032 Holiday Treat $16.95

D. YULETIDE VISITORS
May the Holidays surround you with beauty, warmth and joy
There's mischief in mind, but these woodland callers can only admire the attractions of the Season—as we onlookers smile. A gold-bordered card by Barbara Barth. 8½" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50046 Yuletide Visitors $14.95
Your love of
minals

E. CHRISTMAS RETREAT
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday Season
At the end of a woodland trail awaits the
warm generosity of family and friends in
the Season of joy. Mike Speiser’s painting
presents the silent calm of a winter’s day...
with love. 5½" x 8½". (Box of 20.)
50047 Christmas Retreat $15.95

F. SANTA’S SECRET
May the warmth of
Christmas fill your heart
and home with love
Pausing in his work to share the
gentleness of Holiday time, Santa
reminds us to give the fullness of
the Season to the whole family.
Painting by Margaret Cobane.
5½" x 8½". Foil embossed border.
(Box of 20.)
50048 Santa’s Secret $17.95

G. GIFT OF GIVING
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
A look of love and anticipation
combine in Ching Walters’
imagined playtime partnership—
a calming view of harmony
eminently worthy of the Season.
4¼" x 5½". (Box of 20.)
50058 Gift of Giving $12.95

H. CHRISTMAS
COMPANIONS
Hope your Holiday is filled
with treasures
Bringing us peace and harmony all year
‘round, our pets add an especially important
measure of love at Holiday time. Painting by
Barbara Goss. 8¼" x 5¼". (Box of 20.)
50039 Christmas Companions $14.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 11 and the
Order Form for details.

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
A. THE GIFT
Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember
Artist Shane Dimnick's friend "Spencer," a shelter adoptee, has brought the gifts of love and warmth to his life, beautifully expressed in her heartwarming, very personal painting, 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.) 50045 The Gift $14.95

B. CHRISTMAS COLT
May the special joys of Christmas be with you this Holiday Season
We share our lives with many wonderful animals, perhaps never shown more beautifully than in Ching Walters' expressive card that seems to define the very nature of the mother and foal relationship. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.) 50042 Christmas Colt $13.95

C. WINTER SUNRISE
Season's Greetings and warm wishes for a Holiday season perfect in every way
Russell Cobane brings us to gentler, quieter times in this warm, evocative Holiday keepsake card surrounded with a textured gold foil edge. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.) 50038 Winter Sunrise $16.95

D. WONDROUS GATHERING
Wishing you a joyous Christmas and many blessings throughout the New Year
At the edge of a forest, animals gather to witness the peace and calm of this special season—Kay Murphy's painting reminds us the true meaning of Christmas. The decked edge reveals a gold rule inside. 7¼" x 4¼". (Box of 20.) 50053 Wondrous Gathering $13.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. FOREST WATCH
May your Holiday be filled
with the beauty of nature
Look into the heart of nature’s beauty and
mystery. Shane Dimmick’s remarkable gray
wolf is enriched with scenic embossed accents.
5½" x 8½". (Box of 20)
50028 Forest Watch $16.95

F. QUIET REFLECTION
May this beautiful Season bring you
peace and happiness
We can almost hear the muted sounds of an
evening service as a solitary red fox passes by,
adding a sense of movement to the light and
color of Angela Schwarzkopf’s tranquil view
of the season. Deckled edge reveals a gold rule
inside. 4¾" x 7½". (Box of 20)
50054 Quiet Reflection $12.95

G. PARADE OF PEACE
Goodwill to all
This is the dream we all share, and one
eagerly given to those we love—to
build...to encourage...to nurture peace
on Earth. Painting by Ching Walters.
4¾" x 7½". (Box of 20)
50057 Parade of Peace $12.95

H. LION AND LAMB
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
“And the lion will lay down with the
lamb...” Martha Vaughan’s special
painting expresses your deepest feelings
about the true essence of the Holiday
Season. 4½" x 7¼". (Box of 20)
50059 Lion and Lamb $11.95

I. WINTER REST
Peace and joy to you
this Holiday season
Deep sculptured embossing presents
a dramatic scene of the mother snow
leopard at rest with her cub in their
winter den. Painting by Mike Speiser.
8½" x 5½". (Box of 20)
50036 Winter Rest $16.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 11 and
for details.
A. ALL IS CALM

May this beautiful Holiday Season bring you peace and happiness

Here are all the elements of a perfect Holiday with those we love. Barbara Goss's painting is enhanced by intricate embossing and a die-cut window opening to a cottontail rabbit nestled in winter grass. 5 7/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20)
50049 All Is Calm $17.95

B. BASKET FULL OF JOY

May the smiles and warmth of this enriching Holiday season be yours throughout the New Year

They're irresistible! Jim Killen has packed playfulness, love and energy in one delightful portrait. 5 7/8" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20)
50000 Basket Full of Joy $14.95

C. PURRFECT VIEW

With all good wishes for a wonderful Holiday and happiness in the year to come

This appealing design combines homelife and wildlife, and features deep hand-sculpted embossing with gold highlights. A die-cut window allows our cat companion to view the inside painting by Kathy Glasnap. 5 3/4" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20.)
50050 Purrfect View $17.95

D. HOLIDAY CARD ASSORTMENTS

Choose from two collections of our popular cards. Large Assortment cards are 8 3/4" x 5 3/4"; Medium cards measure 7 7/8" x 4 3/8". Both sets contain a mixture of designs with matching envelopes. 20 cards per box. We'll create an assortment just for you. Your selections may not match the cards pictured here. Sorry, these cards cannot be personalized.

* 50061 Large Cards Assortment $9.95
* 50060 Medium Cards Assortment $8.95
E. UNIQUE ADDRESS LABELS
Beautiful full-color, self-stick labels show others of your interests, and add a friendly touch to Holiday cards and year 'round letters. We'll personalize your favorite in Block type, as shown. Specify up to 4 lines, limit 28 letters and spaces per line. FREE carrying case, 2 1/2" x 1 1/4". 144 labels per box. Choose from the great designs shown here. Labels marked * have matching Holiday cards in this Catalog. 144 Labels $7.95

F. HSUS WALL CALENDARS
Each 16-month calendar (September '98 through December '99) features outstanding animal photography you'll love, generous space for notes and reminders...and measures 12" x 22" when open. Beautiful at home, and welcome as gifts too.
53055 The HSUS Dogs calendar $10.95
53054 The HSUS Cats calendar $10.95
53057 The HSUS Wolves calendar $10.95
53056 The HSUS Horses calendar $10.95
53030 The HSUS "Animals...it's their world too" calendar $10.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. PICTURE PERFECT
Our two treasure-trove albums will care for your photos as the years pass—one for pictures of the dogs in your life, the other for cats. Both feature an old-fashioned ribbon closure, die-cut interior windows, clever illustrations—and room for all your memories. 5¾" x 7½".
54024 Cat Lovers Album $14.95
54025 Dog Lovers Album $14.95

B. UP-TO-THE-MINUTE KEY RINGS
Kids absolutely love these! Hang from belts, purses or backpacks, each bracelet includes 5 animal-specific charms, two key hooks, a beautifully polished stone, a clever little-whistle...and a locket for a pal’s picture. Rugged, unusual—and everybody will want one.
54001 Dog Charms Key Ring $19.95
54002 Horse Charms Key Ring $19.95
54000 Cat Charms Key Ring $19.95

C. YOU’LL STEP LIVELY...
in our dog and cat socks, a warm and cozy blend of 75% high-bulk acrylic with 25% nylon for strength. Comfortable and unusual—your pet will love you in them. One size fits most men and women. Made in the U.S.A.
52058 Dog Socks $7.95 52059 Cat Socks $7.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
D. WHAT WOULD I DO WITHOUT YOU...

Emotions tug at our heart from the sublime words of Hope Harrington Kolb—her message is true, our feelings noble. Pets are so much a part of family life that it is altogether right to remember every moment in just this way... forever. Add your own 3" x 5" photo. Gold-painted wood frame, glass in place. Ready to hang. 8" x 14". 54012 Pet Poem Frame $24.95

Member of the Family

What would I do without you,
My precious, furry friend,
Patient, but disobedient.
And faithful to the core.
You look at me with eyes of love,
You never hold a grudge,
You think I'm far too wonderful
To criticize or judge.
It seems your greatest joy in life
Is being close to me,
I think God knew how comforting
Your warm, soft fur would be.
How you think you're human,
But I can see the truth.
The world would be a nicer place
If dogs were more like you.
A few short years are all we have.
One day you'll be in my past,
But you my pet will always have
A place within my heart.

F. DOUBLE-DUTY DISHES... PLUS!

Our high-gloss ceramic dishes are cheerful and generous, but imagine one as the ultimate chip-and-dip set for your next big party! Cat dish is 12" x 8", the doggie version 13" x 9". The matching treat jars are in rugged ceramic—about 11" tall. All are hand-crafted and hand washable.

52092 Cat's Double Dish $16.95
52094 Dog's Double Dish $25.95
52095 Dog Treats Jar $29.95
52093 Cat Treats jar $29.95

G. SURPRISING IMAGES

These two colorful, expressive ceramic tiles are alive with the bold drama of the pets we love. Both dog and cat are energetic and curious, yet reflect a view of life that is at once artistic and lighthearted. With self-standing easels, or can be wall mounted. 8" squares.

52096 Cat Tile $26.95
52097 Dog Tile $26.95
A. DESK-TOP DAILY BOX CALENDARS
Each day features a color photo and an interesting, useful animal fact, with space for notes and jottings. A handy 5½" x 4½" in size. Ideal for office or kitchen counter.
53062 HSUS Cats Daily Calendar $9.95
54049 HSUS Dogs Daily Calendar $9.95
53029 HSUS Horses Daily Calendar $9.95

B. "HEY! I'M UP HERE!"
Ready to pounce into action (or sleep the day away), our over-the-top friends can rest on a computer, bookshelf, mantle—any flat surface that needs a spot of fun. Weighted resin for security. Approximately 4" long, and very observant! Specify grey or orange kitten.
54020 Grey, or 52052 Orange Half-Pint Kitten - $14.95 each
54045 Grey, or 54046 Orange Snoozer Kitten - $14.95 each
54047 Grey, or 54048 Orange Set of 2 - $27.95 each set

C. FREE MOUSE PAD PERSONALIZATION!
These are just plain fun—Three Little Kittens or The Retriever mouse pads to keep you smiling as you work. Each measures 9¼" x 8", and has a non-skid backing. Specify one-line name up to 18 characters, including spaces.
53059 The Retriever Mouse Pad $12.95
53001 Three Little Kittens Mouse Pad $12.95

D. WRITE AWAY
Show your fondness for cats or dogs alike with our clever stationery sets. Excellent for handwritten correspondence, or laser and ink jet printers. 15 each of 8½" x 11" sheets and #10 envelopes.
52030 Cat Letter Paper Set $10.95
54044 Dog Letter Paper Set $10.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
in celebration of **animals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat T-shirt Details</th>
<th>Dog T-shirt Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEOW</strong> 56042 MEOW Cat T-shirt, M, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95</td>
<td><strong>Rosebud Rubin</strong> 56048 Rosebud Rubin T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEOW Cat Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95</td>
<td>Rosebud Rubin Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dogs Drool</strong> 56044 &quot;If Dog Did Not Exist&quot; T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95</td>
<td><strong>Cats Rule</strong> 56086 Dogs Drool, Cats Rule T-shirt, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If dog did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him.</td>
<td>Dogs Drool, Cats Rule Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, XXL $30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RUFF</strong> 56046 RUFF Dog T-shirt, M, L, XL $17.95, XXL $20.95</td>
<td><strong>Cat &amp; Fish</strong> 56018 Cat &amp; Fish T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUFF Dog Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95</td>
<td>Cat &amp; Fish Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $34.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All animals depend on the care we provide—a home and across the reach of Earth's environment. We've chosen this selection of designs to celebrate all animals. T-shirts are 100% cotton; sweatshirts 50/50 cotton/polyester. Colors as shown.*

**POOPED DOGGY DOG**

Get the set! Shirt and heavyweight 100% cotton twill hat (adjustable, imported) make a very happy combination!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-shirt Details</th>
<th>Sweatshirt Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56082 T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, XXL $21.95</td>
<td>56083 Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, XXL $32.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. I'VE GOT IT!
Retrieving is a way of life, and good fun too. Our healthy, hearty dog has been embroidered into a soft 100% cotton Twill pullover in washed navy with its cozy-up drawstrings at the neck. Made in the U.S.A. Three sizes: (S-M), (L-XL), (XXL). Specify size.
56088 The Retriever Pullover $49.95, XXL $54.95

B. DOG LOVERS UNITE!
This special shirt is soft, friendly, different...and will coax a smile from everyone you meet. Color: natural.
Cat Lovers see page 25. 100% cotton T-shirt. 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size.
Made in the U.S.A.
56058 Dog Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56059 Dog Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

C. PICTURE THIS
Put your favorite dog's picture in this inventive Seagull Pewter Christmas tree ornament—encircled with "Woof Woof Woof" and some tasty treats—to create a grand focal point for any day of the year. 2" x 2 1/4".
52016 Dog Bone Picture Frame Ornament $10.95

D. FINE ENAMEL JEWELRY
Make a personal fashion statement with our "Ready-to-walk Golden Retriever" pin and earring set. Each full-color piece is hand-painted enamel on sterling silver. Earrings have sterling earwires.
54054 Golden Retriever Earrings $19.95
54055 Golden Retriever Pin $27.95
54055 Golden Retriever Set $44.95

E. GUARDING THE WAY
Hand-crafted from an original carving by Al Pisano, our resin door-topper friend is hand painted and buffed to bring out the appealing, softly muted colors. 16 1/2" x 8 1/2".
54023 "Welcome Friends" Door Topper $39.95
G. BIG, BOLD...HUNGRY
Two generous pet bowls keep a big supply of food and water at the ready. Easy-clean ceramic, with a hefty, robust weight and novel design.
Each Jumbo is 10" x 11" and holds 3 cups per side. The Medium is 6" x 7" and holds 1 cup per side. The companion recycled-rubber "Fetch" mat helps ensure non-skid, sure-footed stability at feeding time—and is a snap to clean. Sizes complement the bowls.
53065 Jumbo Bone Bowls (Set of 2 jumbo) $39.95
53050 Medium Bone Bowls (Set of 2 medium) $29.95
54051 "Fetch" Rubber Mat, large $12.95
54052 "Fetch" Rubber Mat, medium $7.95

H. FRAMED FOR FUN
Watching over a favorite picture for us, our solid resin, hand painted pup adds its own sense of perky mischief to any snapshot. A clever smile-producer wherever it's displayed. 7½" x 6" overall. The hand painted 3½" x 3½" resin switchplate (screws included) adds a decorative touch to any special room in your home. Great stocking-stuffer, too!
54034 "Best Friend" Frame $18.95
54050 "Dawg" Switchplate $11.95

F. RETRIEVERS AT REST
This magnificent accent rug measures 3'3" x 4'8", sure to make it the center of attention in a den or library. Its 2-ply heat-set polypropylene construction assures fast colors and durability, and gives it the look and feel of luxurious wool without the worry. Imagine mounting it as a tapestry! Made by Shaw.
53028 Golden Retriever Rug $79.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. PLAYFUL FRAME-FULL
Two inquisitive kittens seem to be preparing for a day of energetic romping as they gaze across a favorite family photo. Our solid resin 6½" x 7½" frame holds a 3" x 5" snapshot on its self-standing easel base—or you can easily wall mount it.
53060 "Playful Kittens"
Frame $22.95

B. CAT-AGAIN CARDIGAN
Three adorable kittens have been silk-screened onto this button-up 50/50 cotton/poly fleece cardigan with two pockets. Color: cream with jade collar. Very comfortable, very different. Made in U.S.A. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56074 Kittens Cardigan $39.95, XXL $42.95

C. THE CATS!
Friendly cats abound on this thirsty beach towel, presenting your love of animals to everyone. 100% cotton, 30" x 60", heavy duty. It's a cozy towel at home, too!
52071 The Cats Beach Towel $17.95

D. COZY AND CUDDLY
Take your pick, or get them both. Each book-like portfolio opens to present 10 blank 4" x 5½" cards, 5 each of two charming paintings by renowned feline artist Sueellen Ross. Printed on high-quality stock. Envelopes included.
54011 Cozy Cats Notes $8.95
54010 Cuddly Cats Notes $8.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
E. COASTERS!
These very unusual 4" diameter cat coasters are practical show-stoppers at every party. Made of wood, hand-painted...smart stocking-stuffers. Terrific for desk-top coffee, too.
Imported.
52068 Cat Coasters, set of (6) $24.95

F. ALL PRETTY IN A ROW
Seven patient bronze-finished brass cats are poised to hold your hat and coat—and add a happy dash of fun while they’re waiting. A full 17" long, with mounting hardware included, this will be a welcome decorative highlight at home.
53049 Cats Coat Hangar $32.95

G. PAINT YOUR OWN CAT!
You—or a child on your list—can easily design and paint a cat companion with this inventive and educational kit. You get the ready-to-go 15" stuffed cotton cat, a stencil pattern for the face, textile paints, brush, complete booklet of instructions, facts, patterns, breeds, and information on cats. Don’t forget to put a collar and tag on your cat.
52011 Kitten Creature Kit $24.95

H. WONDERFUL CATS!
Our Kona cat-print jacket and pre-shrunk T-shirt are 100% soft cotton, fully machine washable. The lined and zippered jacket sports two side pockets. The T-shirt features both screen printed cats patch and appliqué. Dramatic alone, stunning when worn together. Shirt sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL; Jacket S, M, L, XL. Specify size(s).
56072 Kona Cat Print T-shirt $21.95, XXL $24.95
56073 Kona Cat Print Jacket $79.95

I. CAT LOVER...YES!
Here they are—our brand new Cat Lover shirts. (Dog lovers, see page 22.) They’re subtle, comfortable, amusing…and make a persuasive, affectionate statement. Color: white. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56054 Cat Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56055 Cat Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95
A. PUPPY BUTTON COVERS AND SHIRT

Our expressive 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of puppy pals is a delight to wear. Snap on the set of 4 sturdy coordinating resin button covers for a very special ensemble that shows your love to all. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (6-8), M/L (10-12), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.

56084 “Puppy Love” Chambray Shirt. $64.95
54042 “Puppy Love” Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

B. IT’S AN ANDREW WYETH

“The Master Bedroom” print adds a warm, expressive and comforting tone wherever you display it. We’ve double-matted the work, framed it in maple, and protected it under glass. A sawtooth hangar bar is in place. Now... where will it look its best? Framed size 22” x 18”.

52088 “The Master Bedroom” Framed Print $75.00

C. HIS NAME IS CAESAR...

...and he’s deaf. You get the richly illustrated 32-page, soft cover, true-story book “On Deaf Ears” by Loren Spiotta-Dimare. Discover how a loving shelter worker trained a clever mixed breed dog with hand signals. Next there’s Grammy® Award winner Tom Chapin’s heartwarming, narrated audio cassette—plus the 8” cuddly plush Caesar himself. A gift of compassion, love and learning for ages 6-10.

52091 “On Deaf Ears” book/audio/toy Set $19.95
D. BONE TO BE WILD
Your pooch gets a glow-in-the-dark collar with a special bone tag, the preservative-free dog biscuit mix (1 lb. 10 oz.) and a neat, decorative doggie-bone shaped cookie cutter. Specify size.
54015 Small Collar
Set $19.95
54083 Medium Collar Set $19.95
54084 Large Collar Set $19.95

E. MEET “FLAPJACK” AND “TESS”
Artist Constance Coleman charms everyone with these expressive dog paintings crafted into ceramic tiles, neatly surrounded in cherry-toned wood frames with self-standing easel backs. 7¼” x 5¾” each.
54032 “Tess” The Brown-Dog Tile $22.95
54033 “Flapjack” The White-Dog Tile $22.95

E. BASKET FULL OF JOY!
Our most popular design again brightens these exclusive, cozy sweatshirts and T-shirts. Jim Killen’s captivating paintings bring smiles to everyone—and comfort to you! Color: Heather grey. Made in the U.S.A. T-Shirt—100% preshrunk cotton; sweatshirt—50/50 cotton/poly blend. Both available in M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size.
56034 Basket Full of Joy T-Shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56035 Basket Full of Joy Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

G. LET’S TAKE A BREAK...
...wrapped-up in the folds of our 100% cotton throw, our favorite small dogs are intricately woven with 10 individual yarn colors. It’s great in the car, and perfect as an accent throw in the living room or across the bed. A generous 67” x 46”.
54013 “It’s A Dog’s Life” Throw $56.95

H. IT’S A TRUTHFUL SHIRT!
“Lord Help Me” says it all as we work to make the wish come true. Meantime, the shirt provides encouragement...and a smile. Fun gift. Color: natural. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56014 “Lord Help Me” T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56015 “Lord Help Me” Sweatshirt $27.95, XXL $30.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. HERE'S THE COMFORT ZONE
Matching nightshirt and button-fly boxer shorts make quite a statement—with silhouetted cats everywhere. Both are 100% knit cotton in light blue. Perfect for sleep time and peaceful moments at day's end. Made in the U.S.A. Nightshirt, one size fits all. Boxer shorts: S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. See the dog set on page 5.
54003 Cat Nightshirt $24.95
53063 Cat Boxer Shorts $16.95

B. INFORMAL, BUT ON TIME
Our hand-crafted, hardboard clock, capturing the relaxed spirit of every family's cat, can be wall-mounted or rest peacefully on desk or table. Guaranteed for 10 years by the manufacturer, it takes one AA battery, not included. 9½" x 8½". Made in U.S.A.
54031 Lazy Cat Clock $19.95

C. I'M ON TOP
Talk about unusual gifts... here's a curious cat that can rest easily on door or window frame, just waiting for fun. Crafted of solid resin—for strength and permanence—you'll enjoy watching guests react to your heroic pet. Move him around from time to time. Keep 'em guessing!
Approx. 9" long.
53025 Doortopper
Cat $24.95

D. IT'S CONSTANT MOTION...
Countless cats a-leaping set-off a spirited new T-shirt designed for us by Kathy Davis. Our 100% cotton shirt is soft and comfortable, with lots of basket-cats waiting to join their airborne pals. Good fun, good value. Made in U.S.A. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56033 Cats In A Basket T-Shirt $19.95, XXL $22.95
E. SHOWER POWER
Our fuchsia and black shower curtain is definitely the cat’s meow. A standard 72" x 72" in size, this waterproof poly fabric curtain is ideal for any home that respects and loves cats. Yours. Machine washable, compelling, avant garde.
54006 "Cat’s Meow" Shower Curtain $47.95

F. JUST HANGIN’ AROUND...
...as a flag! Our smiling, freewheeling 49" x 28" sky-kitty takes the air as an unusual wind-sculpture which hangs from your own horizontal flag pole. 5 foot long, 2-piece wooden pole and bracket offered below. Sturdy, weather resistant fabric. Windy days are now much improved!
54038 Cat Banner $26.95
54080 Flag Pole $9.95
54081 Metal Flag Pole Bracket $5.95

G. SIGNED LITHOGRAPHS
British artist Sharon Jarvis has created a trio of miniature, prim and proper "royal" cats as individually signed and framed lithographs, each a trim 3½" x 3¼" in size. The wooden frames are gold-finished; the set...exquisite.
54018 Mini Framed Cat Prints (Set of 3) $24.95

H. A MATCHING SET
This stylish, versatile set of solid Seagull Pewter jewelry is sure to spruce-up any day’s ensemble. Both pin and earrings are designed with a lighthearted touch—ideal as a gift set, or for a special person in your life. Pewter is a welcome presentation at any season.
52099 Cats Pin and Earring Set $13.95

I. A TABLETOP TWIST
An unusual steele and glass objet d’art that’s perfect for miniature flower arrangements, potpourri, candy, a votive candle, colored glass beads, or the personal touch that strikes your fancy. Black enamel cat with glass holder. 4½" tall.
54022 Cat Tabletop Twist $17.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. THE EAGLE AND THE WOLF
From the lore and lure of America's wilderness comes these dramatic representations of energy, life and freedom. Each heavyweight brushed-loop fleece pullover is a 80/20 cotton/poly blend with a half-zipped placket—featuring a full-color embroidered bald eagle or grey wolf as the fashionable focal point. Warm, soft, very comfortable. Machine washable. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56081 Eagle Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95
56063 Wolf Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95

B. IT’S A KITE, OR...
Imagine the spectacular 50"-wingspan of this American Bald Eagle soaring through the skies above your backyard. Or picture it as the most unusual decorative highlight in living room or den. Hand-painted nylon on durable bamboo frame. Handmade in Bali. No assembly required, wings fold easily for storage.
53033 Bald Eagle Kite $56.95
(Due to the handmade artistry of this unique kite, delivery will not be available until September.)

C. FOREST COUGAR...
Majestic, watchful, strong—and a careful parent—the mighty cougar graces our newest shirt. The T-shirt is 100% cotton, while the sweatshirt is 50/50 cotton/polyester. Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56069 Cougar T-shirt $17.95 XXL $20.95
56068 Cougar Sweatshirt $28.95 XXL, $31.95

D. A LOOK BENEATH THE SEAS
Our special edition of Erich Hoyt's new book is a beautifully factual exploration of nature's gentle giants; a rich and fascinating discovery gift the family will treasure and share. Informative and surprising. 82 pages in full color, 9" x 10".
52090 Seasons of the Whales Book $19.95
wildlife!

E. THE GOOD-IDEA GIFT BOOK
Here's our very own HSUS 256-page book to help everyone understand the humane way to co-exist with nearby wildlife. Packed with tips, ideas, and suggestions for ethical and appropriate actions, it's a book everyone will appreciate—and use. Animal illustrations by popular wildlife artist, Shane Dimmick. Size 7" x 9¾". 52083 Wild Neighbors soft cover book $16.95

F. POLAR BEAR BUDDIES
Two comfortable polar bears smile out at you from inside their surprising 3" blown glass ornament, hand-painted through the opening on top. Creative skill has fashioned a conversation piece of enduring charm. Includes a gift box. 54040 Polar Bears Ornament $17.95

G. PEACEFUL POLAR BEARS
The mother and baby polar bears are a picture of contentment, security, affection and happiness. This shirt's contemporary design adds to its allure as it boosts your wardrobe's variety. T-shirt: 100% cotton; sweatshirt 50/50 cotton/polyester. Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. 56066 Polar Bears T-shirt $17.95 XXL, $20.95 56067 Polar Bears Sweatshirt $28.95 XXL, $31.95

H. BEARS AND CUBS, OH MY
Our black enameled-steel key or kitchen-tools rack is a handy and unique accent piece wherever you need it most. Strong, beautiful, family oriented. Includes mounting hardware. 11" x 6". 53035 Bear Family Key and Utensils Rack $19.95

The Wild
The HSUS works to protect wildlife and their habitats, to fight abuses of captive wildlife and to teach people to live humanely with their wild neighbors.
A. INTO THE SUNSET
Defining the spirit of the open range, these mustangs are headed due-west at the end of the day. But they'll keep you company on the way with this unusually gratifying shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56060 Wild Mustangs T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56061 Wild Mustangs Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

B. TRANQUIL MOMENTS
Our engaging mare and foal solid Seagull Pewter® frame holds a 4" x 6" print...and a lifetime of precious memories. Overall size is 4½" x 8". Self-standing easel is in place, ready for your favorite horse's photo.
53038 Mare and Foal Frame $39.95

C. DREAMS AND MEMORIES
Yes, it's a comfortable throw, but it also harkens back to wonderful summer days spent with friends, family and our horse companions. You'll love its 100% cotton tapestry-look, and the feel of its softness. Very nice. 68" x 51". Machine washable.
54037 "Horsing Around" Throw $56.95

D. VERSATILE FLOOR MAT
Sturdy and wear-resistant, this 30" x 20" floor mat is 100% polyester with a non-skid backing—useful in the kitchen, bath or child's room. It features quick-care strength, bright colors, and a pleasing pastoral glimpse of nature's serenity.
54021 Horse Floor Mat $28.95

E. HORSE COOKIE CUTTER
Hard to find 5" horse cookie cutter is steeled tin with a sturdy handle. You also get great recipes with a spice packet for perfect results, salt-dough to make ornaments, more. The right addition for the kitchen collection.
54026 Horse Cookie Cutter Set $17.95

H. YEAR 'ROUND ORNAMENTS
Decorate a Holiday tree, brighten a special corner, add color and outdoor fun anywhere...your choice. Each Palomino, Paint or Appaloosa ornament is 4½" long, crafted in solid, durable resin, and hand-painted. Rustic hang-cords add a nice touch.
53053 Horse Ornaments (Set of 3) $19.95
F. BOY MEETS HORSE
And both of them are just this side of very young. A charming print by artist Kathryn Andrews Fincher, framed in wood, double-matted and protected under glass. Hanger bar in place. A full 21" x 18"—and as big as his imagination. Excellent for a child’s room, or den.
54005 “Howdy Partner”
Framed Print $75.00

G. SLEEP TIME
Any time. This 100% soft cotton flannel nightshirt of silhouetted horses induces the nicest dreams. Generously cut for restful comfort. Button placket. Made in the U.S.A. Adult sizes S-M and L-XL. Specify size.
54057 Black Horse Nightshirt $39.95

I. MUSTANG,
PALOMINO...OR?
Here’s everything you need: 3 hand-carved non-endangered plantation fruitwood 4" horses, 5 paint colors (choose a favorite breed), brush, finishing-varnish, easy instructions, gift tags—with magnets, hangars and suction-cups for the artist’s choice of display. Educational, creative fun for ages 6 and up.
54027 Paint The Wild Horses Kit $15.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. TRAVELING? LODGING FOR YOU AND YOUR PETS

If you'd love to travel with your pet but always think twice about it, you need the Pets Welcome travel guides. It lists hotels, motels and inns nationwide based on their ambiance, guest amenities and, most importantly, their pet friendliness. Includes pet-travel tips, maps, charges, ratings, more.

53044 Pets Welcome, National Edition, 320 pages $19.95
53042 Pets Welcome, California, 208 pages $15.95
53041 Pets Welcome, America's South, 224 pages $15.95
53040 Pets Welcome, New England and New York, 224 pages $15.95
53039 Pets Welcome, Pacific Northwest, 224 pages $15.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET COLLAR AND LEASH

Identify your pet with a durable pet collar and leash. Pet's I.D. is embroidered in white on red or royal blue nylon web. Convenient quick-snap collar for easy removal and adjusting. Maximum of 20 letters, numbers and spaces. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Helps pet get home. Pet Quick Snap Collars
53020 Small (10"-14") 3/4" wide $11.95
53021 Medium (13"-20") 1" wide $13.95
53022 Large (17"-28") 1" wide $15.95

Pet Leashes
53009 6 Foot x 3/4" wide $14.95 53010 6 Foot x 1" wide $15.95

Specify red or blue webbing color on Order Form.

C. THE ORIGINAL SHERPA BAG DELUXE

Many airlines have approved the use of Sherpa Bags, so you can take your pet in the passenger compartment with you. Inside, the soft, comfortable liner is machine washable, and a leash ring is in place—the stylish, quilted black nylon exterior features two entrances, a zippered pocket for treats and more, plus an adjustable strap that's also a leash. Small (16" x 9 1/2" x 10") pets up to 6 pounds; Medium (18" x 10 1/2" x 11") 16 pounds; Large (20" x 11" x 11 1/2") 22 pounds. Color: black. These are handy, secure, safe, and help reduce travel stress. Note: the number of pets allowed in the cabin is limited. Always check ahead. Sherpa Pet Bag Deluxe.

54059 Small $59.95
54060 Medium $69.95
54061 Large $79.95

D. COMPLETE FIRST AID

This reassuring book by The HSUS and the American Red Cross covers a full range of first aid encounters for pets—at home and while traveling. Easy to follow, thorough and highly practical. Buy one, give another to a friend. Be prepared. 109 pages. 6 1/4" x 9".

52885 Pet First Aid Book $17.95
E. PERSONALIZED PET I.D. TAGS


   Shaped I.D. Tag $5.95
   53017 Dog Bone  
   53018 Round  
   53019 Heart

2. Slide-on I.D. Tags have slots at each end allowing them to be slipped onto a collar. No tools required, nothing to get caught! Small and large size available in Solid Brass or Stainless Steel. Small (1/4" x 1 1/2") fits 1/2" collar width; Large (1 1/4" x 1 1/2") fits 3/4" collar width.

   Stainless Steel Slide-On Tag
   53014 Small $5.95  
   53015 Large $6.95
   Solid Brass Slide-On Tag
   53012 Small $6.95  
   53013 Large $7.95

To Order: Specify item number desired, along with pet's name, your name, street address, city, state, ZIP, regular and emergency phone numbers. Limit 6 lines, 22 letters and spaces maximum per line.

F. FITNESS AND FUN...

Kong rubber chew-toys, resilient and long-lasting, satisfy a dog's natural urge to chew, can be stuffed with treats, and will never splinter or develop sharp edges. Safe, fun and good exercise, your dog will love it.

   Kong Dog Chew Toy  
   54062 Small (6") $4.45  
   54063 Medium (7 1/2") $6.45  
   54064 Large (9") $7.45  
   54065 Extra large (10 1/2") $9.95  
   54066 Giant (12") $12.95

G. ... AND GOOD DENTAL HEALTH

Dental Kong rubber chew toys have patented grooves to clean and "squeegee" teeth, reduce plaque and tartar, and exercise gums every time your dog chews. The braided cotton rope helps in natural dental care as it adds to your pet's fun. Dental Kong

   54067 Small (7") $8.95  
   54068 Large (8 1/2") $10.95

"Dogs love to play. The great thing about a Kong is it's a toy that you and your dog can play with together. An it provides safe amusement for your dog when he's home alone. You can even stuff some treats inside—your dog will have fun trying to get the goodies."

—Martha Armstrong, HSUS VP for Companion Animals

H. MY DOG CAN DO THAT!

And so can yours. Here's a reward-based dog-training game that gently helps your pet learn (or improve) basic skills and good manners, as human players develop good pet leadership skills. You'll be surprised how quickly "sit," "stand," "heel" and other commands improve, and that your dog might actually learn a few genuine tricks.

Good family fun.

   54069 My Dog Can Do That! $24.95

I. PERSONALIZED FIRST-QUALITY PET BOWLS

These sturdy white ceramic bowls are attractive, durable, and easy to keep clean. Designed as shown, the Cat's Bowl has a 5" diameter and is 2" deep; the Small Dog's Bowl shares the same measurements, while the Medium Dog Bowl is 7" dia. x 3" deep, and the Large Dog's Bowl is 9" dia. x 3" deep. Pet's name is screen printed then permanently fired to the bowl. Specify name, up to 10 characters, including spaces.

   53002 Cat's Bowl $17.95  
   53003 Small Dog's Bowl $17.95  
   53004 Medium Dog's Bowl $19.95  
   54058 Large Dog's Bowl $22.95
A. PET DEODORIZER CANDLE

Here's a thoughtful addition for any home. Our candle sits snugly inside its own pet-decorated ceramic bowl as it helps keep your indoors as sweet as all outdoors. Good way to reduce pet smells...good looking, good gift. 3" diameter candle; combination is approx. 4" tall.
53067 Pet Candle Deodorizer $17.95

B. SECURE PET FOOD STORAGE

Assure yourself, and your pet, of safe and clean food storage with the Soft Store® dry storage system. Lined in low density waterproof plastic with a seal-tight top, the outer bag is nylon fabric. Two sizes hold 25 or 50 pounds of dry food in soft, compact and easy-to-carry convenience. Great for travel. Forest green.
54070 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 25 lbs. $29.95
54071 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 50 lbs. $34.95

C. THE ADOPTERS SHIRT

Shouldn't "Friends For A Lifetime" be the official shirt for anyone who lovingly adopts a cat or dog? It's lighthearted, warm and fun—and speaks well of the love shared by pet and owner alike. If you've adopted a special pet friend—or plan to—wear the shirt. 100% pre-shrunk white cotton T-shirt: M, L, XL and XXL; Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. "Friends For A Lifetime"
56080 Cat T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95
56079 Dog T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95

D. DOUBLE RAISED DOG BOWLS

Hand-crafted in solid wood with a honey pine, clear-coat protected finish, these distinctive top-line feeders include removable stainless steel bowls. The elevated height is a mealtime comfort for tall, elderly or convalescent dogs. Sizes: Small, 4" tall, 1 quart capacity each bowl; Medium, 7", 1 quart, Large, 11", 3-quarts.
54073 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Small $69.95
54074 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Medium $89.95
54075 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Large $129.95
E. NATURAL SISAL SCRATCH TOY
Your cat will love the fun this catnip-scented 13” mouse provides as soon as you hang it from the door—and you'll love watching. Sisal helps clean and sharpen a cat’s nails, and the reaching and stretching gives needed exercise, too. There’s even a bell on the mouse’s tail!
54076 Sisal Scratching Toy $14.95

F. PET TREATS FROM THE GARDEN
Here are two attractive 8”W x 3”D x 4”H terra-cotta “gardens” created just for your pet. The Cat Garden comes with catnip and cat grass seeds, the Dog Garden includes pennyroyal (to prevent fleas indoors), plus dog grass as a tasty treat. Both come with organic soil, complete instructions, and anticipation!
54006 Cat Garden $17.95
54007 Dog Garden $17.95

G. PET TRAVEL MADE EASY
Traveling with your pet is much more comfortable when familiar food and a water supply is at hand. Use these waterproof, air-tight, non-spill, collapsible nylon carry-along that hold generous amounts of dry food or fresh water anywhere...car, boat, backpack, or take them on a picnic. Your pet will appreciate it! In red, blue or green. Specify color.

H. OUR OFFICIAL DOG CARE GUIDE
Fully authenticated by The HSUS, this guide should be owned by everyone who shares a lifetime partnership with a dog. Covers health, safety, care and training, plus problem solving and a great deal more. Authoritative and up-to-date. 390 pages.
53037 The HSUS Guide To Dog Care $24.95

I. THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE!
Sturdy, safe, very comforting—and ideal for keeping an eye on things—the Kitty Window Perch attaches without tools to any standard window ledge. The 24” x 13” platform is softly padded with a fleecy, machine washable covering, and the heavy duty legs are fully adjustable for a solid fit.
54072 Kitty Window Perch $29.95
A. FOREST WATCH
Shane Dimmick's emotionally powerful grey wolf portrait has been transformed into comfortable and evocative T-shirts and sweatshirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. (And see the Holiday Card on page 15!) 56070 Forest Watch T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95 56071 Forest Watch Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET THROW
Personalize our soft, 2-ply, 100% cotton throw with your favorite pet's name...then enjoy all the relaxing comfort and warmth—perhaps together. Machine washable, 68" x 48", made in the U.S.A. Specify name up to 10 letters. Personalization in blue lettering. 53016 Personalized Throw $48.95 54082 Non-personalized Throw $43.95

C. TIME SOARS ON WINGS OF AN EAGLE
Our stately wooden mantle clock stands a regal 20" tall. The flying eagle reminds us of the beauty and freedom of nature. An elegant accent on a mantle or library table. Takes one AA battery, not included. 52098 Eagle Mantle Clock $39.95

D. YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE!
"Dogs smile with their tails," and they make us happy at the same time. Get a T-shirt or sweatshirt for yourself, and give one to a dog lover who shares your feelings for pets. Good fun in top quality shirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL, and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. 56050 Dogs Smile With Their Tails T-shirt $18.95 XXL $21.95 56051 Dogs Smile With Their Tails Sweatshirt $29.95 XXL $32.95
E. PAW-PRINT COASTERS
Our rugged slate coasters feature a quartet of engraved wildlife feet: bear, wolf, raccoon and mountain goat. The 4¼" square coasters also have rubber feet to protect your furniture—they're easy to clean, and come in a hand-crafted wood storage box too. Thoughtful, tasteful.
54009 Slate Foot Print Coasters (Set of 4) $29.95

F. A NEW BREED OF OFFICE MANAGERS
Take your pick of these irresistible desk accessories, and have smiles all day through. They're handy, funny, made of strong and hefty resin composite—and remind us of our friends. The Memo Pad's "Dawg" can be a separate paperweight, too. Sizes: Tray, 8¼" x 2½", pencils not included;
Memo Pad Holder and Business Card Holder, 5" x 3".
54077 "Dawg" Pencil Tray $17.95
54078 "Dawg" Memo Pad Holder with pad $19.95
54079 "Dawg" Business Card Holder $14.95

G. ON THE STOVE...
At last, a straightforward, easy-to-use, completely vegetarian cookbook that everyone will enjoy. Hundreds of recipes for every course chosen by America's top chefs, with easy directions, assured results—and great taste.
256 pages, 7" x 9".
52009 The Great Vegetarian Cookbook $15.95

H. DREAMING OF YOU!
This solid Seagull Pewter frame, with glass in place, displays a favorite 3½" x 5" photo to create a charming vista—as a faithful cat ponders the scene. Impeccable gift selection. Overall size 5½" x 4".
53032 Pewter Cat Frame $35.95

I. FIVE HORSES IN A ROW
The name says it all...except: clever designs are on the front and back! Now, no matter where you go, your companions are right in step. T-shirt 100% pre-shrunk cotton, sweatshirt, 50/50 cotton/polyester.
Made in the U.S.A. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56000 Five Horses T-shirt $18.95 XXL, $21.95
56001 Five Horses Sweatshirt $29.95 XXL, $32.95
A. MOTHER AND FOAL CAN HELP
The black enameled-steel coat and hat rack is perfect near the door during every season. Strong, beautiful, picture-perfect. Includes mounting hardware. 18" x 12".
52067 Horses Coat Rack $34.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

B. DOGS CAN HAVE FUN, TOO!
They are ready—for frolic, fun, Frisbee®...and good exercise. Share it all in comfort; an athletic grey, 100% cotton T-shirt or the 50/50 cotton and polyester blend sweatshirt. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56064 “Party Hounds” T-shirt, $17.95, XXL $20.95
56065 “Party Hounds” sweatshirt, $28.95, XXL $31.95

C. PORTRAIT OF THE TREADWELL CATS
We’ve selected this charming, traditional, wood-framed, glass-protected print—with its gently subdued tones—to bring the majesty of cats to any room. 22" x 26". It’s ready to add charm and warmth anywhere you choose.
53068 Portrait of the Treadwell Cats Framed Print $69.95
DEAR FRIEND,

Welcome to a bright new year, and to this crisp new Catalog from your friends at The Humane Society of the United States.

Spring—to me, the most invigorating season of them all—is just ahead, and we've developed this colorful collection for you...and for the animals who share your life.

You and I, perhaps more than most, appreciate the friendship and love we experience with our pets, and we surely understand the importance of our animal friends' health, happiness and comfort.

That is why we have taken such care in preparing our Spring catalog.

So look around, browse, enjoy each new item (and the great old favorites, too), and make your selections now, while everything you need is right in-hand. We guarantee your satisfaction, of course, and you and your friends will be ready for Spring's arrival in grand style.

Thank you for shopping with us, and for caring about the animals who share our world.

Sincerely,

Paul G. Irwin
President

A. IT'S THEIR WORLD TOO

Celebrate the diversity of our natural world and wear the message! The T-shirt is 100% cotton, the sweatshirt a 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. Art by Tim Knepp.

56036 It's Their World Too T-shirt $17.95, or XXL $20.95
56037 It's Their World Too Sweatshirt $28.95, or XXL $31.95

B. EXCLUSIVE AND NEW!

Show your love and concern for animals, with these beautifully embroidered designs for all featuring our own HSUS motto. Polo shirts are 100% soft, comforting cotton, and the sweatshirt, a 90/10 cotton/poly blend. Blue or White. Machine washable shirts are made in the U.S.A. Specify size and shirt color. Top everything off with our adjustable-size khaki cotton baseball cap.

56096 "Animals..." Polo Shirt M, L, XL $34.95, or XXL $39.95
56097 "Animals..." Sweatshirt M, L, XL $39.95, or XXL $44.95
55064 "Animals..." Baseball Cap $24.95

Printed on recycled paper, containing a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste.
C. LET THOSE BREEZES BLOW
You'll show your love of animals with swirls of energy and fun in our bright Windsport® pet-windsocks. Crafted in sturdy, weather-resistant Nylon®. A great indoor display accent, too. 51" x 8". Hang-cord included.
55060 Cat Windsock $35.95
55061 Dog Windsock $35.95

D. IT'S AN ANDREW WYETH
"The Master Bedroom" print adds a warm, expressive and comforting tone wherever you display it. We've double-matted the work, framed it in maple, and protected it under glass. A sawtooth hangar bar is in place. Now... where will it look its best? Framed size 22" x 18".
52088 "The Master Bedroom" Framed Print $75.00

E. FEET FIRST
Clean feet make a happy home, and a cheerful welcome. Heavy duty, weather-resistant 100% coir fiber is natural, rugged, cleans with a shake—and displays those fanciful images perfectly. 30" x 18" x 1½" thick.
55062 Dog Wipe Paws Mat $32.95
55063 Cat Wipe Paws Mat $32.95

F. MARE AND FOAL
The emerging colors of the Spring surround a lovely mare and foal. 100% soft cotton screen printed T-shirt made in the U.S.A., and an imported, 100% cotton denim shirt—with an embroidery on the back and above the front pocket. Specify sizes.
56094 Mare and Foal T-Shirt M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56095 Mare and Foal Denim Shirt M, L, XL $59.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. C’MON IN!
Our new welcoming mat says it all. This indoor/outdoor 27" x 18" Olefin® mat is tough, weather-resistant, and easily washed with the garden hose. Edge-stitched for long life.
55068 Wipe Your Paws Mat $19.95

B. CHARMER
Add a note of warmth and color to a favorite chair with this 100% wool needlepoint pillow. It’s a 9" x 6½" velvet-backed, polyester-filled and can be spot or dry-cleaned.
55072 “I Love Dogs” Pillow $13.95

C. DAINTY DINER
Designed expressly for small dogs, our 14" x 7½" x 2" dining station features two removable ½ pint stainless steel bowls nestled in a honey-pine stand treated with a clear-coat, easy-clean finish. Indoor use only. (See Cat Diner on page 32.)
55065 Dainty Diner $39.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

D. PUG AND WESTIE PRINTS
Lovable and trusting companions, these superb prints by Elaine Vollherbst are gold-highlighted, solid wood frames with glass in place. Add one or both to your home, or as fine, thoughtful gifts. Framed size: 10" x 12". Truly inspired.
55069 Pug Print $34.95
55070 Westie Print $34.95
55071 Pug and Westie Prints, the set $68.00

E. CAN WE WALK?
Ron Burns has created this endearing 100% preshrunk, unbleached cotton T-shirt—alive with good fun and knowing nods—destined to be among your favorites. Made in the U.S.A. Color: Natural. Specify size.
56099 Dog with Leash T-shirt M, L, XL $19.95, or XXL $22.95
F. "WISHBONE"

American artist Lorena Pugh has created this signed and numbered Limited Edition art print. Sure to bring a smile to all who see it. Printed on 100% rag paper, and framed in goldtone metal with double matting under glass. Framed size is 17½" x 28½". Print size 16" x 27".
55066 "Wishbone" framed print $145.00
55067 "Wishbone" unframed print $75.00

G. PICTURE ME HERE

There's a regal look and touch to this deluxe matte finish wood frame with silvery silhouettes. At 9½" x 7½", this handsome easel-back frame will hold a 4" x 6" photo.
55073 Dog Frame with Silhouettes $19.95

H. IT'S A TRUTHFUL SHIRT!

"Lord Help Me" says it all as we work to make the wish come true. Meantime, the shirt provides encouragement...and a smile. Fun gift. Color: Natural. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56014 "Lord Help Me" L, XL T-shirt $17.95, or XXL $20.95
56015 "Lord Help Me" L, XL Sweatshirt $28.95, or XXL $31.95

I. THE WINDHOUND

Help protect your dog on windy and cool days with this colorful parachute-Nylon® jacket. It features a tuck-away hood with draw strings, an elastic waistband for a secure fit, bright colors for good visibility, and all-rouund comfort. Slips-on and off easily.
For sizing, measure your dog from collar to base of tail.
56098 Windhound Jacket SM (8"-12") $27.95; MED (14"-18") $34.95; LG (20"-24") $39.95
A. "I AM BEAUTIFUL!"
Especially when "my" picture is displayed in our matte finish solid wood, cherry-tone frame with its silvery metal silhouettes. Measuring 9½" x 7½" overall, the easel-back frame will show-off a 4" x 6" photo. 55082 Cat Frame with Silhouettes $19.95

C. HAND AND BATH TOWELS...PLUS
Embroidered cat designs of gentle simplicity, these thick towels are a welcome addition to family or guest bath. 100% pure white cotton with black accents, the hand towel is 25" x 16"; the bath towel a full 50" x 27", and the fingertip towel is 13" x 11". Add our matte-black steel towel rack with its two silent laser-cut sentries standing watch, 23" x 8" x 3"; mounting hardware included. A pleasing set. 55074 Cat Hand Towel $11.95 55075 Cat Bath Towel $15.95 55076 Cat Fingertip Towel $6.95 55077 Two Cats Towel Bar $29.95

B. CAT-POWER PLATES
For after-school treats, a quiet luncheon with friends or as a decorative accent. Speak your love of cats with our hand-painted 8" diameter cat-power earthenware plates. Designs by Laurel Burch. 55080 Set of 4 Cat-Power Plates $59.95

E. SAY HI TO CAT....
Is he "crazy" because he's happy to have found a new home with you? Or just thrilled to bring wide smiles to everyone who sees you? 100% cotton T-shirt or 50% cotton/poly sweatshirt. Made in U.S.A. Specify: 57000 "Crazy Cat" T-shirt M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21 57001 "Crazy Cat" Sweats M, L, XL $28.95, or XXL $31

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

Our "Kitty City" shower curtain sports the friendliest gathering of proper, proud and protective cats. Heavyweight, securely-sealed wipe-clean vinyl is the standard 72" x 72". 55078 "Kitty City" Shower Curtain $28.95
CRAZY CAT™

He's happy to keep you company at home, illed to bring wide smiles to everyone who sees your t-shirt or 50/50 n/poly sweatshirt? J.S.A. Specify size.

Crazy Cat™ T-shirt 5, or XXL $21.95

Crazy Cat™ Sweatshirt 3, or XXL $31.95

G. GUARDIAN

Poised forever in the watchful pose we know so well, our black enamel steel cat (and one rather vigilant fish) forms into a gracefully curved hook that will serve for hanging clothes, leashes, towels and more. 10" x 6". It's complete with mounting hardware.

55081 Cat & Fish Hanger $19.95

NEW!

POWER CAT

"Kitty City" er curtain comes with the friend-gathering of pr, proud and ctive cats. lightweight, eye-sealed clean vinyl standard: 72".

1 "Kitty City" er Curtain 5

Holding a generous 18 ounces each, our big, bold and brassy 6½"-tall earthenware mugs feature contemporary hand-painted designs by Laurel Burch that will boost your spirits every time.

55079 Set of 4 Cat-Power Mugs $59.95

F

Funny, eye-catching, bright and modern, our new clock will add color and humor to your kitchen or family-room wall. 7½" square, 1½" deep; uses one AA battery, not included.

55083 Cat Clock $47.95

ats, cats, cats

Cats like to play, prowl and pounce, and they can do all those activities indoors with you and a few toys, without being exposed to predators, disease, traps, poison and traffic. Indoor cats are healthier, happier and safer.

Call toll free
A. "THE ODD COUPLE"
Framed in rich dark brown wood, double-matted and mounted beneath glass to properly showcase the dignity and peace our companions bring to us in life. "The Odd Couple" is the work of enigmatic artist Bryan Moon. Framed size is 23\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 19". Ready to hang. Signed by the artist.
55088 "The Odd Couple" Framed Print $89.00

B. AT EASE
When it's time to kick back in nap-time solace, try our slumber sets. The oversized cat and dog sleepshirts are cozy 100% cotton (great as a beach cover-up, too), and the cushiony, fun-time socks are 80% cotton/18% Nylon/2% Spandex® for long life. Made in the U.S.A.
One size fits most.
55092 Dog Daze Sleeper $29.95  55093 Dog Daze Socks $11.95
55094 Cat Nappin' Sleeper $29.95  55095 Cat Nappin' Socks $11.95

C. PICTURE PERFECT
Our two treasure trove albums will care for your photos as the years pass—one for pictures of the dogs in your life, the other for cats. Both feature an old-fashioned ribbon closure, die-cut interior windows, clever illustrations—and room for all your memories. 5\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 7\(\frac{3}{4}\)".
54024 Cat Lovers Album $15.95  54025 Dog Lovers Album $15.95

Spring is the right time to have your pet checked for heartworm. See your veterinarian and have your pet tested, before the mosquitoes come out.
D. CAT LOVER'S ENSEMBLE
A wonderful 3-piece fashion statement, this is Springtime's most versatile outfit for everyone who loves a special cat. The T-shirt's humorous image is an appliqué on 100% cotton. The lined sleeveless jacket with its faux pockets and dashing lapel treatment and the companion shorts are 100% polished preshrunk cotton chintz. Made in the U.S.A. Specify sizes.
57082 Cat Lover's T-shirt S, M, L $19.95
55089 Cat Lover's Sleeveless Jacket S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $48.95
55090 Cat Lover's Shorts S, M, L $22.95

E. YOUR PET ON TRULY PERSONAL NOTE CARDS
Yes, our artist will actually sketch your pet, and we will print that image on 5¼ x 4¼ folded informal notes with personalized envelopes. Heavy white stock with black or navy ink. For envelopes, specify up to 3 lines, 28 letters and spaces per line. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. To order: send a clear, sharp photo (no negatives or personal portraits). Your photo will be returned with your cards and the original sketch will be mounted in an 8" x 10" mat ready for framing. There is a one-time art fee of $45.50 per sketch, but a copy is kept on file so there is never an art fee for reorder. Specify ink color, and add one-time Art Fee on adjacent Order Form line. 55087 100 Artist Sketch Informals with 100 Printed Envelopes $49.95

F. STERLING SILVER EARRINGS
Handcrafted sterling earrings are always in style—and this pair of pretty kittens will add a perfect, understated spark to any outfit.
55091 Sterling Cat-Face Earrings $19.95

G. “TIME TO PUT THE TOYS AWAY!”
At last, a handsome and decorative solution to a storage problem we all face. These sturdy, woven-wood baskets stand 12" tall with a 13" opening on top. The hand-made, padded cushions sport charming appliqués, and feature cloth ties to attach top to handles. Brings order to home, hearth...and playtime too.
55096 Cat Toy Basket $37.95
55097 Dog Toy Basket $37.95

H. PILLOW PETS
These easy-care 10" x 10" pillows are designed to add casual touches of decorative emphasis to your home, and as fine gift selections. The removable covers, printed in bright and cheerful tones, are hand washable, while the pillow itself is 100% polyfil.
55085 Cat Pillow $19.95
55086 Dog Pillow $19.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
A. PUPPY BUTTON COVERS AND SHIRT

Our expressive 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of puppy pals is a delight to wear. Snap on the set of 4 sturdy coordinating resin button covers for a very special ensemble that shows your love to all. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (9-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56084 "Puppy Love" Chambray Shirt, $64.95
54042 "Puppy Love" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

C. LET’S PLAY

Clever, nickel-silver earrings tell the genial story of playtime with our pets. Lightweight with sterling silver earwires. A fun fashion favorite of motion and light. 2” x ½”.
55103 Let’s Play Earrings $19.95

E. PERSONALIZED, RAISED FEEDERS

Strong and easy-to-clean rust-proof ⅛” power-coated steel bases support two heavy-duty, dishwasher-safe, double-fired ceramic bowls—an arrangement ideal for bigger or older dogs. Small base is 17½” x 8” x 5½”; Medium, 20½” x 10” x 9½”; Large, 25” x 12½” x 11”—each comes with 2 generous bowls. FREE personalization as shown: specify name up to 10 characters. Bowls also sold separately.
55098 Small Black Steel Feeder w/2 Bowls $112.00
55099 Medium Black Steel Feeder w/2 Bowls $127.00
55100 Large Black Steel Feeder w/2 Bowls $147.00
55193 Small Personalized Bowl $25.95 each
55194 Medium Personalized Bowl $33.95 each
55195 Large Personalized Bowl $39.95 each

D. DOG LOVERS UNITE!

This special shirt is soft, friendly, different... and will coax a smile from everyone you meet. Colors: natural. Cat Lovers see page 13. 100% cotton T-shirt, 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56058 Dog Lover T-shirt $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56059 Dog Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, or XXL $32.95
F. RELAXING MOMENTS
Our comfortable nightshirt and button-fly boxer shorts are dog-decorated at every turn. 100% knit cotton. Made in the U.S.A. Nightshirt, one size fits all; shorts S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. See cat version on page 24.
54004 Dog Nightshirt $25.95
53064 Dog Boxer Shorts $16.95

G. DOGS CAN HAVE FUN, TOO!
They are ready—for frolic, fun, Frisbee... and good exercise. Share it all in comfort; an athletic grey, 100% cotton T-shirt or the 50/50 cotton and polyester blend sweatshirt. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56064 "Party Hounds" T-shirt, M, L, XL $17.95, or XXL $20.95
56065 "Party Hounds" sweatshirt, M, L, XL $28.95, or XXL $31.95

H. HANGIN' AROUND FOR FUN
Add a spontaneous look to match your pet's personality when displayed in our resin frame. Hand-painted; holds a 3" x 5" photo. Dog House is 7" x 9" overall. Self-standing or wall-mount to match your decor.
54094 "Dog House" Picture Frame $16.95

I. MEET FLOPPY PUP
A pillow and a pal, our pup is sure to give comfort and love when you need it most. Our 24" machine washable plush friend is stuffed with polyester. For sleep or play time, take him with you everywhere.
52035 Floppy Pup $29.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. THE CAT CANDLEHOLDER
Adding an old-fashioned touch to your favorite patio table or shelf, the holder is low lustre Statesmetal\textsuperscript{TM} aluminum alloy to add intricacy to the light from within. Pewter-look alloy will not chip, rust or crack. About 5\textfrac{1}{4}" tall x 5" wide; holds a 4" dia. pillar, or candy-jar style candle, not included.
55104 Cat Candleholder $22.95

B. KITTY PLAYTIM!
Cats love to play, and this 100\% wool, scalloped-edge throw rug is a nice reminder of the fun we share with our pets. Of richly-toned hooked strands, the 2' x 3' rug will look great in kitchen or bedroom. Indoor use only. Dry clean only.
55107 Kitty Playtime Rug $39.95

C. MOBILE KITTY
An ever changing work of kinetic art, this hand-carved, hand-painted wood and steel-rod mobile can grace almost any location in your home with color and motion. Hanging at approximately 19" x 19", the work comes with a monofilament hang-cord.
55108 Cat Mobile $29.95

D. "TESSA," THE NIGHTLIGHT
This translucent, matte finish porcelain light adds a charming glow so helpful in child's or guest's room. Approximately 5", bulb included.
55105 "Tessa," the Nightlight $19.95

E. SPECIAL SHIRT, GREAT BUTTONS
Here's a quietly elegant yet practical 100\% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of feline friends. Add the set of 4 coordinating solid resin button covers for a surprising note of fashion fun. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56085 "Just Kittens" Chambray Shirt $64.95
54043 "Just Kittens" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95
F. KITTY QUILT

Generously sized at 60" x 50", our new quilt is 100% cotton—from its soft and beautiful surface, to the high-fluff filling inside. Better yet, it's toasty warm on brisk evenings, and automatically brightens bed or sofa as a throw.

55106 Kitty Quilt $122.00

G. COMFORT AND FUN SEEKER

Every inquisitive, exploring cat needs a snooze after a day of adventure, and any one of our friends can find the perfect spot at home with you. These delightfully detailed hand-painted Hydrostone castings are ideal to display on a quiet bookshelf or table. Each approximately 5" x 3" with padded bases.

55110 "Captivating Cat" Sculpture $18.95
55109 "Brown Bag Cat" Sculpture $18.95
55111 "Lazy Loafer Cat" Sculpture $18.95

fanciful cats

H. LET ME HELP YOU...

Designed over 100 years ago, our helpful 2-pound, 14" tall Tabby cat is silk-screened on 100% cotton, stuffed and weighted with polyester—ready to hold the door! The printed design will decorate a favorite spot anywhere you choose.

52038 Cat Door Stop $25.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

Here they are—our Cat Lover shirts. (Dog lovers, see page 10.) They're subtle, comfortable, amusing...and make a persuasive, affectionate statement. Color: white. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.

56054 Cat Lover T-shirt $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56055 Cat Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, or XXL $32.95
A. LOOK AT ME

Safely behind a window box of vibrantly colored flowers, one very friendly cat peers the neighborhood. Measuring 37” x 22” (not including the fringe), the mat features a non-skid rubberized backing for safety.
55117 Window Box Cat Mat $29.95

B. BIRDS OF A FEATHER

In lightweight 100% cotton denim, this fashionable shirt is an outdoor natural. Eight familiar birds are screen printed on the back, and an embroidered ruby-throated hummingbird hovers just above the front pocket. Made in U.S.A. Specify size.
57004 Birds Of A Feather Shirt M, L, XL $49.95, or XXL $54.95

C. SOCIAL CLIMBERS

Look at this eager trio of solid resin critters—a bear, a gecko, and a bunny—all adding a touch of color and amusement to a mug, planter, vase...or peering over the edge of a favorite nature book. Use your imagination—surprise everyone. Each is from 3-4” long.
55016 Bear Hanger $5.95
55018 Gecko Hanger $5.95
55017 Bunny Hanger $5.95

D. “EVERYBODY’S SOMEBODY’S LUNCH”

Explaining nature’s predator/prey balance to children in grades 3-6 is far easier with this helpful new story by respected environmental advocate Cherie Mason. The book also helps expand a young person’s understanding of wildlife and nature in broad, sensitive ways. Hardcover, 9” x 10”, 40 pages, color illustrations.
55116 “Everybody’s Somebody’s Lunch” $16.95

E. WILDFLOWERS FOR ALL

Here’s our very own HSUS 256-page book to help everyone understand the humane way to co-exist with nearby wildlife. Packed with tips, ideas, and suggestions for ethical and appropriate actions, it’s a book everyone will appreciate—and use. Animal illustrations by popular wildlife artist, Shane Dimmick. Size 7” x 9¼”.
52083 Wild Neighbors soft cover book $16.95
F. BUTTERFLIES!

Our tote and mini-purse are alive with color, movement and the feel of a sparkling Spring day. What can be better? Both the large tote, at 15” x 12 1/2” x 4 1/2”, and the purse, at 4” x 3” x 1 1/2”, are of 100% laminated cotton. Tote features a snap closure and shoulder straps; zip-close purse holds credit cards, coins, and includes a keyring. As a set, the match is perfect.
55112 Butterfly Tote $37.95
55113 Butterfly Mini-Purse $9.95

G. THE BUTTERFLY CARDIGAN

An all-over butterfly design is only one highlight of this heavy-weight, 80/20 cotton/poly lofty fleece, comfort-laden cardigan with its contrasting rib collar, pockets, drop shoulders, rib cuffs and bottom. Easy-care machine washable! Made in U.S.A. Specify size.
57003 Butterfly Cardigan M, L, XL $49.95, or XXL $52.95

H. THE RUNNING RABBIT SHELF...

...is a novel, solid resin display center with a plate groove built in. Show off a favorite plate, miniatures or collectibles—you name it. 13 1/2” x 5” x 3”, ready to hang.
55114 Running Rabbit Keeper Shelf $29.95

I. HUMMINGBIRD CHIMES

These Woodstock windchimes lend a constantly captivating musical accompaniment to your day’s activities, year-round. A handpainted ruby-throated hummingbird and hang cord are attached. The array is 13” tall, and is both hand-crafted and suitable indoors or out.
55115 Hummingbird Chimes $29.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

sharing your love of animals
A. SHADOW HORSE
A powerful and award winning design, this teal colored T-shirt epitomizes the majesty of the horse. 100% preshrunk cotton, made in U.S.A. Specify Adult or Youth and size.
57005 Adult Shadow Horse T-shirt, M, L, XL $19.95, or XXL $22.95
58014 Youth Shadow Horse T-shirt, S (2-4), M (6-8), L (10-12) $13.95

B. MOTHER AND FOAL CAN HELP
The black enameled-steel coat and hat rack is perfect near the door during every season. Strong, beautiful, picture-perfect. Includes mounting hardware. 18" x 1
52067 Horses Coat Rack $34.95

C. OH, THOSE SOCKS!
Because one size will fit most men and women, everybody would love getting their own pair of our horsing-around socks. 75% acrylic, 25% stretch Nylon®, made in the U.S.A. Specify Black or White socks.
55121 Horse Socks $7.95

D. INTO THE SUNSET
Defining the spirit of the open range, these mustangs are headed due-west at the end of the day. But they'll keep you company on the way with this unusually gratifying shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. Color: Natural.
56060 Wild Mustangs T-shirt $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56061 Wild Mustangs Sweatshirt $29.95, or XXL $32.95

E. TRANQUIL MOMENTS
Our engaging mare and foal solid Seagull Pewter frame holds a 4" x 6" print...and a lifetime of precious memories. Overall size is 4½" x 8½". Self-standing easel is in place, ready for your favorite horse's photo.
53038 Mare and Foal Frame $32.95

EQUINE PRIVILEGES
From the horses who share our lives as our friends and companions, to the horses who run wild and free and inspire our dreams, The HSUS is working to protect these wonderful animals through education, investigation and legislation.
F. LAUREN'S PONY
With a gentle touch, artist Laurie Snow Hein has brought together a young girl's love for her pony. Framed in reddish brown wood, double-matted, glass protected print measuring 21" x 18".
55118 Lauren's Pony Framed Print $80.00

G. KNIT NIGHTSHIRT AND BOXERS
Cozy and comforting, this sleeping set adds the right touch to the off-hours. Both are 100% knit cotton, made in Canada; the shirt is one-size-fits-most, and the boxers are in S (30-32), M (34-36), and L (38-40). Specify boxer size.
55119 Horse Sleep Shirt $25.95
55120 Horse Boxer Shorts S, M, L $16.95

H. PICNIC SEASON AHEAD
Our lunch bag and water-bottle tote (insulated with shredded softdrink bottles) are welcome accessories. Bottle tote has a pop-top 1-liter sports bottle, carry strap, and cinch-close top. The lunch bag sports a Velcro® closure and carry strap. 10" x 7½" x 6" deep. Both include freezer packs to keep items cool.
55122 Horse Water-Bottle Tote $19.95
55123 Horse Grande Lunch Bag $25.95

I. WINNER '98 OPPENHEIM TOY PORTFOLIO GOLD SEAL AWARD
Includes: 3 hand-carved non-endangered plantation fruitwood 4" horses, 5 acrylic, non-toxic paint colors (choose a favorite breed), brush, finishing-yarnish, easy instructions, gift tags—with magnets, hangers and suction-cups for choice of display. Ages 6 and up.
54027 Paint The Wild Horses Kit $15.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
A. MEET "MISS FIRE ENGINE RED"

From artist Ann Munson, an original colored-pencil drawing of her own Arabian mare will help you send warm and friendly messages to friends and family. Set of twelve 5" x 7" note cards, with envelopes.

55124 "Miss Fire Engine Red" Notes $19.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

B. SERVING PLEASURES

A clever set of 4 cork-padded sandstone coasters (each 4¼" dia.), and the 7" companion trivet, are weighty and very practical—the stone absorbs moisture to protect your furniture and dries quickly.

55127 Horse Trivet $17.95
55126 Horse Coasters Set $24.95

C.

One perfect horse, one perfect, oversized towel in 100% soft cotton. This big 68" x 38" delight is every horse lover's dream: a day of riding and mutual pleasures are just ahead.

55125 "Tack Room" Horse Towel $26.95

D.

Our embroidered chestnut and white pinto, and the complementary bi-tone buttons, makes this Henley shirt just right for everyday comfort. Available in ash gray or natural, the 100% cotton fabric has a subtle herringbone pattern. Made in the U.S.A. Specify size and color.

57006 Embroidered Pinto Shirt M, L, XL $29.95, or XXL $33.95

Call toll free 1-800-436-2630

Natural
cherish all animal life

Mutts are my favorite breed.

56091 "Mutts Are My Favorite Breed" imported T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56092 "Mutts Are My Favorite Breed" imported Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $32.95, or XXL $35.95

Girls Night Out

56089 "3 Mouse-kittees" imported T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56090 "3 Mouse-kittees" imported Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $28.95, or XXL $31.95

57009 Girls Night Out T-shirt M, L, XL $19.95, or XXL $22.95
57010 Girls Night Out Sweatshirt M, L, XL $31.95, or XXL $34.95

56086 Cats Rule T-Shirt, L, XL $17.95, or XXL $20.95
56087 Cats Rule Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, or XXL $30.95

57011 Love One An Otter T-shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21.95
57012 Love One An Otter Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $28.95, or XXL $31.95

56016 Dog Walkers T-shirt, L, XL $17.95, or XXL $20.95
56017 Dog Walkers Sweatshirt, L, XL $27.95, or XXL $30.95

I am the Boss!

56000 Horses
T-Shirt, M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56001 Horses Sweatshirt, M, L, XL $29.95, or XXL $32.95

A Mutt's MORE THAN A FRIEND

Here's a smile and the truth—our friendly "mutt" is always a loving companion. So it's time to wear the shirt! T-shirt is 100% heavyweight cotton, sweatshirt is a 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester. Made in the U.S.A. Specify size.
57007 Mutt's Friend T-shirt L, XL $17.95, or XXL $20.95
57008 Mutt's Friend Sweatshirt L, XL $28.95, or XXL $31.95
it's their world

A. BOOKED SOLID
Hand-crafted, hand-painted, this pair of wooden doggy bookends with their dangly dog bone tags, add useful charm to a kitchen's cookbooks, or home or office desk. Each padded-base pup is 12 1/2" tall x 7 1/2" wide by 3" deep.
55128 Dog Bookends $39.95

B. STATIONERY DEPARTMENT
Full sized 8 1/2" x 11" sheets of high quality laser-compatible paper accept ink with flair, adding the right dash of pet panache to every letter you write. 50% recycled content. Full sets of 25 sheets and envelopes.
55130 Top Dog Stationery $11.95
55131 Nine Lives Cat Stationery $11.95

C. PEEK OR POYVER:
We actually call them “Jumper” and “Loafer,” but you'll call them cool fun on computer or bookshelf. Crafted in a sturdy marble and resin mix, then hand-painted, you can choose the pose and color you love best. “Jumper” is 6" long. “Loafer” 3½". Specify black & white, gray or orange cat.
55196 "Jumper" Cat $15.95
55197 "Loafer" Cat $15.95

D. These two colorful, expressive ceramic tiles are alive with the bold drama of the pets we love. Both dog and cat are energetic and curious, yet reflect a view of life that is at once artistic and lighthearted. With self-standing easels, or can be wall mounted. 8" squares.
52096 Cat Tile $26.95
52097 Dog Tile $26.95

E. SOUP 'N SANDWICH:
Don't forget Saturday breakfast, Sunday coffee, or that bed-time snack. These ceramic mugs and plates are bright, dishwasher safe, and stylish. Mugs: 8 oz; plates: 7" in diameter.
55132 Ceramic Dog Mug $7.95
55133 Ceramic Dog Plate $9.95
55134 Ceramic Cat Mug $7.95
55135 Ceramic Cat Plate $9.95
F. COUNTLESS CATS

Our new 100% cotton blouse features a box pleat in back, a single pocket, and is easy-care machine washable cold. But best of all is the cat-everywhere design that adds fun to practical comfort and fashionable beauty. Made in U.S.A. Specify size S, M, L or XL.

57013 “Cat In Box” Blouse $48.95

G. A NEW BREED OF OFFICE MANAGERS

These irresistible desk accessories offer smiles all day through. They’re handy, funny, of strong, hefty resin composite—and remind us of our friends. The Memo Pad’s “Dawg” can be a separate paperweight, too. Sizes: Tray, 8½” x 2½”; pencils not included; Memo Pad Holder and Business Card Holder, 5” x 3”.

54077 “Dawgs” Pencil Tray $17.95
54078 “Dawgs” Memo Pad Holder with pad $19.95
54079 “Dawgs” Business Card Holder $14.95

H. 20-20 KITTY

Every night our feline friend will guard your glasses in safe repose, and then deliver an instant smile all day long. Hand-carved, hand-painted wood, he stands 9 ¼” tall x 5” x 3”.

55129 Cat Eyeglass Holder $24.95

I. UNIQUE ADDRESSEES

Beautiful full-color, self-stick labels show others of your interests, and add a friendly touch to letters. We’ll personalize your favorite in block type, as shown. Specify up to 4 lines, limit 28 letters and spaces per line, FREE carrying case, 2¾” x 1½”. 144 labels per box, $7.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
C. I LOVE A PARADE

A trio of summer fun specialties to spruce-up family playtime. All of 100% washable cotton, double-stitched and colorfast. The triangular bandanna’s Velcro® closure is adjustable for a perfect fit. Leash is 3/4" x 4-feet long; the collar is 3/4" wide with a safety buckle closure. All are machine washable. Specify collar size.

55137 Patriot Bandanna $6.95
55139 Patriot Leash $12.95
55138 Patriot Collar
S (7"–12") $7.95,
M (10"–16") $9.95,
L (14"–22") $11.95

D. GOT BISCUITS?

Who can resist? Those warm and appealing dog faces speak volumes, and hearts melt. It’s one of the best parts of sharing your home with a pet. 100% cotton T-shirt: 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. Specify Adult or Youth and size. Made in the U.S.A.

56056 "Got Biscuits?" Adult T-shirt
M, L, XL $18.95, or XXL $21.95
56057 "Got Biscuits?" Adult Sweatshirt
M, L, XL $29.95, or XXL $32.95
58015 "Got Biscuits?" Youth T-shirt M, L $17.95
58016 "Got Biscuits?" Youth Sweatshirt M, L $21.95

A. STAR SPANGLED RETRIEVERS

Salute each new day with this weather-resistant polyester banner designed to bring smiles to guests and passersby. A full 36" x 24", it fits standard wall-mount poles and hardware.

55136 Star Spangled Retriever Flag $22.95
54080 5' Flag Pole $9.95  54081 Metal Flag-Pole Bracket $5.95

B. BORN TO FETCH

Just waiting for your signal, this sager chap brings unusually vivid silk-screened colors—and an air of showmanship—to a soft, white 100% heavyweight cotton T-shirt and a 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. Made in the U.S.A. Specify size.

57014 "Born To Fetch" T-shirt
M, L, XL $17.95, or XXL $20.95
57015 "Born To Fetch" Sweatshirt
M, L, XL $29.95, or XXL $33.95
E. "RUFF HOUSE"
A playful pup's energetic morning has suddenly gone awry in Lorena Pugh's detailed print. Printed on 100% rag paper, double-matted and framed in oak wood under glass. Print size is 13 1/2" x 33 1/2", framed at 17 7/8" x 37 7/8". This delightful Limited Edition print is signed and numbered by the artist.
55142 "Ruff House" Print, Framed $150.00
55141 "Ruff House" Print, Unframed $75.00

H. PET PAW PRINT KIT
What fun it is to create and show-off this one-of-a-kind display that rests securely in a hinged, solid pine frame. You get special clay in which you imp your pet's paw print, colored chalk to highlight the finished print, mounting glue, easy instructions. Frame holds the imprint and a standard 5" x 7" photo. New and novel.
55021 Pet Paw Print Kit $19.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. FINALLY A BALL CAP...
...to honor the American cat! Woven and stitched in 100% cotton denim, this is the adjustable baseball cap that shades the eyes and pleases the heart—with that striking embroidery right upfront.
55145 Embroidered Cat Cap $19.95

B. PSSST! OVER HERE
This attractive yet muted outdoor "decoration" is actually a secretly clever hide-a-key for those unfortunate locked-out days. Molded from a weather-resistant marble/resin blend, 6" x 3" with a very ample compartment inside. You never know!
55143 Hide-A-Key Kitten $19.95

C. “CAT SWING DRESS”
Wear this free-spirited swing casual dress once and you'll reach for it time after time. Very comfortable, very flattering. In 100% machine-washable cotton, 36" from shoulder to hem, one size fits most. In Coral or Black with white cats, or White with multicolored cats. Specify color. Made in the U.S.A.
55146 Cat Swing Dress $29.95

D. HERE'S THE COMFORT ZONE
Matching nightshirt and button-fly boxer shorts make quite a statement—with silhouetted cats everywhere. Both are 100% knit cotton in light blue. Made in the U.S.A. Nightshirt, one size fits most. Boxer shorts: S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. See the dog set on page 11.
54003 Cat Nightshirt $25.95 53063 Cat Boxer Shorts $16.95

E. WELCOME TO MY HOME
Brighten an entryway, front door or garden with this rust-resistant indoor/outdoor sign. About 12" in diameter, kitty wears a white ribbon collar and a tiny bell, as all cats should. Handpainted and signed by the craftsman.
55144 Cat Welcome Sign $27.95
F. CAT WINDCHIMES
Hand-crafted in jewelry-grade pewter and aluminum, these detailed chimes are both musically comforting and attractively designed. Bell-like tones cheer the day along and add a touch of serenity all the time. 25" top to bottom. 55150 Cat Wind Chimes $34.95

G. FLAG DAY
Cat’s day! Here’s another one of our remarkable indoor/outdoor banners to show your love of cats. It’s 100% weather-resistant polyester and makes quite the impression as it waves in the noontime breeze. 36" x 24". Mounts on standard pole and bracket.
55149 Cat “Window Seat” Flag $22.95
54080 5’ Flag Pole $9.95
54081 Metal Flag-Pole Bracket $5.95

our favorite....

H. “VERY STILL LIFE”
Where there’s quiet, comfort and solitude is where you’ll find a resting, loving cat. And here, created by artist Nancy Howe, is a warmhearted painting of just such a moment. The Limited Edition print is signed in gold ink by the artist, and is double-matted under glass and framed in wood with painted antique gold highlights. Print size: 20½” x 16½”; framed size: 23¼” x 19¼”.
55147 "Very Still Life,” Framed $145.00
55148 "Very Still Life,” Unframed $50.00

I. COZY-CAT BARRETTE
Handmade in gleaming nickel-silver alloy, this timeless barrette is 3" long, giving low-key charm and warmth to any outfit. 55084 Cat Barrette $19.95

J. CAT-AGAIN CARDIGAN
Three adorable kittens have been silk-screened onto this toasty-warm button-up fleece cardigan in Natural or Ash Gray, both with a specially inset jade collar. For personalization, specify up to 12 characters and spaces to be embroidered in matching jade script. Made in U. S. A. of a 50/50 cotton/poly blend. Specify size.
56074 Kittens Cardigan, Natural, M, L, XL, $39.95, or XXL $42.95
56093 Kittens Cardigan, Ash Gray, M, L, XL, $39.95, or XXL $42.95
57017 Personalized Kittens Cardigan, Natural, M, L, XL, $44.95, or XXL $47.95
57018 Personalized Kittens Cardigan, Ash Gray, M, L, XL, $44.95, or XXL $47.95
A. COASTERS!

These very unusual 4-5" diameter cat and dog coasters are practical show-stoppers at every party. Made of wood and hand-painted. Terrific for desk-top coffee, too. Imported.

- 52068 Cat Coasters, set of (6) $24.95
- 55131 Dog Coasters, set of (4) $19.95

B. ON THE STOVE...

At last, a straightforward, easy-to-use, completely vegetarian cookbook that everyone will enjoy. Hundreds of recipes for every course chosen by America's top chefs, with easy directions, assured results—and great taste. 256 pages. 7" x 9".

- 52009 The Great Vegetarian Cookbook $15.95

C. ...SPOONRESTS TOO!

For the busy chef—these very practical additions to stove or table also double nicely as candy dishes, or on the home or office desk. Both about 8½" x 5½".

- 55201 Dog Spoonrest $9.95
- 55200 Cat Spoonrest $9.95
D. A BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL EVENT
What a treat! Enjoy the comic grace captured in these unusual earthenware plates at dinner or when friends arrive. A big 12” across, these are grand as display pieces, serving plates, or “Guest Of Honor” treats for every special occasion. Hand wash.
55158 Dog Dinner Plate $29.95  55157 Cat Dinner Plate $29.95

E. ...AND CANDLESTICKS
Companions to the dinner plates, these unique candlesticks are 9½” tall designer treasures. Bring the joy of our pet companions to any celebration. Hand-painted earthenware, they hold standard taper candles.
55159 Cat Candlestick $18.95
55160 Dog Candlestick $18.95

F. NATURE’S CUTTING BOARD
Rich with the full-grain symmetry of laminated maple, this cat cutting-board easily doubles as an admirable serving tray, too. Measuring 14” x 10”, it’s complete with a hang-cord for between-meals display.
55156 Cat Cutting-Board $15.95

G. MIX ’N MATCH SERVICE
Cats and dogs gather ’round on our complementary sets of napkin rings and salad servers. The rings are about 4½” across, and come in sets of 4, and the strong salad server fork and spoon pairs are 14” long. These are hand-carved and painted wooden pieces that will endure.
55152 Cat Napkin Rings $19.95
55153 Dog Napkin Rings $19.95
55154 Cat Salad Server Set $14.95
55155 Dog Salad Server Set $14.95
A. PET TRAVEL MADE EASY
Traveling with your pet is much more comfortable when familiar food and a water supply is at hand. Use these waterproof, air-tight, non-spill, collapsible nylon carry-alongs that hold generous amounts of dry food or fresh water anywhere...car, boat, backpack, or take them on a picnic. Your pet will appreciate it! In red, black or green. Specify color.

B. TRAVELING? LODGING FOR YOU AND YOUR PETS
If you'd love to travel with your pet, you need the Pets Welcome travel guides. It lists hotels, motels and inns nationwide based on their ambiance, guest amenities and, most importantly, their pet friendliness. Includes pet-travel tips, maps, charges, ratings, more.
53044 Pets Welcome, National Edition, 480 pages $19.95
53042 Pets Welcome, California, 208 pages $15.95
53041 Pets Welcome, America's South (includes: AL, FL, GA, LA, MS, NC, SC, TN), 224 pages $15.95
53040 Pets Welcome, New England and New York (includes: CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT, NY), 224 pages $15.95
53039 Pets Welcome, Pacific Northwest (includes: OR, WA, British Columbia), 224 pages $15.95
53043 Pets Welcome, Southwest (includes: UT, CO, AR, NM), 224 pages $15.95

C. THE ORIGINAL SHERPA BAG DELUXE
Many airlines have approved the use of Sherpa Bags, so you can take your pet in the passenger compartment with you. Inside, the soft, comfortable liner is machine washable, and a leash ring is in place—the stylish, quilted black nylon exterior features two entrances, a zippered pocket for treats and more, plus an adjustable strap that's also a leash. Small (16" x 9½" x 10") pets up to 6 pounds; Medium (18" x 10½" x 11") 16 pounds; Large (20" x 11" x 11½") 22 pounds. Color: black. These are handy, secure, safe, and help reduce travel stress. Note: the number of pets allowed in the cabin is limited. Always check ahead. Sherpa Pet Bag Deluxe.
54059 Small $64.95
54060 Medium $69.95
54061 Large $79.95

D. RETRACTABLE LEASHES
The latest version of the original retractable leash features strength and comfort for you and your dog. 16' length with safety loop for superior control in city or country use. Specify size. Small (dogs to 18 lbs); Medium: (dogs to 44 lbs); Large: (dogs to 110 lbs). Color: Red.
55163 Retractable Leash, Small $14.95 55164 Retractable Leash, Medium $16.95 55165 Retractable Leash, Large $25.95
E. CAT KNAP™ AND DOGGY DUFFEL™

The ultimate in travel convenience for you and your pet. Cat Knaps include:
3 plastic containers for food, water and kitty litter, serving dish, fold-up litter box,
5 box liners, scoop, roomy storage section inside with pockets, 2-zipper opening,
outer pocket for your keys or wallet; a classic design. Doggy Duffel features 2 tight-seal containers for food and water, serving dish, 10 toss-out bags for pet waste, big inner space for toys and more, storage pockets inside and out, zippered top. Both can be hand carried or use the back-pack straps. Washable and easy-clean throughout.

55172 Cat Knap™ $54.95
55173 Doggy Duffel™ $54.95

F. YUKON ADVENTURE LEASHES

Of superior strength with a rubber-foam padded T-bar handle for hand comfort and solid grip. Made with brass hardware plus a solid “7/8” Nylon fiber core cord. Four sizes are available to suit your dog’s size and needs.

Color as shown.
55166 1-foot Yukon Leash $13.95
55167 2-foot Yukon Leash $15.95
55168 4-foot Yukon Leash $19.95
55169 6-foot Yukon Leash $24.95

G. CURL-UP AND Z-Z-Z-Z

It’s almost hammock heaven! Cozy and comfortable, the Curl-Up Sleeper features thick, washable, lined fleece that securely cradles your pet. Sturdy tubular steel frame slips together without tools—travels easily. 15” x 25” x 8”, for pets to 25 pounds.

55174 Curl-Up Sleeper $19.95

H. SECURE PET FOOD STORAGE

Assure yourself, and your pet, of safe and clean food storage with the Soft Store™ dry storage system. Lined in low density waterproof plastic with a seal-tight top, the outer bag is nylon fabric. Two sizes hold 25 or 50 pounds of dry food in soft, compact and easy-to-carry convenience. Great for travel.

Forest green.
54070 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 25 lbs. $29.95
54071 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 50 lbs. $34.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

I. TENNIS-BONE ANYONE?

It floats, it exercises gums and teeth with a soft, cushiony, puncture-proof resilience, it bounces unpredictably (which is lots of fun by itself), it’s nontoxic, has securely bonded stress points... and much more. An interactive toy every dog loves.

Two sizes: Mini for dogs under 25 pounds, Regular for bigger dogs. Colors vary, we’ll choose a nice one for you.

55170 Tennis-Bone Mini $8.95
55171 Tennis-Bone Regular $11.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
A. PETSCOPE—21ST CENTURY PET I.D.

Give yourself and your pet the assurance only total identification and emergency information provides. We provide to you a mail-in form to complete; manufacturer photo-reduces form onto a microfilm insert that fits into the Pet-ID tag mailed to you from manufacturer. When held up to the light, tag shows 25 lines of detailed, magnified data that gets your pet medical attention...or home, fast. Watertight, indestructible. Lifetime guarantee.
55176 Microfilm Pet I.D. System $12.95

B. AQUA DOG PRESERVER

Using the same U.S. Coast Guard approved materials as your own life vest, Aqua Dog’s two body straps and one neck strap fasten with quick release buckles. A strong grab-strap helps lift your pet from the water safely and quickly. Practice water safety year ‘round and always supervise your dog’s activities. Specify size using chart provided.
55179 Aqua Dog Preserver XX-SM $15.95; X-SM $16.95; SM $17.95; MED $18.95; LG $19.95.

D. IT’S GOTTA BE LOVE

“Everyone needs a little TLC,” says these clever shirts. And it’s true—except this time it’s from our pet’s point of view.

Good fun in a comfortable 100% cotton T-shirt, or the 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt, both in sizes L, XL and XXL.

Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56077 Tender Loving Canine T-shirt $17.95 or XXL, $20.95
56078 Tender Loving Canine Sweatshirt $27.95 or XXL, $30.95
56075 Tender Loving Cat T-shirt $17.95 or XXL, $20.95
56076 Tender Loving Cat Sweatshirt $27.95 or XXL, $30.95

With long-range visibility, this pulse-flash collar brings genuine confidence to nighttime walks no matter where you live. Heavyweight Nylon, D-ring, 200-hour battery installed (easily replaceable watch-style); great for joggers too.

Specify size.
55177 Small Flashing Pet Collar 12"-16" $24.95
55178 Large Flashing Pet Collar 16"-22" $24.95
E. EASY RIDER HARNESS...

Loops through your car’s seatbelt to hold your dog safely throughout your trip. Allows sitting and napping movement, and fits securely without binding. Washable Nylon*. Sizes XS (up to 16’’), S (16’’-22’’), M (21’’-25’’), L (25’’-34’’), XL (32’’-45’’). Measure dog’s girth behind front legs and add 2 inches. Specify size.
55181 Pet Car Harness XS $13.95; S, M, L $15.95; XL $17.95

F. OUR OFFICIAL DOG CARE GUIDE

Fully authenticated by The HSUS, this guide should be owned by everyone who shares a lifetime partnership with a dog. Covers health, safety, care and training, plus problem solving and a great deal more. Authoritative and up-to-date. 390 pages.
53037 The HSUS Guide To Dog Care $19.95

“This book goes directly to the heart of our charitable purpose—the protection of animals—by empowering dog owners and potential dog owners to respond humanely to the challenges of dog ownership and to develop a lifelong partnership with their dogs.”
—Paul G. Irwin, President, The Humane Society of the United States

H. COMPLETE FIRST AID

This reassuring book by The HSUS and the American Red Cross covers a full range of first aid encounters for pets at home and while traveling. Easy to follow, thorough and highly practical. Buy one, give another to a friend. Be prepared.
114 pages, 6 1/4” x 9”
52085 Pet First Aid Book $12.95

G. YOUR PET’S FIRST AID KIT

For cats or dogs, this is one of the best ways to ensure immediate care for most injuries and emergency situations. Each Kit includes the #52085 “Pet First-Aid Book” described on these pages, plus: vinyl gloves, cold pack, splint material, gauze dressings, antibiotic cream, tweezers, cotton balls, bandages, scissors, antiseptic wipes and much more. Cat version also includes a hair ball remedy. Be prepared for pet emergencies.
55182 Cat 1st Aid Kit, Complete $29.95
55183 Dog 1st Aid Kit, Complete $29.95

I. SLICK SLICER

The best rainy-day solution is this 100% heavy vinyl, yellow raincoat with two comfortable straps for a snug fit. Pocket on top holds treats, and the leash hole adds simplicity. Includes hang-up storage bag. Sizes S (8”-12”), M (14”-18”), L (20”-24”), XL (26”-30”). Specify size: measure from collar to base of tail.
55180 Pet Raincoat S, M, L $12.95, or XL $13.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. HOME OR AWAY...

...your cat or dog will have a comforting haven at home or away on a soft vinyl-covered easy-clean mattress. The entryway is closeable, the frame, of lightweight tubular steel assures strength. No assembly, folds in a snap for storage in a carrying case with handles for easy travel. 16" x 24" x 19"; for pets up to 25 pounds. 55175 Home And Away Pet Pen $39.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET I.D. TAGS

   53017 Dog Bone  53018 Round  53019 Heart

2. Slide-on I.D. Tags have slots at each end allowing them to be slipped onto a collar, no tools required, nothing to get caught! Small and large size available in Solid Brass or Stainless Steel. Small (¾" x 1½") fits a ½" collar width; Large (1¼" x 1½") fits a ¾" collar width.
   Stainless Steel Slide-On Tag
   53014 Small $5.95  53015 Large $6.95
   Solid Brass Slide-On Tag
   53012 Small $6.95  53013 Large $7.95

TO ORDER: Specify item number desired, along with pet's name, your name, street address, city, state, ZIP, regular and emergency phone numbers. Limit 6 lines, 22 letters and spaces maximum per line.

C. TOY TIME!

Healthful chewing is vital—made best with this natural-rubber collection. 5½" disk-shaped Goodie Ship™ and 3" Mini-Goodie Ship™ (for small dogs) can hold treats as your pet tugs and chews in dynamic fun. Bouncing, spinning actions hold attention, reducing separation anxiety and destructive chewing. The 3" Goodie Ball™ is a romper's favorite: treats and chewing fun aid teeth and gums.
   55185 Goodie Ship $14.95
   55186 Mini Goodie Ship $7.95
   55187 Goodie Ball $9.95

D. DELICATE CAT DINING

Designed just for cats, this 15" x 6½" x 2" dining station features two removable ½ pint stainless steel bowls nestled in an amusing, protected easy-clean base. Indoor use only. (See diner for small dogs on page 4.)
   55184 Fish Cat Diner $39.95
E. THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE!
Sturdy, safe, very comforting—and ideal for keeping an eye on things—the Kitty Window Perch attaches with Velcro to any standard window ledge. The 24" x 13" platform is softly padded with a fleecy, machine washable covering, and the heavy duty legs are fully adjustable for a solid fit.
54072 Kitty Window Perch $29.95

F. PET TREATS FROM THE GARDEN
Here are two attractive 8"W x 3"D x 4"H terra-cotta "gardens" created just for your pet. The Cat Garden comes with catnip and catgrass seeds, the Dog Garden includes pennyroyal (non-edible to prevent fleas indoors), plus dog grass as a tasty alternative treat. Both come with organic soil, complete instructions, and anticipation!
54008 Cat Garden $17.95  54007 Dog Garden $17.95

G. PERSONALIZED FIRST-QUALITY PET BOWLS
These sturdy white ceramic bowls are attractive, durable, and easy to keep clean. Designed as shown, the Cat's Bowl has a 5" diameter and is 2" deep; the Small Dog's Bowl shares the same measurements, while the Medium Dog Bowl is 7" dia. x 3" deep, and the Large Dog's Bowl is 9" dia. x 3" deep. Pet's name is screen printed then permanently fired to the bowl. Specify name, up to 10 characters, including spaces.
53002 Cat's Bowl $17.95  53003 Small Dog's Bowl $17.95  53004 Medium Dog's Bowl $19.95  54058 Large Dog's Bowl $24.95

H. PERSONALIZED PET COLLAR AND LEASH
Identify your pet with a durable pet collar and leash. Pet's I.D. is embroidered in white on red or royal blue nylon web. Convenient quick-snap collar for easy removal and adjusting. Maximum of 20 letters, numbers and spaces. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Helps pet get home. Pet Quick Snap Collars
53020 Small (10"-14") 7/8" wide $11.95  53021 Medium (13"-20") 1" wide $13.95  53022 Large (17"-28") 1" wide $15.95  Pet Leashes 53009 6 Foot x 7/8" wide $14.95  53010 6 Foot x 1" wide $15.95  Specify red or blue webbing color on Order Form.

I. RAISED DOUBLE DOG BOWLS
Hand-crafted in solid wood with a honey pine, clear-coat protected finish, these distinctive top-line feeders include removable stainless steel bowls. The elevated height is a mealtime comfort for tall, elderly or convalescent dogs. Sizes: Small, 4" tall, 1 quart capacity each bowl; Medium, 7" tall, 1 quart, Large, 11", 3-quarts. Indoor use only. Double Raised Dog Bowls
54073 Small $69.95  54074 Medium $89.95  54075 Large $129.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. EMBROIDERED MUSTangs
These free-spirited mustangs, richly embroidered on a soft pullover, add a touch of nature's energy to your wardrobe. Aspen brushed loop blend in 80/20 cotton/poly with a crew neck. Color: Natural. Made in the U.S.A. Specify size.
56062 Embroidered Mustangs Fleece Pullover
M, L, XL $55.95, or XXL $59.95

B. MEAL
TIME FUN!
These cheery, rugged stoneware bowls brighten meal time for the pets in your life, and are great fun to look at when empty, too!
Designed by Gary Patterson. Dishwasher safe.
54035 “Feed Me” 5” Cat Bowl $12.95
54036 “Feed Me” 7” Dog Bowl $15.95

C. MAGNETIC PERSONALITIES
We call them Magneatoes because they’re such good fun on the fridge or file cabinet. Each is a 3¼” x 4½” stuffed toy with magnets at every “paw” and “hoof”.
52063 Cat and Dog Magneatoes (the pair) $12.95
55059 Full Set of 6 Magneatoes $34.95
55057 Pig Magneato $6.95
53026 Horse Magneato $6.95
52061 Cat Magneato $6.95

D. JUST HANGIN’ AROUND...
...as a flag! Our smiling, freewheeling 49” x 28” sky-kitty takes the air as an unusual wind-sculpture which hangs from your own horizontal flag pole. 5 foot long, 2-piece wooden pole and bracket offered below. Sturdy, weather resistant fabric. Windy days are now much improved!
54038 Cat Banner $26.95
54080 5’ Flag Pole $9.95
54081 Metal Flag Pole Bracket $5.95

veryday,
The HSUS is working to protect animals from cruelty and suffering. We seek to foster compassion for all living creatures. We are devoted to making the world safe for animals through legal, education, legislative and investigative means. The HSUS is dedicated in speaking for animals who cannot speak for themselves.
E. OH, THAT LOVABLE MUTT...

An embroidered pup astride our shirt and cap has to be a sure sign of a dog lover. The adjustable khaki baseball cap is 100% imported cotton, while the denim shirt is soft, richly comfortable imported cotton—easily machine washable. Specify shirt size.

55190 Embroidered Dog Khaki Cap $19.95
57019 Embroidered Dog Denim Shirt M, L, XL $56.95, or XXL $59.95

G. POCKET CAT

This is a glorious, generous beach towel you'll love from first touch. Vibrant colors, soft, 100% cotton at a full 60" x 30", an endearing cat—a fine combination.

55188 "Pocket Cat" Towel $17.95

H. PERSONALIZED PET THROW

Super-soft, blue plush acrylic cover protects your pet's favorite place. Gobbles up hair and dirt, then washes (and dries!) good as new. Fringed and embroidered with your pet's name in black. Personalization limit 10 letters and spaces. A must for the car!

55198 Pet Chair Throw (30" x 36") $24.95
55199 Pet Sofa Blanket (30" x 60") $34.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
What your pet wants is time spent with you.

Let's Play!

Emotions tug at our heart from the thunder of a large
Hawking falls, our ancient
so much a part of family life, that it is something
Gold-printed wood frame glass in place. Ready to hang. 6 x 12 in.
54012 Pet Pet Frame $27.95

A. WOULD DO
B. WITHOUT YOU...

B. WOULD DO
A. WITHOUT YOU...
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FELINES SHOW ME OFF:
Your favorite wallet-size picture will have fans in
Calico, Siamese, and the happy home
of the designs will be a bright spot you'll love every time. $15.95
55191 Bone Wow Frame $15.95
55192 Meow Wow Frame $15.95

Reinventing a way of life, and good fun too. Our healthy, hearty,
og has been embroidered into a soft, 100% cotton. Tenth pillow in
100% Cotton. 12 x 20 in. $24.95
M-L $59.95, L-XL $79.95.
The Retriever Pillow, Mate $59.95, or XL $74.95

Member of the Family

Member of the Family

Member of the Family

Member of the Family

Member of the Family
The humane catalog
1998 Holiday Card and Gift Collection

The Humane Society of the United States

Animals... It's their world too.
DEAR FRIEND,

You and I share a special affection for all animals. And here, in our new Catalog, you’re about to discover many delightful ways to express that love—and the joy which is so much a part of it.

If you’re like me, and appreciate the opportunity to get a head-start on Holiday shopping, this is the place to do it. We’ve included a marvelous array of brand new cards, along with some old favorites.

What’s more, you’re about to see a number of inventive gifts for friends and family—unique ornaments, more of our very popular Magneatooes®, personalized gifts for you and your pets, and a lot more. We’ve chosen everything for its quality and value. Your selections help The Humane Society of the United States with our work on behalf of animals everywhere. In fact, every purchase allows us to improve our services and outreach at a time when those efforts have never been needed more.

Thank you for shopping with us, and thank you for caring about the animals who share our world.

Sincerely,

Paul G. Irwin
President

A. NOAH’S CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT
Clever, talented artisans hand-painted the inside of our 3” blown glass ornament by working through tiny opening, creating an unusual decoration which is also a fine Holiday gift. A padded presentation box, and the hang-cord, are included.
54086 Noah’s Glass Ornament $17.95

B. INTO THE SUNSET
Defining the spirit of the open range, these mustangs are headed due-west at the end of the day. But they’ll keep you company on the way with this unusually gratifying shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. Color: natural.
56060 Wild Mustangs T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56061 Wild Mustangs Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

Printed on recycled paper, containing a minimum of 30% post-consumer waste.
C. I'VE GOT IT!
Retrieving is a way of life, and good fun too. Our healthy, hearty dog has been embroidered into a soft 100% cotton Twill pullover in washed navy with its cozy-up drawstrings at the neck. Made in the U. S. A. Three sizes: (S-M), (L-XL), (XXL). Specify size.
56088 The Retriever Pullover $49.95, XXL $54.95

D. WARM FRIENDS
Our elegant hooked hearth rug presents two lovable companions at day's end, resting-up from play and exploration. A full 42" x 31", this 100% New Zealand wool, dry-cleanable area rug brings a hearth-warming smile wherever you choose to display it.
54087 Warm Friends Area Rug $115.95

E. OUR BELOVED BEST FRIEND
This hand-sculpted solid resin frame mimics delicately textured stone as it displays your favorite companion's photo. Surrounds your very best 5" x 3" photo with words that add an elegantly appropriate touch. Easel backed.
54088 Man's Best Friend Frame $12.95

F. BOOKED UP AND READY
Welcome our hand-painted, cast iron pig to den, desk or library and enjoy this dash of farmyard whimsy all year 'round. With a fully padded base, our bookish pal is approximately 12" long overall, 6 1/2" tall, 3" deep...and very sturdy.
54086 Iron Pig Bookends $39.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.
A. MEET MOOCH POOCH
A pillow and a pal, Mooch Pooch is sure to give comfort and love when you need it most. Our 24" machine washable plush friend is stuffed with polyester. For sleep or play time, take him with you everywhere.
52035 Mooch Pooch $29.95

B. THE PET LOVER'S ORNAMENT
Here's a wry reminder of the inquisitive energy our pets add to life—and the joy they bring, too. This solid resin ornament is 3" x 5 1/2", and includes a mouse, bone, and fish suspended beneath. Good fun.
54092 "Pet Lover" Ornament $8.95

C. GARLANDS!
New and notable, here are two whimsical 8' long wooden Christmas tree garlands ready to add color, good fun—and your favorite pet!—to your decorative style. The Cat garland features fish embellishments, the Dog version sports interlinked bones.
54089 Cat Garland $9.95  54090 Dog Garland $9.95

D. UNSPoken VERY LOUDLY
"Got Biscuits?" And who can resist? Those warm and appealing dog faces speak volumes, and hearts melt. It's one of the best parts of sharing your home with a pet. And now you can wear the shirt. 100% cotton T-shirt: 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56056 "Got Biscuits?" T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56057 "Got Biscuits?" Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

E. BY THE CHIMNEY WITH CA/ RE...
Mix or match from this array of 14", full-lined, appliquéd cat and dog Christmas 1/2 ft stockings and the solid resin mantle holders to keep everything ready for Santa. The colorful 5" long holders easily support a generous full stocking, or can be displayed alone to brighten shelf, mantle or table.
54098 Cat Appliqué Stocking $18.95
55000 Dog Appliqué Stocking $18.95
54099 Cat Stocking Holder $16.95
55001 Dog Stocking Holder $16.95

F. BACKPACK AND T-SHIRT
Imagine the smiles from a child you love when they see these! The 15"-long cotton canvas backpack with felt appliqué is sized for youngsters on the way to school or adventure, with wide shoulder straps for comfort. The imported 100% cotton T-shirt features fun-loving cats to match the mood. We're off! Youth shirt sizes S (2-4), M (6-8), L (10-12), XL (14-16). Specify size.
54097 Cat Backpack $24.95
58013 Cat T-shirt $12.95
G. PICTURE THIS
Put your favorite pet's picture in one of these inventive Seagull Pewter Christmas tree ornaments and create a grand holiday highlight—and afterwards a miniature everyday display for home or office.
Dog frame is 2" x 2\(\frac{1}{4}\); Cat 2" x 2\(\frac{1}{4}\).
52016 Dog Bone Picture Frame Ornament $9.95
54091 Cat Picture Frame Ornament $9.95

H. WINTER WARMTH IN FLANNEL
Absolutely nothing's as cozy as brushed flannel on a crisp winter's evening, and our 100% cotton, 3-button unisex nightshirt will be an instant favorite—as the cats inspire pleasant dreams! Made in the U.S.A. Adult sizes: S/M, L/XL.
54093 Red Flannel Cats Nightshirt $39.95

I. BONE TO BE WILD
Your pooch gets a glow-in-the-dark collar with a special bone tag, and a bag of tasty dog treats. Specify size.
54015 Small Collar Set, \(\frac{1}{4}\) x 13" $19.95
54083 Medium Collar Set, \(\frac{3}{4}\) x 16" $19.95
54084 Large Collar Set, 1" x 20" $19.95

Your Best Friends
Dogs are called our best friends. And they deserve our love, and our help. That's why The HSUS fights abuses such as puppy mills and dogfighting, and promotes lifelong commitments between dogs and their families.
A. FREE MOUSE PAD PERSONALIZATION!
These are just plain fun—Three Little Kittens or The Retriever mouse pads to keep you smiling as you work. Each measures 9½” x 8”, and has a non-skid backing. Specify one-line name up to 18 characters, including spaces.
53059 The Retriever Mouse Pad $12.95
53001 Three Little Kittens Mouse Pad $12.95

B. DOG LOVERS UNITE!
This special shirt is soft, friendly, different... and will coax a smile from everyone you meet. Color: natural. Cat Lovers see page 7. 100% cotton T-shirt. 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt. M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56058 Dog Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56059 Dog Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

C. WRITE AWAY
Show your fondness for cats or dogs alike with our clever stationery sets. Excellent for handwritten correspondence, or laser and ink jet printers. 15 each of 8½” x 11” sheets and #10 envelopes.
52030 Cat Letter Paper Set $10.95
54044 Dog Letter Paper Set $10.95

D. LOVE ME....
...love my cat...or my dog—an elegant choice to make. Our Cat pin is burnished brass with a silver sardine can nearby; the Dog is copper with a silver bone beneath. Each pin is 1½” across, adding an understated designer’s touch—and your love of animals—to any ensemble.
55002 Love Me, Love My Cat Pin $29.95
55003 Love Me, Love My Dog Pin $29.95

members of the
E. HANGIN' AROUND FOR FUN
Modern design adds a spontaneous look to match your pet's personality when displayed in our new solid resin frames—with glass already in place. Hand-painted; holds a 3" x 5" photo. "Dog House" is 7" x 9" overall, "Cat With String" is 5" x 7". Self-standing or wall-mount to match your decor.
54094 "Dog House" Picture Frame $16.95
54095 "Cat With String" Picture Frame $15.95

F. YOU'LL STEP LIVELY...
...in our dog and cat socks, a warm and cozy blend of 75% high-bulk acrylic with 25% nylon for strength. Comfortable and unusual—your pet will love you in them. One size fits most men and women. Made in the U.S.A.
52058 Dog Socks $7.95
52059 Cat Socks $7.95

G. CONTEMPORARY HOOKED RUGS
Comical and sweet, these up-to-the-minute, imported, shear-trimmed 100% cotton hooked rugs are both practical and fun, and will fit in perfectly in any room. They're particularly comfortable underfoot. 36" x 24".
55004 Dog Hooked Rug $69.95
55005 Cat Hooked Rug $69.95

H. CAT LOVER...YES!
Here they are—our brand new Cat Lover shirts. (Dog lovers, see page 6.) They're subtle, comfortable, amusing...and make a persuasive, affectionate statement. Color: white. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL, and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56054 Cat Lover T-shirt $18.95, XXL $21.95
56055 Cat Lover Sweatshirt $29.95, XXL $32.95

I. PICTURE PERFECT
Our two treasure-trove albums will care for your photos as the years pass—one for pictures of the dogs in your life, the other for cats. Both feature an old-fashioned ribbon closure, die-cut interior windows, clever illustrations—and room for all your memories. 3½" x 7¼".
54024 Cat Lovers Album $14.95
54025 Dog Lovers Album $14.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630 of the family
A. WINNER '98 OPPENHEIM TOY PORTFOLIO GOLD SEAL AWARD
Includes: 3 hand-carved non-endangered plantation fruitwood 4" horses, 5 paint colors (choose a favorite breed), brush, finishing-varnish, easy instructions, gift tags—with magnets, hangers and suction-cups for choice of display. Ages 6 and up. 54027 Paint The Wild Horses Kit $15.95

B. TRANQUIL MOMENTS
Our engaging mare and foal solid Seagull Pewter frame holds a 4" x 6" print...and a lifetime of precious memories. Overall size is 4½" x 8". Self-standing easel is in place, ready for your favorite horse’s photo. 53038 Mare and Foal Frame $39.95

C. BOY MEETS HORSE
And both of them are just this side of very young. A charming print by artist Kathryn Andrews Fincher, framed in wood, double-matted and protected under glass. Hanger bar in place. A full 19" x 16"—and as big as his imagination. Excellent for a child’s room, or den. 54005 "Howdy Partner" Framed Print $75.00

D. SLEEP TIME
Any time. This 100% soft cotton flannel nightshirt of silhouetted horses induces the nicest dreams. Generously cut for restful comfort. Button placket. Made in the U.S.A. Adult sizes S-M and L-XL. Specify size. 54057 Black Horse Nightshirt $39.95

E. UNUSUAL ETCHED JEWELRY
Recalling the memories of hand-carved scrimshaw, these Barlow selections feature golden-framed reproduction resin designs with delicate hand inked accents. The 3¼" x 1½" Colt pendant includes a 18" gold-tone necklace, while the 1½" x 1¼" Stallions pin features a secure locking clasp. Gift boxed. 55007 Barlow Stallions Pin $19.95
55008 Barlow Colt Pendant $19.95
F. MOTHER AND FOAL CAN HELP
The black enameled steel coat and hat rack is perfect near the door during every season. Strong, beautiful, picture-perfect. Includes mounting hardware. 18" x 12". 52067 Horses Coat Rack $34.95

G. THE INCREDIBLE PULLOVER
This 100% cotton, colorful woven pullover will simply overwhelm you with its comfort and warmth. The soft fabric is a pleasure to wear, and your love of horses is an integral part of the shirt. Made with pride in the U.S.A. One size fits all up to XL. (See page 29 for the Puppies version!)
55006 Horses Woven Pullover $79.95

H. WILD Horses
This dramatic throw rug is crafted from 2-ply, heat-set polypropylene to help ensure color permanency, long-life, and the look, nap, and texture of richly plied wool. Measuring a generous 3'3" by 4'8", your rug combines the energetic beauty of nature with the easy-care features of modern craftsmanship. Made by Shaw.
55009 Wild Horses Rug $79.95

designer Horses
From the horses who share our lives as our friends and companions, to the horses who run wild and free and inspire our dreams.
The HSUS is working to protect these wonderful animals through education, investigation and legislation.
A. NOAH'S CHRISTMAS
*Peace on Earth*
Celebrating the wonder of life and the rich diversity of animals who share Earth with us, Stephanie Stouffer's die-cut card opens to reveal the dove of peace. 4 1/4" x 7 3/4". (Box of 20) 50011 Noah's Christmas $14.95

B. SNOWY SPLendor
*Wishing you a joyous Holiday Season with peace and prosperity in the New Year*
Kathy Glasnap brings us this glimpse of nature as a reminder of the unity of the world we share. 5 1/2" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20) 50052 Snowy Splendor $13.95

C. SANTA'S HELPERS
*Have a wonderful Christmas with all the trimmings*
They're ready! A momentarily motionless crowd of family friends is prepared to be energetic at the slightest cue. Painting by Mary Badenhop. 5 1/2" x 8 1/2". (Box of 20) 50051 Santa's Helpers $14.95

D. FESTIVE FARM
*May all the joys of the Season be yours*
Sharing the fun of building the snowman, family pets, farm animals and wildlife enjoy the promise of a day of adventure. Deckled edge and a gold rule highlight this painting by Susan Detwiller. 8 1/4" x 5 1/2". (Box of 20) 50034 Festive Farm $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. CHEERY CHICKADEES
Wishing you Happy Holiday times
to cherish and remember
A trio in bold contrast to winter’s weather, these
sprightly black-capped chickadees are surrounded
by a framework of intricate embossing. Painting
by Mike Speiser. 8¾” x 5¾”. (Box of 20.)
50037 Cheery Chickadees $16.95

F. FROSTY MORNING
Wishing you the quiet beauty
of a peaceful Holiday season
Persis Clayton Weirs lets us watch two companions
share a calm, wintry moment in the high country.
Finished with a rich combination of embossed
trees and gold rules. 8¾” x 5¾”. (Box of 20)
50008 Frosty Morning $15.95

G. WINTER WHITE
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday season
and a New Year of peace and happiness
Surrounded by the gleam and joy of the Holidays,
our feline friend stops to add a touch of majesty to
the Season. Deckled edge reveals a red rule inside the
card. Painting by Kit Shoop. 8¾” x 5¾”. (Box of 20.)
50033 Winter White $14.95

H. PEACEFUL GREETINGS
Wishing you all the joys and cherished
moments of the Holiday
What more needs to be said? Mike Speiser lets us share
the warm emotions of Holiday time by presenting,
mother and cub in peace and comfort. 7¾” x 4¾”.
(Box of 20)
50026 Peaceful Greetings $11.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 13 and the
Order Form for details.
A. SHINING BRIGHT

May all the joys and blessings of this beautiful Season be yours

Here's a unique look at a most vital realm...Earth's seas. Sparkling gold and foil accents highlight Tim Knepp's dramatic painting. 8¼" x 5¾". (Box of 20.)

50043 Shining Bright $15.95

B. SWEET DREAMS

May all your Christmas dreams come true

Playtime seems to be over for the moment as two pals retreat from the Season's excitement while visions of treats dance in their heads. Painting by Ching Walters. 7¾" x 4¾". (Box of 20.)

50055 Sweet Dreams $12.95

C. STAR OF WONDER

A joyous Christmas to you and a New Year of peace and happiness

Express the essence of the Holidays with this distinguished card by Barbara Goss. The animal kingdom—from home, backyard and wilderness—gaze upon the star of wonder. 7¾" x 4¾". (Box of 20.)

50030 Star Of Wonder $13.95

D. VISITING SANTA

Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember

Father Christmas is ready to spread the fun of the Season with every member of the family. Patricia Palermo's Americana card is sure to be remembered. No "naughty's" here!

8¼" x 5½". (Box of 20.)

50044 Visiting Santa $13.95

E. 'TIS THE SEASON

May your Holidays be filled with joy and good cheer

Toys! A treasure trove of unexpected fun has everyone's attention—at least for the moment. Artist Tim Knepp's jolly neighborhood gathering of lovable adopted pooches gives you a most unique way to share Holiday greetings.

8¾" x 5¾". (Box of 20)

50007 'Tis The Season $13.95

F. HEAVENLY NIGHT

May the spirit of the Season touch us all

Home for the Holidays—a family glides through the silent streets of the Season in Kevin Daniel's soft and frosty traditional painting. Trimmed short to reveal a gold rule inside. 8¾" x 5½". (Box of 20.)

50040 Heavenly Night $14.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
G. FELINE NAVIDAD
May your home always be filled with the peace
and happiness of this special Season
One of the best parts of a Holiday gathering is
the comforting time spent in quiet reflection.
Mary Badenhop's painting lets you share the
peace of the Season with those you love and
care about. 7 1/2" x 4 1/2". (Box of 20.)
50056 Feline Navidad $12.95

H. JOY TO THE WORLD
Peace on Earth
Goodwill to All
This is nature's drama and diversity. And you
can send this marvelous Tim Kepp Holiday
card as a way to share your love for all of Earth's
animals. 6 cards & 6 envelopes. (Box of 20.)
50229 Joy to the World $13.95

Personalize your cards and envelopes!

It's easy and economical to personalize your Holiday cards and envelopes

Cards: We will imprint your name(s) in
black ink with up to 2 lines maximum of
36 characters and spaces for each line. The
charge is only $6.00 for any quantity of
each card design. Any change of design
(item#) and/or imprint change requires
an additional charge of $6.00.

Envelopes: Your return address will be
printed in black on the flap, maximum of
3 lines, 36 letters and spaces on each line
for only $6.00. Any change to your imprint
requires an additional charge of $6.00.
A. EAGLE CREEK

May the beauty and wonder of the Season bring you peace that will last throughout the year.

Richard Plaschaert's winter scene—and our imagination—brings us to the vitality of deep wilderness...and sends our love of nature to friends and family. 8 1/4" x 5 5/8". (Box of 20.)

50041 Eagle Creek $13.95

B. JOY

...to the world

This inventive card brings with it the full spirit of nature's variety, and the joy of the Holiday season. Embossed snowflakes complete a superb presentation. Painting by Barbara Goss. 8 1/2" x 5 1/2". (Box of 20.)

50035 Joy To All $17.95

C. HOLIDAY TREAT

Warm wishes for a bright and wonderful Holiday season

A boy, his dog, and four eager horses...together on a snowy morning—sharing apples and companionship to brighten nature's world. Painting by Tim Knepp. A golden rule, debossed panel and deckled edge highlight this card. 8 1/2" x 5 1/8". (Box of 20.)

50032 Holiday Treat $16.95

D. YULETIDE VISITORS

May the Holidays surround you with beauty, warmth and joy

There's mischief in mind, but these woodland callers can only admire the attractions of the Season—as we onlookers smile. A gold-bordered card by Barbara Barth. 8 1/2" x 5 1/8". (Box of 20.)

50046 Yuletide Visitors $14.95
E. CHRISTMAS RETREAT
Wishing you a beautiful Holiday Season
At the end of a woodland trail awaits the warm generosity of family and friends in
the Season of joy. Mike Speiser's painting presents the silent calm of a winter's day...
with love. 5 5/8" x 8 1/8". (Box of 20.)
50047 Christmas Retreat $15.95

F. SANTA'S SECRET
May the warmth of Christmas fill your heart
and home with love
Pausing in his work to share the
gentleness of Holiday time, Santa
reminds us to give the fullness of the Season to the whole family.
Painting by Margaret Cobane. 5 5/8" x 8 1/8". Foil embossed border.
(Box of 20.)
50048 Santa's Secret $17.95

G. GIFT OF GIVING
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All
A look of love and anticipation combine in Ching Walters' imagined playtime partnership—
a calming view of harmony
eminently worthy of the Season.
4 3/8" x 5 5/8". (Box of 20.)
50058 Gift of Giving $12.95

H. CHRISTMAS COMPANIONS
Hope your Holiday is filled
with treasures
Bringing us peace and harmony all year
round, our pets add an especially important
measure of love at Holiday time. Painting by
Barbara Goss. 8 1/8" x 5 5/8". (Box of 20.)
50039 Christmas Companions $14.95

Personalize your cards and
envelopes. See page 13 and the
Order Form for details.

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
A. THE GIFT
Wishing you Happy Holiday times to cherish and remember
Artist Shane Dimmick’s friend “Spencer,” a shelter adoptee, has brought the gifts of love and warmth to her life, beautifully expressed in her heartwarming, very personal painting. 8¼” x 5½”. (Box of 20.)
50045 The Gift $14.95

B. CHRISTMAS COLT
May the special joys of Christmas be with you this Holiday Season
We share our lives with many wonderful animals, perhaps never shown more beautifully than in Ching Walters’ expressive card that seems to define the very nature of the mother and foal relationship. 8¼” x 5½”. (Box of 20.)
50042 Christmas Colt $13.95

C. WINTER SUNRISE
Season’s Greetings and warm wishes for a Holiday season perfect in every way
Russell Cobane brings us gentler, quieter times in this warm, evocative Holiday keepsake card surrounded with a textured gold foil edge. 8¼” x 5½”. (Box of 20.)
50038 Winter Sunrise $16.95

D. WONDROUS GATHERING
Wishing you a joyous Christmas and many blessings throughout the New Year
At the edge of a forest, animals gather to witness the peace and calm of this special season—Kay Murphy’s painting reminds us the true meaning of Christmas. The deckled edge reveals a gold rule inside. 7¼” x 4½”. (Box of 20.)
50053 Wondrous Gathering $13.95

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-486-2630
E. FOREST WATCH  
May your Holiday be filled with the beauty of nature  
Look into the heart of nature’s beauty and mystery. Shane Dimmick’s remarkable gray wolf is enriched with scenic embossed accents. 5 3/4" x 8 1/4". (Box of 20)  
50028 Forest Watch $16.95

F. QUIET REFLECTION  
May this beautiful Season bring you peace and happiness  
We can almost hear the muted sounds of an evening service as a solitary red fox passes by, adding a sense of movement to the light and color of Angela Schwarzkopf’s tranquil view of the season. Deckled edge reveals a gold rule inside. 4 3/4" x 7 1/4". (Box of 20)  
50054 Quiet Reflection $12.95

G. PARADE OF PEACE  
Goodwill to all  
This is the dream we all share, and one eagerly given to those we love—to build...to encourage...to nurture peace on Earth. Painting by Ching Walters. 4 3/4" x 7 1/4". (Box of 20)  
50057 Parade of Peace $12.95

H. LION AND LAMB  
Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All  
“And the lion will lay down with the lamb...” Martha Vaughan’s special painting expresses your deepest feelings about the true essence of the Holiday Season. 4 3/4" x 7 1/4". (Box of 20)  
50059 Lion and Lamb $11.95

I. WINTER REST  
Peace and joy to you this Holiday season  
Deep sculptured embossing presents a dramatic scene of the mother snow leopard at rest with her cub in their winter den. Painting by Mike Speiser. 8 1/4" x 5 1/2". (Box of 20)  
50036 Winter Rest $16.95

Personalize your cards and envelopes. See page 13 and the Order Form for details.
A. ALL IS CALM

May this beautiful Holiday Season bring you peace and happiness.

Here are all the elements of a perfect Holiday with those we love. Barbara Goss's painting is enhanced by intricate embossing and a die-cut window opening to a cottontail rabbit nestled in winter grass. 3½" x 8¼". (Box of 20.)

50049 All Is Calm $17.95

B. BASKET FULL OF JOY

May the smiles and warmth of this enriching Holiday season be yours throughout the New Year.

They're irresistible! Jim Killen has packed playfulness, love and energy in one delightful portrait. 5⅓" x 8¼". (Box of 20)

50000 Basket Full of Joy $14.95

C. PURRFECT VIEW

With all good wishes for a wonderful Holiday and happiness in the year to come.

This appealing design combines homelife and wildlife, and features deep hand-sculpted embossing with gold highlights. A die-cut window allows our cat companion to view the inside painting by Kathy Glaspis.

5⅜" x 8¼". (Box of 20.)

50050 Purfect View $17.95

D. HOLIDAY CARD ASSORTMENTS

Choose from two collections of our popular cards. Large Assortment cards are 8⅛" x 5⅜"; Medium cards measure 7⅛" x 4¾". Both sets contain a mixture of designs with matching envelopes. 20 cards per box. We'll create an assortment just for you. Your selections may not match the cards pictured here. Some of these cards cannot be personalized.

50061 Large Cards Assortment $9.95

50060 Medium Cards Assortment $8.95
Holiday with ing is enhanced

of wildlife, pack annoyed

...and wildlife, g with gold 

Mail your order, call toll free

9.95
$8.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
B. GENUINE SLATE CLOCK
Our styled friend is painted on a sheet of solid slate, with a quartz-accurate clock in place to keep everyone on time. The wooden stand allows display on desk, table, or mantle. Unusual and very charming. Takes one AA battery, not included. 8½" x 14". 55012 Orange Cat Slate Clock $44.95

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

C. CATTITUDES
The name says it all—well, almost. This feature-packed 13" x 32" message center includes 6 slide-in messages (from “Play with your food,” to “Harbor no guilt”), 4 cat-paw tacks, room enough for your family’s doings...and our ever-faithful hall monitor on top. Adds a bit of changeable fun to shopping lists and reminders. 55011 “Cattitudes” Message Board $44.95

D. FROM STOVE TO CELEBRATION
Two easy-to-use softcover vegetarian cookbooks help ensure great dining for you and your guests. The Great Vegetarian Cookbook (256 pages, 7" x 9") features recipes for every course chosen by America’s top chefs; Vegetarian Pleasures (159 pages, 8" x 10") guides you to seasonal entertaining with recipes, tips and clever ideas. Couldn’t be healthier or more delicious. 52009 The Great Vegetarian Cookbook $15.95 55010 Vegetarian Pleasures Cookbook $15.95

A. DESK-TOP DAILY BOX CALENDARS
Each day features a color photo and an interesting, useful animal fact, with space for notes and jottings. A handy 5¼" x 6½" in size. Ideal for office or kitchen counter. 53062 HSUS Cats Daily Calendar $9.95 54049 HSUS Dogs Daily Calendar $9.95 53029 HSUS Horses Daily Calendar $9.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. MAGNETIC PERSONALITIES
We call them Magneatoes because they’re such good fun on the fridge or file cabinet. Each is a 3¼” x 4½” stuffed toy with magnets at every “paw” and “hoof” — great stocking-stuffers.
52063 Cat and Dog Magneatoes (the pair) $12.95
55059 Full Set of 6 Magneatoes $34.95
52062 Dog Magneato $6.95
55058 Frog Magneato $6.95
55057 Pig Magneato $6.95
55056 Cow Magneato $6.95
53026 Horse Magneato $6.95
52061 Cat Magneato $6.95

B. PEACE ON EARTH IS A PUZZLE
1000 interlocking puzzle pieces form into a 20” x 27” contemporary view of Earth’s animals in repose. This detailed and beautiful look at life is both a pleasant pastime, and a reminder of the natural balances we must help maintain.
55013 Peace On Earth Puzzle $16.95

C. NOAH AT NIGHT
This cheerful, hand-painted porcelain night light will bring a warm, reassuring glow wherever it’s needed. Ideal as a baby gift, child’s room, or when guests are visiting. Hand made, gift-boxed, UL approved. 4½” x 5½”.
52010 Noah’s Night light $18.95

D. NOAH’S PERPETUAL CALENDAR
By changing the Velcro-backed numbers and months on the grid, this 15⅛” x 12” resin calendar can be set for any month in any year. Unused tiles store hidden on the back, where you’ll also find Holiday symbols (Christmas tree, a turkey, a heart and more) so you can personalize your month as it suits you. Handcrafted from an original wood carving by artist Al Pisano. Clever family fun every month.
55014 Noah’s Ark Perpetual Calendar $69.95

E. THE TREE OF LIFE
From Barlow comes this hand inked 2” Holiday ornament so reminiscent of hand-crafted jewelry from an earlier day. Framed in gold-tone metal, the ornament features highly detailed art in reproduction resin. Includes a ribbon hanger, and is gift boxed.
55022 Tree of Life Ornament $13.95

F. PET PAW PRINT KIT
What fun it is to create and show-off this one-of-a-kind display that rests securely in a hinged, solid pine frame. You get special clay in which you impress your pet’s paw print, colored chalk to highlight the finished print, mounting glue, easy instructions. Frame holds the imprint and a standard 5” x 7” photo. New and novel.
55021 Pet Paw Print Kit $19.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
cherish
all animal

G. SOCIAL CLIMBERS
Look at this eager trio of solid resin critters—a bear, a gecko, and a bunny—all adding a touch of color and amusement to a mug, planter, vase...or peering over the edge of a favorite nature book. Use your imagination—surprise everyone. Each is from 3-4" long.
55016 Bear Hanger $5.95
55018 Geck0 Hanger $5.95
55017 Bunny Hanger $5.95

H. NOAH'S MAGIC BLANKET
Is it a pillow...or a blanket? It's both! The quilted 60" x 45" 100% cotton-front blanket can fold in on itself and slide into the attached 15" x 15" pillow pocket—when you just need a little rest. Or open the blanket, tuck your feet in the pocket, and dream the afternoon away. Cotton/poly backing, filled with 100% cotton/poly batting. Machine washable, surprisingly warm—and very tempting.
55019 Noah's Magic Pillow/Blanket $59.95

I. WINTER'S QUIET MOMENTS
A boy, his dog, their farm in a December snow...the setting for artist Robert Duncan's stirring painting. "Curious Onlookers" is a wondrous gift—double matted, glass in place, solid 16" x 20" maple frame, hooked and ready to hang. 'Tis the season! Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
52075 Curious Onlookers $75.00
A. THE EAGLE AND THE WOLF
From the lore and lure of America's wilderness come these dramatic representations of energy, life and freedom. Each heavyweight brushed-loop fleece pullover is a 80/20 cotton/poly blend with a half-zipped placket—featuring a full-color embroidered bald eagle or grey wolf as the fashionable focal point. Warm, soft, very comfortable. Machine washable. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size.
56081 Eagle Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95
56063 Wolf Fleece Pullover $54.95, XXL $59.95

B. TIME SOARS ON WINGS OF AN EAGLE
Our stately wooden mantle clock stands a regal 20" tall. The flying eagle reminds us of the beauty and freedom of nature. An elegant accent on a mantle or library table. Takes one AA battery, not included.
52098 Eagle Mantle Clock $39.95

C. BEAR CUB ORNAMENTS
These three young chaps will happily decorate your Christmas tree this season, then add their happy good looks anywhere you select. They're solid enameled steel, from 2"-3" long each, and cleverly painted to look like their relatives in the forest. Very tame, however.
55024 Bear Cubs Ornaments (Set of 3) $19.95

D. "WILD FOX," IS A TRUE STORY
This was Smithsonian magazine's "Outstanding Natural History Title Of The Year"—a heartwarming story of the author's long-term relationship with Vicky, an injured red fox. The pictures are beautiful, the story poignant, and the gallant little fox will live forever in your heart. A treasure to share. 32 full color pages. 9 1/4" x 9 1/8", hardcover.
55025 "Wild Fox" Book $15.95

E. CARDINALS STATIONERY PORTFOLIO
Classic elegance and quality combine with nature's beauty in this writing ensemble designed by artist Kathy Glansnap. The premium paper is watermarked with a smooth linen finish, and each piece is personalized as shown. Specify 1 line for names and notes, up to 4 lines for stationery sheets; limit 28 letters and spaces per line. You get 25 5 1/2" x 7" stationery sheets, 25 5 1/2" x 7" memo sheets, 25 3" x 7" tall notes, 50 3" x 3 1/2" mini notes (2 designs), and 25 plain envelopes.
55023 Cardinals Stationery Set $12.95

Humane Lifestyles
The HSUS shows consumers how to make more humane lifestyle choices, from choosing a more humane diet, to making beautiful choices in cosmetic and personal care products, to adopting pets from shelters, to caring about all the animals who share our world.
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256-page book to help everyone understand the humane
way to co-exist with nearby
wildlife. Packed with tips, ideas,
and suggestions for ethical and
appropriate actions, it’s a book
everyone will appreciate—and use. Animal illustrations by
popular wildlife artist, Shane Dimmick. Size 7” x 9 1/4”.
52083 Wild Neighbors soft cover book $16.95

F. CARDINAL
WINTER ORNAMENT
Our unique painted-from-the-
inside 3 1/8” glass ornament is
highlighted with the intensity of
bright red cardinals encircled by
their snow-covered domain. A
lovely presentation box com-
pletes a very handsome gift.
52028 Cardinal/Trees Glass
Ornament $14.95

G. ARCTIC COMFORT
Polar bears can add a full measure of homestyle warmth—
if you’re wearing one of these imported 100% cotton flannel nightshirts and the matching slip-
on boxer shorts. You’ll relish the brushed luxury
of the full-cut fabric, and the pure pleasures of a
relaxing winter’s night. Nightshirt, one size
fits most; Boxers in S (30-32), M (34-36),
L (38-40). Specify size. Color as shown.
55026 Polar Bear Nightshirt $39.95
55027 Polar Bear Boxer Shorts $17.95

H. THE GOOD-
IDEA GIFT BOOK
Here’s our very own HSUS
256-page book to help every-
one understand the humane
way to co-exist with nearby
wildlife. Packed with tips, ideas,
and suggestions for ethical and
appropriate actions, it’s a book
everyone will appreciate—and use. Animal illustrations by
popular wildlife artist, Shane Dimmick. Size 7” x 9 1/4”.
52083 Wild Neighbors soft cover book $16.95

I. PEACEFUL POLAR BEARS
The mother and baby polar bears are a picture of contentment, security,
affectation and happiness. This shirt’s contemporary design adds to its allure
as it boosts your wardrobe’s variety. T-shirt: 100% cotton; sweatshirt 50/50
56066 Polar Bears T-shirt $17.95 XXL, $20.95
56067 Polar Bears Sweatshirt $28.95 XXL, $31.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. TWO PUPPIES AT YOUR SERVICE
Eager and able to hold coat, hat, leash and umbrella, this solid enameled steel hangar quickly attaches to wall or door with the included screws. A central location for a day's necessities. 12" x 14".
55030 Metal 4-Hook Coat Hanger $34.95

B. DOGS CAN HAVE FUN, TOO!
They are ready—for frolic, fun, Frisbee—and good exercise. Share it all in comfort; an athletic grey, 100% cotton T-shirt or the 50/50 cotton and polyester blend sweatshirt. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56064 "Party Hounds" T-shirt, $17.95, XXL $20.95
56065 "Party Hounds" sweatshirt, $28.95, XXL $31.95

C. DOG TREATS GALORE
Filled with your pet's favorite healthy treats, this ceramic "treats" or "cookie" jar will be the #1 reward location after a day of work and fun. 12" tall and 7" wide, the roof of our treat-house is the jar's lid. A handy, secure and brightly colored decorative accent, too.
55031 Dog Motel Treats/Cookie Jar $27.95

D. IT'S A TRUTHFUL SHIRT!
"Lord Help Me" says it all as we work to make the wish come true. Meantime, the shirt provides encouragement and a smile. Fun gift. Color: natural, 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56014 "Lord Help Me" T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56015 "Lord Help Me" Sweatshirt $27.95, XXL $30.95

Mission
Every day, The HSUS is working to protect animals from cruelty and suffering. We seek to foster compassion for all living creatures. And our goal is to create a truly humane society. Every purchase you make from this catalog helps bring us closer to our goals and allow us to help more animals.
E. LET'S CELEBRATE!
Joyful eagerness seems to jump right into your arms from our needlepoint Christmas stocking with its rich and brightly toned 100% wool stitching on fully lined, velvet-backed cotton canvas. A keepsake pleasure year after year. 17" long.
55032 Needlepoint Dog Stocking $26.95

F. MORE WARMTH AND COMFORT
Drift toward slumber counting the friendly, cavorting dogs on our 100% brushed cotton flannel nightshirt and boxer shorts—oh, you'll be asleep in moments. Great for snowy afternoons, too. Nightshirt, one size fits most; Boxers in S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. Color as shown.
55028 Dogs Nightshirt $39.95
55029 Dogs Boxer Shorts $17.95

G. YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE!
"Dogs smile with their tails," and they make us happy at the same time. Get a T-shirt or sweatshirt for yourself, and give one to a dog lover who shares your feelings for pets. Good fun in top quality shirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A.
56050 Dogs Smile With Their Tails
T-shirt $18.95 XXL, $21.95
56051 Dogs Smile With Their Tails Sweatshirt
$29.95 XXL, $32.95

H. TO THE BEACH
Have fun at the beach with these canine companions on our 100% cotton 30" x 60" heavy duty beach towel. Perfect at the shore or at home or as a cozy comforter. Imported.
52070 The Dogs Beach Towel $17.95

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630
A. PUPPY BUTTON COVERS AND SHIRT
Our expressive 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of puppy pals is a delight to wear. Snap on the set of 4 sturdy coordinating resin button covers for a very special ensemble that shows your love to all. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.
56084 "Puppy Love" Chambray Shirt $64.95
54042 "Puppy Love" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

B. IT'S AN ANDREW WYETH
"The Master Bedroom" print adds a warm, expressive and comforting tone wherever you display it. We’ve double-matted the work, framed it in maple, and protected it under glass. A sawtooth hangar bar is in place. Now...where will it look its best? Framed size 22" x 18".
52088 "The Master Bedroom" Framed Print $75.00

Call toll free 1-800-486-2630

C. MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY FLOOR MAT
Here they are, a collection of dogs and a surprise visitor, ready to greet friends and family. The 30" x 20" Welcome Mat is made from rugged indoor-outdoor weather resistant polyester, with a non-skid backing. Ideal in the kitchen, too.
52039 Members Of The Family Mat $29.95

D. BASKET FULL OF JOY!
Our most popular design now brightens this exclusive, cozy sweatshirt and T-shirt. Jim Killen’s captivating painting brings smiles to everyone—and comfort to you! Color: heather grey. Made in the U.S.A. T-Shirt—100% preshrunk cotton: M, L, XL and XXL, Sweatshirt—50/50 cotton/poly blend: M, L, XXL. Specify size.
56034 Basket Full of Joy T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56035 Basket Full of Joy Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95
E. INTRODUCING “NATURE NORMAN”
...the curious outdoor investigator discovering backyard butterflies—
the pair adding elegant simplicity to your favorite office or week-
ender outfits. 1 1/2" earrings and 1 3/4" pin are delicately crafted
from brass and sterling silver for a richly tailored look.
55034 “Nature Norman”
Earrings $19.95
55035 “Nature
Norman” Pin $21.95
55036 “Nature
Norman” Earrings/
Pin Set $39.95

G. EVERYONE’S
BEST FRIENDS
Here are some of our
favorite dogs, pausing to
share endless quality time
with you on their oversized
48" x 67" throw. This 100%
cotton, machine washable
treat is a fine accent for living
room or den, and simply
outstanding in the car.
Very snuggly.
55038 “Man’s Best Friend”
Throw $52.95

F. FOR LEASH...
...coats, and other necessities, this personalized, recycled
bronzend aluminum wall-mount holder with its 3 wooden pegs
is the quick and easy answer for convenient storage. 13" x 4 1/2".
Mounting screws included. Specify up to 12 letters and spaces
for your pet’s name. Allow 4 to 5 weeks for delivery.
55037 Dog Bone Leash Hanger $34.95

H. LABRADOR LOVE...
...brings all the wintry warmth you could want. This 100%
cotton woven tapestry pullover is generously cut and machine
washable. More than a sweatshirt, better than a sweater—it
proudly displays your love of dogs too. A surpassing comfort
you’ll appreciate. One size fits most, up to XL.
55033 Woven Labrador Pullover $79.95

MAT
isor, ready
Mat is made
yester, with a
A. YES, I AM PERFECT!
Hand-painted to resemble wood, this solid resin frame proudly displays the regal family cat in royal style—with an exuberant touch of humor. Holds a standard 3½" x 5" photo inside. Wall mount.
55041 "Purrfect Friend" Picture Frame $19.95

B. BRIGHTEN EVERY DAY
Here's an heirloom cat-collectible featuring a solid pewter base and a 2½" glass votive, brightened by charming, peaceful companions. Warm and cheerful.
52015 Cat Votive $24.95

C. CAT-AGAIN CARDIGAN
Three adorable kittens have been silk-screened onto this button-up 50/50 cotton/poly fleece cardigan with two pockets. Color: natural or ash gray with jade collar. Very comfortable, very different. Made in U. S. A. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size and color.
56074 Kittens Cardigan Natural $39.95, XXL $42.95
56093 Kittens Cardigan Ash Gray $39.95, XXL $42.95

D. IT'S PAINTED FROM THE INSIDE!
This 3" blown glass ornament is hand-painted in astonishing detail by artisans using curved miniature brushes inserted through the tiny hole in the top. Comes in a padded gift box.
52037 Glass Cat Ornament $14.95

E. THE TOWELS!
Friendly cats abound on this thirsty beach towel, presenting your love of cats to everyone. 100% cotton, 30" x 60", heavy duty. It's a cozy towel at home, too!
52071 The Cats Beach Towel $19.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
F. TIME FOR A NAP
The full-cut 100% cotton flannel nightshirt, with cats a-plenty, is just right for a long winter’s nap. The slip-on boxers bring added warmth, and are supremely comfortable. Imported. Nightshirt, one size fits most; Boxers in S (30-32), M (34-36), L (38-40). Specify size. Color as shown.
55042 Cats Flannel Nightshirt $39.95
55043 Cats Flannel Boxer Shorts $17.95

G. STYLISH EVERY DAY
This clutch purse features 5 pockets, checkbook/pen slots, 10 card inserts, and money compartments. The Travel Kit (10”L x 5”W x 4”H) has two zippered compartments and is lined in moisture-proof fabric. Both made of machine washable quilted cotton.
52035 Cats Clutch Purse $27.95
53061 Cats Travel Kit $27.95

H. AWAITING SANTA
Meet “Katz,” the cartoonish 6” kitty—a strong, hand-painted, very reliable solid resin stocking holder. He’s ready to keep our 100% wool, velvet-backed 22” needlepoint stocking at the ready for many a joyous holiday season. Fun, funny and warmhearted.
55039 “Katz” Mantle Stocking Holder $18.95
55040 Needlepoint Cat Stocking $24.95

I. “HEY! I’M UP HERE!”
Ready to pounce into action (or sleep the day away), our over-the-top friends can rest on a computer, bookshelf, mantle—any flat surface that needs a spot of fun. Weighted resin for security. Approximately 4” long, and very observant! Specify grey or orange kitten.
54020 Grey, or 52052 Orange Half-Pint Kitten - $14.95 each
54045 Grey, or 54046 Orange Snuzer Kitten - $14.95 each
54047 Grey, or 54048 Orange Set of 2 - $27.95 each set

THE CATS!
Dry cats on this ach towel, your love of . 100% cotton, ity.
-me, too! owel $17.95

IGAN
-screened onto x cardigan h gray with erent. Made in e and color. 5, XXL $42.95 95, XXL $42.95

ats, Cats and More Cats
Cats now outnumber dogs as pets in U.S. households. But while millions are adored, millions more are abandoned and abused. The HSUS is helping our feline friends by educating pet owners and the public about the needs of cats in order to ensure their proper care.
A. CATS LOVE BAGS!
Exploratory adventures happen after every shopping trip, and now you can enjoy the fun any time with this waterproof, 20" x 30" indoor-outdoor floor mat designed to be totally care-free. Great for the kitchen, or to welcome family guests. Color-rich polyester with a non-skid backing. Machine washable.
55044 Cats In The Bag Floor Mat $29.95

C. PAINT YOUR OWN CAT!
You—or a child on your list—can easily design and paint a cat companion with this inventive and educational kit. You get the ready-to-go 15" stuffed cotton cat, a stencil pattern for the face, textile paints, brush, complete booklet of instructions, facts, patterns, breeds, and information on cats. Don’t forget to put a collar and tag on your cat.
52011 Kitten Creature Kit $24.95

B. “CUSHIONS” THE CAT PIN
Our precious and warm nickel-silver pin is an irresistible fashion accessory you’ll enjoy wearing with any outfit. It’s only 1 1/4" in size—with a traditional jewelry clasp on the back—but adds stylish touches of smiles and love every single time.
55046 “Cushions” The Cat Pin $13.95

D. PORTRAIT OF THE TREADWELL CATS
We’ve selected this charming, traditional, wood-framed, glass-protected print—with its gently subdued tones—to bring the majesty of cats to any room, 22" x 26".
It’s ready to add charm and warmth anywhere you choose.
53068 Portrait of the Treadwell Cats Framed Print $69.95

E. SOME CATS CRAVE PUBLICITY
(OK, all of them do!) Our picture-perfect antique-brass photo frame is ready to do justice to your favorite cat’s photo in first-class style. And you can personalize it with your cat’s name, up to 8 letters and spaces. Pride abounding! Holds a 3" x 4" photo; overall size is 5 1/4" x 6". Specify your pet’s name. Personalization as shown in block type and all caps.
55045 Cat Picture Frame $23.95

F. AN AFGHAN TO LOVE
Wrap yourself up in our big (68" x 51"), fringed, 100% cotton throw and dream the afternoon away. If a friendly kitten should join you...all the better.
This is a great “homey” gift that reminds us of our feline companions.
52032 Cat Tapestry Throw $55.95
**G. SPECIAL SHIRT, GREAT BUTTONS**

Here's a quietly elegant yet practical 100% cotton chambray shirt with an embroidered gathering of feline friends. Add the set of 4 coordinating solid resin button covers for a surprising note of fashion fun. Imported shirt is machine washable. Sizes: S/M (4-6), M/L (8-14), L/XL (16-18). Button covers fit most shirts.

- 56085 "Just Kittens" Chambray Shirt $64.95
- 54043 "Just Kittens" Button Covers (Set of 4) $19.95

**H. COASTERS!**

These very unusual 4" diameter cat coasters are practical show-stoppers at every party. Made of wood, hand-painted...smart stocking-stuffers. Terrific for desk-top coffee, too. Imported.

- 52068 Cat Coasters, set of (6) $24.95

---

**I. LET ME HELP YOU...**

Designed over 100 years ago, our helpful 2-pound, 14" tall Tabby cat is silk-screened on 100% cotton, stuffed and weighted with polyester—ready to hold the door...while the cozy, matching 9½" x 12" polyester-stuffed throw pillow is a fine full-time supervisor! The printed designs will decorate a favorite spot anywhere you choose.

- 52038 Cat Door Stop $24.95
- 54016 Cat Pillow $26.95

---

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630
A. PET DEODORIZER CANDLE
Here's a thoughtful addition for any home. Our candle sits snugly inside its own pet-decorated ceramic bowl as it helps keep your indoors as sweet as all outdoors. Good way to reduce pet smells... good looking, good gift. 3" diameter candle; combination is approx. 4" tall.
53067 Pet Candle Deodorizer $17.95

B. SECURE PET FOOD STORAGE
Assure yourself, and your pet, of safe and clean food storage with the Soft Store® dry storage system. Lined in low density waterproof plastic with a seal-tight top, the outer bag is nylon fabric. Two sizes hold 25 or 50 pounds of dry food in soft, compact and easy-to-carry convenience. Great for travel. Forest green.
54070 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 25 lbs. $29.95
54071 Soft Store Dry Storage System, 50 lbs. $34.95

C. THE ADOPTERS SHIRT
Shouldn't "Friends For A Lifetime" be the official shirt for anyone who lovingly adopts a cat or dog? It's lighthearted, warm and fun—and speaks well of the love shared by pet and owner alike. If you've adopted a special pet friend—or plan to—wear the shirt. 100% pre-shrunk white cotton T-shirt: M, L, XL and XXL; Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. "Friends For A Lifetime"
56080 Cat T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95
56079 Dog T-shirt $16.95, XXL $19.95

D. DOUBLE RAISED DOG BOWLS
Hand-crafted in solid wood with a honey pine, clear-coat protected finish, these distinctive top-line feeders include removable stainless steel bowls. The elevated height is a mealtime comfort for tall, elderly or convalescent dogs. Sizes: Small, 4" tall, 1 quart capacity each bowl; Medium, 7", 1 quart, Large, 11", 3-quarts.
54073 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Small $69.95
54074 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Medium $89.95
54075 Double Raised Dog Bowls, Large $129.95
E. NATURAL SISAL SCRATCH TOY
Your cat will love the fun this catnip-scented 13" mouse provides as soon as you hang it from the door—and you'll love watching. Sisal helps clean and sharpen a cat's nails, and the reaching and stretching gives needed exercise, too. There's even a bell on the mouse's tail!
54076 Sisal Scratching Toy $14.95

F. PET TREATS FROM THE GARDEN
Here are two attractive 8"W x 3"D x 4"H terra-cotta "gardens" created just for your pet. The Cat Garden comes with catnip and catgrass seeds, the Dog Garden includes pennyroyal (non-edible to prevent fleas indoors), plus dog grass as a tasty alternative treat. Both come with organic soil, complete instructions, and anticipation!
54008 Cat Garden $17.95
54007 Dog Garden $17.95

G. PET TRAVEL MADE EASY
Traveling with your pet is much more comfortable when familiar food and water supply is at hand. Use these waterproof, air-tight, non-spill, collapsible nylon carry-alongs that hold generous amounts of dry food or fresh water anywhere...car, boat, backpack, or take them on a picnic. Your pet will appreciate it! In red, black or green. Specify color.
54028 1 Liter Pack-A-Bowl $13.95
54029 2.5 Liter Pack-A-Bowl $14.95
54030 4 Liter Pack-A-Bowl $15.95

H. OUR OFFICIAL DOG CARE GUIDE
Fully authenticated by The HSUS, this guide should be owned by everyone who shares a lifetime partnership with a dog. Covers health, safety, care and training, plus problem solving and a great deal more. Authoritative and up-to-date. 390 pages.
53037 The HSUS Guide To Dog Care $24.95

I. THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE!
Sturdy, safe, very comforting—and ideal for keeping an eye on things—the Kitty Window Perch "attaches without tools to any standard window ledge. The 24" x 13" platform is softly padded with a fleecy, machine washable covering, and the heavy duty legs are fully adjustable for a solid fit.
54072 Kitty Window Perch $29.95
A. TRAVELING? LODGING FOR YOU AND YOUR PETS

If you'd love to travel with your pet, you need the Pets Welcome® travel guides. It lists hotels, motels and inns nationwide based on their ambience, guest amenities and, most importantly, their pet friendliness. Includes pet-travel tips, maps, charges, ratings, more.

53044 Pets Welcome, National Edition, 320 pages $19.95
53042 Pets Welcome, California, 208 pages $15.95
53041 Pets Welcome, America's South, 224 pages $15.95
53040 Pets Welcome, New England and New York, 224 pages $15.95
53039 Pets Welcome, Pacific Northwest, 224 pages $15.95
53043 Pets Welcome, Southwest, 208 pages $15.95

B. PERSONALIZED PET COLLAR AND LEASH

Identify your pet with a durable pet collar and leash. Pet's I.D. is embroidered in white on red or royal blue nylon web. Convenient quick-snap collar for easy removal and adjusting. Maximum of 20 letters, numbers and spaces. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Helps pet get home. Pet Quick Snap Collars

53020 Small (10"-14") 5/8" wide $11.95
53021 Medium (15"-20") 1" wide $13.95
53022 Large (17"-28") 1" wide $15.95

Pet Leashes

53009 6 Foot x 5/8" wide $14.95  53010 6 Foot x 1" wide $15.95

Specify red or blue webbing color on Order Form.

C. THE ORIGINAL SHERPA BAG DELUXE

Many airlines have approved the use of Sherpa Bags, so you can take your pet in the passenger compartment with you. Inside, the soft, comfortable liner is machine washable, and a leash ring is in place— the stylish, quilted black nylon exterior features two entrances, a zippered pocket for treats and more, plus an adjustable strap that's also a leash. Small (16" x 9½" x 10") pets up to 6 pounds; Medium (18" x 10½" x 1½") 16 pounds; Large (20" x 11" x 11½") 22 pounds. Color: black. These are handy, secure, safe, and help reduce travel stress. Note: the number of pets allowed in the cabin is limited. Always check ahead. Sherpa Pet Bag Deluxe.

54059 Small $59.95
54060 Medium $69.95
54061 Large $79.95

D. COMPLETE FIRST AID

This reassuring book by The HSUS and the American Red Cross covers a full range of first aid encounters for pets—at home and while traveling. Easy to follow, thorough and highly practical. Buy one, give another to a friend. Be prepared. 109 pages. 6½" x 9".

52083 Pet First Aid Book $12.95
E. PERSONALIZED PET I.D. TAGS

1. Shaped I.D. Tags. Lightweight metal tags with sturdy fastener attaches easily to collar. Three shapes available in your choice of materials:
   - Stainless Steel, Solid Brass or Red Aluminum.
   - Size: 1/4" x 1/4". Specify color/material.
   - Shaped I.D. Tag $5.95
     - 53017 Dog Bone  $5.95
     - 53018 Round  $5.95
     - 53019 Heart  $5.95

2. Slide-on I.D. Tags have slots at each end allowing them to be slipped onto a collar. No tools required, nothing to get caught! Small and large size available in Solid Brass or Stainless Steel. Small (1/4" x 1/4") fits 1/4" collar width; Large (1/2" x 1/2") fits 1/2" collar width.
   - Stainless Steel Slide-On Tag
     - 53014 Small  $5.95  53015 Large  $6.95
     - Solid Brass Slide-On Tag
     - 53012 Small  $6.95  53013 Large  $7.95

TO ORDER: Specify item number desired, along with pet's name, your name, street address, city, state, ZIP, regular and emergency phone numbers. Limit 6 lines, 22 letters and spaces maximum per line.

F. FITNESS AND FUN...

Kong® rubber chew-toys, resilient and long-lasting, satisfy a dog's natural urge to chew, can be stuffed with treats, and will never splinter or develop sharp edges. Safe, fun and good exercise, your dog will love it.

- Kong® Dog Chew Toy  54062 Small (3")  $4.45
- 54063 Medium (3 1/2")  $6.45  54064 Large (4")  $7.45
- 54065 Extra Large (5")  $9.95  54066 Giant (6")  $12.95

G. ...AND GOOD DENTAL HEALTH

Dental Kong® rubber chew toys have patented grooves to clean and "squeegee" teeth, reduce plaque and tartar, and exercise gums every time your dog chews. The braided cotton rope helps in natural dental care as it adds to your pet's fun.

- Dental Kong®  54067 Small (7")  $8.95  54068 Medium (8 1/2")  $10.95

"Dogs love to play. The great thing about a Kong is it's a toy that you and your dog can play with together. An it also provides safe amusement for your dog when he's home alone. You can even stuff some treats inside—your dog will have fun trying to get the goodies."

—Martha Armstrong, HSUS VP for Companion Animals

H. MY DOG CAN DO THAT!

And so can yours. Here's a reward-based dog-training game that gently helps your pet learn (or improve) basic skills and good manners, as human players develop good pet leadership skills. You'll be surprised how quickly "sit," "stand," "heel" and other commands improve, and that your dog might actually learn a few genuine tricks.

Good family fun.

- 54069 My Dog Can Do That!  $24.95

I. PERSONALIZED FIRST-QUALITY PET BOWLS

These sturdy white ceramic bowls are attractive, durable, and easy to keep clean. Designed as shown, the Cat's Bowl has a 5" diameter and is 2" deep; the Small Dog's Bowl shares the same measurements, while the Medium Dog Bowl is 7" dia. x 3" deep, and the Large Dog's Bowl is 9" dia. x 1" deep. Pet's name is screen printed then permanently fired to bowl. Specify name, up to 10 characters, including spaces.

- 53002 Cat's Bowl  $17.95  53003 Small Dog's Bowl  $17.95
- 53004 Medium Dog's Bowl  $19.95
- 58058 Large Dog's Bowl  $22.95

...an Red Cross
at home and
practical. Buy
is 6 1/4" x 9".
A. YARN SPINNER
Cats are fascinated with balls of yarn, and now you can spruce up your home with our clever 3" diameter glass ornament, hand-painted from the inside by skilled artisans. Comes packed in a presentation gift box, complete with hang cord.
53047 Cat With Yarn Ornament $17.95

B. EMBROIDERED MUSTANGS
These free-spirited mustangs, richly embroidered on a soft pullover, add a touch of nature’s energy to your wardrobe. Aspen brushed loop blend in 80/20 cotton/poly with a crew neck. Color: natural. Made in the U.S.A.
SIZES: M, L, XL, XXL
Specify size.
56062 Embroidered Mustangs Fleece Pullover M-XL $55.95, XXL $59.95

C. FOREST WATCH
Shane Dimmick’s emotionally powerful grey wolf portrait has been transformed into comfortable and evocative T-shirts and sweatshirts. 100% cotton T-shirt; 50/50 cotton/poly sweatshirt: M, L, XL and XXL. Specify size.
Color: Slate Blue. Made in the U.S.A.
(And see the Holiday Card on page 171)
56070 Forest Watch T-shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56071 Forest Watch Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

D. GIVE A FASHION STATEMENT
Our 1998 Allyn Neckwear® tie collection speaks beautifully of your love of animals in 100% imported printed silk, fully lined. Choose your favorite from this diverse array, certain to please the most discerning man on any Holiday list. Very stylish! Horses—Navy or Green; Cats and Noah’s Ark—Navy; Animals Of the World—Navy or Red. Specify color. Made in the U.S.A.
55049 Horses Necktie $32.95 55050 Cats Necktie $32.95 55051 Noah’s Ark Necktie $32.95 55052 Animals of the World Necktie $32.95

E. PICTURING YOUR PERFECT PET
Your favorite pup’s photo gets an ideal home in this dramatic self-standing metal frame with its die-cut border atop a rich black velvet background. Holding a standard 3" x 5" photo, the overall size is 5 1/4" x 7".
55048 Dog Bone Picture Frame $15.95
F. PERSONALIZED PET THROW
Personalize our soft, 2-ply, 100% cotton throw with your favorite pet's name—then enjoy all the relaxing comfort and warmth—perhaps together. Machine washable, 68" x 48", made in the U.S.A. Specify name up to 10 letters. Personalization in blue lettering.
53016 Personalized Throw $48.95
54082 Non-personalized Throw $43.95

G. I'M ON GUARD!
Our handmade, hand-painted plaster and resin black Labrador pup is an ideal indoor sentry for home or office. Standing 10½" tall, our friend has life-like eyes and a stately presence you'll enjoy seeing each day. A welcoming friend in hallway or hearth, even better tucked into a quiet corner.
35053 Black Labrador Statue $89.95

H. LET'S DECORATE
This delicate full-pewter Cat in Window ornament from Seagull Pewter is reminiscent of the decorations so popular on European Christmas trees and mantels. And now you can put the love you have for a favorite pet on your own tree. The 2½" x 1½" ornament includes a hang cord.
52014 Cat in Window Ornament $9.95

I. MEAL TIME FUN!
These cheery, rugged stoneware bowls brighten meal time for the pets in your life, and are great fun to look at when empty, too! Designed by Gary Patterson. Dishwasher safe.
54035 "Feed Me" 5" Cat Bowl $12.95
54036 "Feed Me" 7" Dog Bowl $15.95
A. SANTA AND HIS NEW FRIEND

Yes, we’re all Santa’s friends, but our special set is a perfect combination for a Holiday’s evening. Handmade from stiffened cloth, porcelain and resin, Santa gives his pet pal the perfect gift—which you’ll enjoy as a Holiday tradition for years to come. An 8” high mixed-media extravaganza.

55054 Santa and the Black Dog $49.95

Call toll free
1-800-486-2630

This symbol indicates products created exclusively for HSUS.

B. IT’S THEIR WORLD TOO

Celebrate the diversity of our natural world and wear the message! The T-shirt is 100% cotton, the sweatshirt a 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL. Specify size. Made in the U.S.A. Art by Tim Knepp.

56036 It’s Their World Too T-Shirt $17.95, XXL $20.95
56037 It’s Their World Too Sweatshirt $28.95, XXL $31.95

C. “WINTER FRIENDS”

We’re all in love with Robert Duncan’s exquisite print, and the loving warmth which rises from it. You will be, too. We’ve double-matted the work, protected it under glass in a solid maple frame, and added an adjustable hanger on the back. It’s ready to hang wherever you choose. Overall size is 16” x 20”.

55055 “Winter Friends” Print $75.00

Printed on recycled paper, containing a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste.